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The COVID-19 pandemic (caused by the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2,
SARS-CoV-2) is having profound effects on all dimensions of life, such as the individual, social, cultural,
public health, and economic dimensions [1,2]. However, the place ascribed to social sciences and
their contributions is not sufficiently valued, as may be seen in the bibliographic study by Aristovnik,
Ravšelj, and Umek [3] (pp. 1 and 22) in an extensive yet very current and illuminating citation:

The empirical results indicate the domination of health sciences in terms of number of relevant
publications and total citations, while physical sciences, social sciences, and humanities lag behind
significantly. Nevertheless, there is evidence of COVID-19 research collaborations within and between
different subject area classifications, with a gradual increase in the importance of non-health scientific
disciplines. The findings emphasize the great need for a comprehensive and in-depth approach that
considers various scientific disciplines in COVID-19 research so as to benefit not only the scientific
community but evidence-based policymaking as part of efforts to properly respond to the COVID-19
pandemic. [ . . . ] In order to address the economic, socio-cultural, political, environmental, and other
(non-medical) consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic, in the near future, COVID-19 must appear
higher up on the research agenda of non-health sciences, particularly social sciences and humanities.

This relevance of the relationship between COVID-19 and social sciences results from the fact that
the disease is shaped by cultural elements that are studied in social sciences. Ferreira and Serpa [4]
maintain, in this regard, that epidemics and pandemics have varied effects on societies. These effects are
noticeable at the level of societies’ beliefs, institutions, and social, demographic, economic, and political
structures. Regarding the notion of contagion, also analyzed by the authors, the articulation between
impurity, purification, and interdiction of contact, as a result of the belief in contagion, embodies the
symbolic management of both internal and external dangers. This belief that purification emerges
from the interdiction of contact coerces healthy individuals to avoid any physical and social approach
with patients and other individuals perceived as dangerous in terms of disease transmission [4].

In this context, it was deemed pertinent to suggest to Societies the Special Issue COVID-19 and
Social Sciences, justified by the fact that the potential contribution of social sciences is not being
sufficiently mobilized. This special issue aims to:

[ . . . ] contribute to advancing our understanding of the heuristic capacity of Social Sciences
as a fundamental tool in the analysis of cognitive assessments and collective behaviors
developed in the pandemic caused by COVID-19 and the implications of the exponential
increase of social interactions and spatial, economic, and societal dynamics, at various scales,
in the post-pandemic future. [5]

Societies 2020, 10, 100; doi:10.3390/soc10040100 www.mdpi.com/journal/societies1
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For this Special Issue, COVID-19 and Social Sciences, 14 manuscripts were received, having
been selected for publication after several improvements resulting from a rigorous reviewing process,
and six papers that focus on different perspectives and are relevant contributions. A brief presentation
of each published article follows.

Rudnick [6], in “Social, Psychological, and Philosophical Reflections on Pandemics and Beyond”,
demonstrates the relevance of several social, psychological, and philosophical issues underlying the
COVID-19 pandemic, such as the moral distress of healthcare providers when they have to make
decisions about the life or death of patients or related to mental health amplified by quarantine and
prophylactic isolation, as well as the need to provide society with additional protection for socially
disadvantaged people.

Arias-Maldonado [7], in “COVID-19 as a Global Risk: Confronting the Ambivalences of a
Socionatural Threat”, proposes to categorize the COVID-19 pandemic as a particular kind of risk
that combines premodern and modern features; it takes place in the Anthropocene but is not of
the Anthropocene.

Ferreira, Sá, Martins, and Serpa [8] present “The COVID-19 Contagion—Pandemic Dyad: A View
from Social Sciences”. This manuscript offers a presentation of potential contributions from several
specific social sciences, analyzing the analytical potential of social sciences in an informed understanding
of the challenges that the COVID-19 pandemic poses to society at the economic, social, and health
levels, but which, however, has not been sufficiently mobilized by policymakers.

In turn, Tobin, Mavrommati, and Urban-Rich [9], in “Responding to Social Distancing in
Conducting Stakeholder Workshops in COVID-19 Era”, offer a contribution on how academic research
in the social sciences can, needs to, and must adapt to the compliance with the COVID-19 pandemic
control rules. To this end, the authors reflect on real situations of workshops through the mobilization
of technology that allows, simultaneously, to satisfy requirements such as social/physical distance.
This virtual stakeholder engagement poses potential challenges, several of which are discussed in
this article.

Grabowski, Meldgaard, and Hulvej Rod [10], in “Altered Self-Observations, Unclear Risk
Perceptions and Changes in Relational Everyday Life: A Qualitative Study of Psychosocial Life
with Diabetes during the COVID-19 Lockdown”, put forth a study on the psychosocial effects of the
conditions for living with a chronic disease such as diabetes in the context of a COVID-19 lockdown in
the Danish context.

Finally, Ferri, Grifoni, and Guzzo [11], in “Online Learning and Emergency Remote Teaching:
Opportunities and Challenges in Emergency Situations”, contribute with an article that aims to analyze
the opportunities and challenges of remote education in the context of the COVID-19 emergency,
culminating in the analysis of various technological, pedagogical, and social challenges that emerge
from this study.

Scientific work does not happen in an isolated or individual way, and hence, we would like to
thank all the stakeholders who contributed to the accomplishment of this project that is now offered to
the reader. We begin by thanking Dr. Gregor Wolbring, Societies Editor-in-Chief, for the confidence
placed on us by accepting our call for proposals for this Special Issue. An acknowledgment is due to all
authors who submitted manuscripts, reviewers, whose evaluation work was essential and critical to the
quality of publications, and the entire editorial office; their professionalism enabled the materialization
of this final result.

In conclusion, if any writing becomes the property of the reader after its publication, we would
like to believe that this Special Issue COVID-19 and Social Sciences could be yet another vehicle
demonstrating the potential of social sciences in developing the understanding how COVID-19 is
perceived and experienced. This knowledge is pivotal, for example, in the definition and application
of measures to be taken to control the pandemic. Even now that the availability, distribution,
and application of vaccines are around the corner, social sciences can make an important contribution
to the success of this process.
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Abstract: This conceptual paper presents social, psychological and philosophical (ethical and
epistemological) reflections regarding the current (COVID-19) pandemic and beyond, using an
analytic and comparative approach. For example, Taiwan and Canada are compared, addressing
Taiwan’s learning from SARS. Suggestions are made in relation to current and future relevant practice,
policy, research and education. For example, highly exposed individuals and particularly vulnerable
populations, such as health care providers and socially disadvantaged (homeless and other) people,
respectively, are addressed as requiring special attention. In conclusion, more reflection on and study
of social and psychological challenges as well as underlying philosophical issues related to the current
pandemic and more generally to global crises is needed.

Keywords: education; pandemic; philosophy; policy; practice; psychology; research; social

1. Introduction

Societies are measured in part in relation to how they rise to the occasion of collective crises
and learn from them. For example, both Taiwan and Canada (specifically Toronto) were similarly
directly impacted by the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) pandemic and related nosocomial
(hospital-based) viral transmission a couple of decades ago [1], yet it seems that Taiwan learned from
that to prepare well for such pandemics, whereas Canada (including Toronto) did not [2]. The current
Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic is such a crisis and raises various problems that are
insufficiently addressed to date (such as the impact of international travel on global health), some of
them reflective of underlying social and other challenges across the world [3]. In addition to medical
and technological problems, social as well as psychological problems and underlying philosophical
(particularly ethical and epistemological) challenges have to be better addressed to further improve the
approach to this pandemic and arguably to future pandemics and other global crises. In this conceptual
paper, I use an analytic [4] and comparative [5] approach to present related social, psychological, and
philosophical issues, using my experience and expertise as a social scientist and health researcher [6],
a clinically practicing psychiatrist, a health care administrator [7,8], and a philosopher of health and
related care [9,10]. I conclude with practice and policy as well as research and education suggestions.

2. Social and Psychological Reflections

The current pandemic poses important social challenges. For example, many people have been
laid off work temporarily or permanently during the pandemic due to an insufficient workload,
such as in the service sector. Unemployment is associated with disrupted mental well-being [11]
and with other personal as well as societal disruptions such as poverty, crime, and more. The most
vulnerable to such disruptions are typically people who are already disadvantaged, such as those from
lower socioeconomic strata and many retired people. Hence, the general population, and particularly
vulnerable populations such as socially disadvantaged people (homeless individuals and others),

Societies 2020, 10, 42; doi:10.3390/soc10020042 www.mdpi.com/journal/societies5
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may require particular attention during and soon after the pandemic to try to ensure that they are
at least not further disadvantaged. Another example is the expected political disruption during a
pandemic, particularly in countries where the regime is not democratically robust (such as in Israel
where the prime minister is allowed to stay in office in spite of incurring criminal charges [12]). In such
countries, some people may use the opportunity during the pandemic to disorganize society or to
further restrict the general public and/or special social groupings that are considered by them as socially
undesirable (such as racialized minorities and others). Such disorganization and restriction can further
disrupt personal and societal well-being during the pandemic (and after it if the disruptive political
changes remain in place). Hence, the general public and/or special social groupings that are considered
socially undesirable by some may require particular attention during and after the pandemic to try to
support them in relation to pandemic-related disruptive political change.

The current pandemic also poses psychological challenges. For example, (self) quarantine and
isolation may seem similar; but (self) quarantine is separation for people who were actually or plausibly
exposed to a contagious disease (such as from international travel) but are not confirmed to be
infected, whereas isolation is for people who are infected with a contagious disease [13]. As such,
(self) quarantine may seem less stressful, not only because the person is presumably not infected, but
also because the person is supposedly in control of their quarantine. Yet the stress of not being tested (as
in many jurisdictions only symptomatic people or people who have been in contact with infected people
are tested) may worsen the (self) quarantined person’s stress. Also, the social pressure—and the legal
requirement in an increasing number of jurisdictions—to (self) quarantine may reduce the person’s
sense of control and even generate distress related to the discrepancy between social expectations
and individual entitlement to freedom of movement (in jurisdictions where that is legally supported).
Hence, the highly prevalent psychological needs for certainty and for sense of control are not easily
addressed in self-quarantine and may require particular attention during the pandemic to facilitate
mental well-being of (self) quarantined people. Another example is the likely loss of trust in people
who are physically close (and personally significant) to a person in case they are either infectious (while
asymptomatic) or are not careful enough in trying to prevent being infected. Such a pervasive loss of
trust may deeply disrupt people’s mental well-being and functioning, particularly if they are already
vulnerable such as having an insecure attachment style [14]. Hence, the universal psychological need
for trust is not easily addressed with family and friends during the pandemic, particularly in relation to
emotionally vulnerable people, and may require particular attention during the pandemic to facilitate
their mental well-being and functioning. These and other psychological challenges related to the
pandemic period may last beyond it, especially if there were personally traumatic events during it,
such as forced self-quarantine by authorities and betrayal of trust by (personally) significant others.
These challenges may require special attention after the pandemic to facilitate mental well-being and
functioning of people who are identified as having—or being at high risk of having—pandemic-related
mental problems after the pandemic.

3. Philosophical (Ethical and Epistemological) Reflections

Some of the pandemic-related social and psychological issues are associated with underlying
ethical issues. An example is the scarcity of health care resources, which is rampant during the current
pandemic, as it has been during some other pandemics, such as the Spanish flu pandemic (when human
health resources—particularly physicians and nurses—in the United States were depleted due to their
deployment abroad near the end of World War I [15]); decisions about which treatable patients to exclude
from treatment—such as ventilation—can cause moral distress and other disruption to health care
providers. Hence health care providers may require particular attention during and after the pandemic
to address their moral distress. Another example is the common—personal and social—expectation
during the pandemic that individuals help others, above and beyond what is expected in more
ordinary times. Although ordinary ethics would consider that as supererogatory, i.e., laudable but not
required morally, during extraordinary—such as pandemic—times, extraordinary moral conduct may
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be expected if not required, involving increased individual moral responsibility [16]—including for
others’ plight even if there is no preset relationship between them and the individual expected to help
them. Hence, the general public may require particular attention during and after the pandemic for
emotional and practical support in relation to such extraordinary moral conduct expectations.

Some of the pandemic-related social and psychological issues are also associated with underlying
epistemological issues. For example, individual and collective behavior impact biological aspects
of the pandemic such as rate of transmission, yet robust evidence on that is difficult to obtain due
to the lack of availability of randomized controlled trials in such circumstances. Other approaches
to generate robust evidence are needed in these circumstances, such as studies comparing naturally
variant sites and populations and sufficiently matched samples, recognizing that comparison is key
to any inquiry [5]. Hence, researchers may require particular attention during the current pandemic
and in preparation for future pandemics and other global health crises to optimize their research
methodology for such circumstances. Another example is the common misunderstanding by lay
people of what is robust evidence, which may lead to their unsafe behavior or alternatively to their
overly cautious behavior during the pandemic. This may pose unnecessary personal harm and public
risk (due to increased transmission of infection) or alternatively unnecessary personal restriction and
social disruption (due to unnecessary reduction of work and other activities), respectively. Hence, the
general public may require particular attention during the current pandemic (and arguably at all other
times) to enhance lay people’s critical thinking and knowledge about evidence and other relevant
aspects of rigorous inquiry such as health research.

4. Conclusions

Social, psychological, and underlying philosophical issues that are pandemic-related may have
a considerable and lasting impact on societies and on particular individuals. Some related practice
suggestions are to address the moral distress of health care providers who have to make particularly
difficult—sometimes life or death—decisions due to very scarce health care resources, and to provide
additional emotional support such as to (self) quarantined people and to people who have pre-pandemic
mental challenges (preferably provided by their significant others and/or mental health care providers).
Some related policy suggestions are to secure additional income support for socially disadvantaged
people during and soon after the pandemic, and to provide additional protections for special social
groupings that are considered socially undesirable by some if the pandemic results in disruptive
political change (that may last after the pandemic). Some related research suggestions are to study
societal preparation for pandemics, perhaps learning from positive deviance such as Taiwan’s successful
preparation for the current (COVID-19) pandemic based on its experience with the SARS pandemic
nearly 20 years ago [1]. Some related education suggestions are to train the general public as well as
health care providers and other first responders in advance in responsible behaviors that protect them
and others during a pandemic and other challenging times. More reflection on and study of social and
psychological challenges as well as underlying philosophical issues related to the current pandemic,
and more generally to global crises, is needed.

Funding: This research received no external funding.

Conflicts of Interest: The author declares no conflict of interest.
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Abstract: On the face of it, the COVID-19 pandemic seems to fit into the risk society framework as a
danger that is produced by the modernization process in its global stage. However, coronaviruses are
a very particular kind of risk which risk theory does not properly explain. In fact, there is no single
perspective on risk that offers a fully satisfactory account of the SARS-CoV-2, despite all of them
having something valuable to contribute to the task. This paper attempts to categorize the COVID-19
pandemic as a particular kind of risk that is not adequately explained with reference to the risk society
or the new epoch of the Anthropocene. On the contrary, it combines premodern and modern features:
it takes place in the Anthropocene but is not of the Anthropocene, while its effects are a manifestation
of the long globalization process that begins in antiquity with the early representations of the planet
as a sphere. If the particular identity of the disease is considered, COVID-19 emerges as the first
truly global illness and thus points to a new understanding of the vulnerability of the human species
qua species.
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1. Introduction

What kind of risk is the COVID-19 pandemic? How can the social sciences help us to understand
the rapid spread of the coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 and its impact across the globe? Which are the
available theoretical frameworks for doing so and how well do they apply to zoonotic infections turned
global? Is perhaps the Anthropocene, as a brand-new hypothesis about the human impact on the
natural world and its unintended effects, the most appropriate explanation?

These are the questions that this paper will deal with. I depart from the assumption that despite the
spectacular quality of the COVID-19 pandemic, this was neither an unprecedented nor an unforeseeable
risk. Natural scientists have been warning for some time now that the presence of a large reservoir
of SARS-CoV-like viruses in horseshoe bats, together with the culture of eating exotic mammals in
southern China, is a time bomb [1]. The same fear was expressed in a piece published in Nature five
years ago, in which the possibility of a human emergence was explicitly formulated as a way to call
the attention of public authorities [2]. Even among economists there was someone who alerted, just a
month before the outbreak in Wuhan came to be publicly known, about the potentially high cost of a
global pandemic to prevent which not much was being done [3].

They were all quite right, although the advantages of retrospection must also be considered.
However, pandemics are hardly an unknown historical phenomenon. Zoonotic spillovers, in which
an infectious virus jumps from non-human animals to humans, are not new either. It should be
remembered that so-called Spanish Flu killed between 50 and 100 million people around the world
in 1918–1919, becoming the most globalized epidemic in history [4], and despite having been mostly
forgotten, the Asian Flu in 1957 killed around 2 million people all over the world and reduced US
economic growth by 10% in the first quarter of the following year [5], whereas the Hong-Kong Flu
caused the death of a million people in 1969, including 25,000 French poeple just in December [6]. Later,
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zoonotic viruses come one after another: the Lassa (1969), the Ebola (1976), the VIH-1 and VIH-2 that
cause AIDS (1981, 1986), the Hendra (1994), avian flu (1997), Nipah (1998), West Nile (1993), swine flu
(2009), and finally SARS-CoV-2. David Quanmen, a science journalist specialized in the phenomenon,
wrote a couple of years ago that the word zoonosis was going to be around for some time now [7].
Just when some historians were labeling the last one hundred years as the pandemic century [8],
COVID-19 seems to herald the continuation of an infectious epoch.

Yet there is no single mention of pandemics in the late Ulrich Beck’s account of the global risk
society, which was published eleven years ago [9]. This omission is shocking, although nobody had
noticed it until COVID-19 began its unstoppable global spread. What does this say about risk society
theory? Is it just a distraction on the part of Beck, or perhaps viruses do not have a place in his account
of the relation between modernity and risk? If that is the case, which other approaches to risk may
assist us in understanding pandemics as particular social threats? Such diagnoses matter, because the
way in which societies relate to their environments has much to do with their own self-understanding.
This resonates with Luhmann’s assertion that there exists a strong critical potential in the analysis of
the way in which a society confronts misfortune, as the latter makes it possible to see more thoroughly
the reverse of their normality [10]. On such occasions, societies resemble the sick body in which a
fluorescent liquid is introduced when a tomography is performed—their inner functioning can be
briefly observed in more detail.

Hence this paper deals with the ambiguous relation between COVID-19 and modernity. It does so
through the lenses provided by the category of risk—including ecological risks and the new theoretical
and symbolic framework provided by the Anthropocene. Against the idea that the pandemic is
a typically modern event caused by a predatory view of socionatural relations in the context of a
capitalistic-driven globalized world, I suggest that the former is a rather primitive threat that has
accompanied human populations ever since they have existed as such. Needless to say, pandemics
reflect the features of the age in which they take place. In the case of COVID-19, globalization and social
acceleration serve to explain its rapid spread as much as the unprecedented swiftness with which the
virus has been decoded and a number of vaccines have been announced. In fact, the pandemic is less
the result of a failed modernity than it is the outcome of a lack of modernity. On the one hand, the virus
overcomes the species barrier in a country, China, where food security is notoriously lacking and
the flow of information is restricted for political reasons. On the other, most Western countries have
resorted to rather primitive strategies of contention based on lockdowns and have proven themselves
unable to display a data-driven, sophisticated approach to the pandemic.

The article is organized as follows. Section 3 offers an overview of the relation between
globalization, risk, and pandemics. Section 4 discusses risk society and the Anthropocene as theoretical
frameworks that may help to explain the COVID-19 pandemic. Section 5 employs cultural approaches
to risk in order to highlight the difference between perceived and objective risks. Section 6 deals with
the metaphorical dimension of COVID-19, suggesting that this may be the first disease that is perceived
as affecting human beings as a totality, irrespective of their ethnic or social belonging. Finally, Section 7
suggests the need to rethink global risks after the corona pandemic, so that a more balanced account
of the relation between potential threats and materialized disasters is achieved. Section 8 serves as
a conclusion.

2. Methodology

This article uses a qualitative methodology, as it seeks to understand the nature and meanings of
the COVID-19 pandemic with the tools of the social sciences (sociological risk theory, political theory)
as well as with those of other, typically interdisciplinary, academic endeavors (environmental studies,
epidemiology and other natural sciences). The article does not involve an empirical effort, although it
benefits from the work of empirical social and natural scientists.
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3. Globalization, Risk, and Pandemics

The COVID-19 pandemic has impacted on a globalized world in which the circulation of people,
goods, and information had reached an unprecedented magnitude and speed—despite the political
backlash that started to take shape in the aftermath of the Great Recession. Yet the history of
globalization is interlocked with that of epidemics, as the effects of the Spaniards’ landing on the health
of native Americans back in the 16th century came to show; the sudden contact between two human
populations that had been separated for millennia caused a number of lethal epidemics that facilitated
the European conquest of the Americas [11]. Thus, the seminal fact of modernity’s globalizing praxis is
attached to a warning about the epidemic potential of the world’s shrinking. Something of the sort
had happened in continental Europe during the Black Death in the 14th century, albeit at a lesser scale.
On its part, the novel coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 has not provoked an ethnic catastrophe, nor has it
thrived in the trenches of a devastating war—it has travelled from China to Europe as one of the trade
goods in post-communist globalization.

The link between globalization and pandemics is not accidental. The latter are called crowd
diseases for a reason: the epidemic transmission of a virus requires an abundant population and
that explains why many viral diseases are relatively recent. Although traces of smallpox have been
found in Egyptian mummies, polio is not documented until the 19th century and AIDS appeared at
the end of last century [12]. It is not surprising, then, that epidemics do not exist before big human
populations, nor that the viruses take advantage of the commercial routes through which individual
carriers circulate together with their merchandise [13]. Yet the homogenizing of the global biota that
begins with the so-called Columbian exchange after the Spanish colonization of America produces
in turn an ambiguous effect on the infectious vulnerability of human populations. Environmental
historian Alfred Crosby [11] has highlighted its negative impact on genetic diversity:

The flora and fauna of the Old and especially of the New World have been reduced and
specialized by man. Specialization almost always narrows the possibilities for future changes:
for the sake of present convenience, we loot the future. ( . . . ) The Columbian exchange has
left us with not a richer but a more impoverished genetic pool.

Biodiversity loss has also been singled out by biologist Edward O. Wilson [14] as a threat for
the future of the human species and, consequently, one of the major threats of the Anthropocene.
The Anthropocene is the name given to the epoch in which natural systems at a planetary level
have been disrupted by human activity. Anthropogenic climate change is perhaps the best-known
manifestation of this phenomenon, together with ocean acidification or biodiversity loss. A group
of geologists claim that this should actually be recognized as a new geological epoch, insofar as the
change induced by human activity would have left a trace in the fossil record [15]. Regardless of the
decision eventually adopted by the International Commission on Stratigraphy, the Anthropocene can
also be taken as a historical epoch, a rupture in socionatural relations that is sustained in biological and
ecological evidence [16].

Nevertheless, it is not clear whether ecological homogenization worsens the lethality of epidemics.
On the one hand, humanity as a whole becomes more vulnerable to an extremely aggressive super
virus insofar as the lack of human genetic diversity would facilitate the sinister task of the germ.
The more lethal a virus is, however, the less easily does it spread—carriers who die often cannot
communicate the disease so easily as those who can live with it for a longer period. On the other
hand, it becomes more unlikely that geographically distant populations can inflict on each other
the kind of acute harm that Spanish conquistadores unintentionally inflicted on native Americans by
transmitting to them diseases against which the latter had no immune defense. A different matter is
that a densely interconnected world can experience a great disruption by the quick global spread of a
highly contagious and moderately lethal virus—as the SARS-CoV-2 that causes COVID-19 has proven
to be [17].
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The global nature of the virus is expressed in that it has a local origin that quickly becomes
transcended by an accelerated diffusion, so that a situated phenomenon is rapidly turned into a planetary
event: zoonosis infections begin somewhere but may end up happening everywhere. The pandemic
presents the appearance of that which Virilio [18] designates as an integral accident, which is the one
capable of integrating a whole heap of incidents and disasters through chain reactions. This alarmist
view of modernity places emphasis on the fatal consequences of globalization, described as a sort of
“voyage to the center of the Earth” in the gloomy obscurity of a temporal compression that definitively
looks down upon the habitat of the human race [18]. The epidemic circle is thus completed: the
Columbine tragedy repeats itself as a zoonotic farce that empties out the malls in a world whose
confines have already been thoroughly explored. Most recently, Andreas Malm has explained the
pandemic as a consequence of Western imperialism: a capitalistic oil-fueled economy that thrives on
natural destruction intrudes in the wild and forces pathogens to leap towards us [19].

Despite the support that it seems to receive from the pandemic, the apocalyptic view of globalization
denotes a narrow understanding of this complex human phenomenon. According to Sloterdijk,
globalization is not a modern event, but rather is a far more logically and historically powerful process
that begins when the Greeks started to conceive the world as a totality [20]. A similar point can be found
in Carl Schmitt’s idea of the spatial revolution, which designates moments in which new lands and
seas are incorporated into human collective consciousness, thus transforming the locations in which its
historical existence takes place [21,22]. Throughout this process, global risks emerge—modernity is
the time in which thinking about the globe is supplemented by action. The expansion of capitalism is
key for understanding this change, but it is not the only factor at play: modernity involves a gradual
liberation from previous constrictions, and this allows the exploration of a world that can now be
economically exploited, religiously evangelized or culturally civilized [20]. It is in this context that
insurance is born, as an institution that protects entrepreneurs against the dangers of seafaring—in
the event of an accident, those who pay their fees are proportionately compensated by the insurance
company. Business investments are thus made safer and the notion of risk acquires its modern meaning.

Despite the obscurity that surrounds its origin, the word risk may come from the Arabic risq
(meaning wealth or good luck), from the Greek rhiza (cliff) or the Latin resegare (which means cutting
with a single stroke). It might have been firstly used to designate the danger of navigating close to the
rocks [23]. Arguably, that is what humanity has always done: navigating close to the rocks. Yet at a
given point in history individuals and groups started to calculate the likeliness of accidents and other
contingencies, thus showing confidence in their ability to handle their relations with the environment.
Risk calculation produced a number of legal institutions, administrative customs, economic interests
and technological appliances, all of which gave shape to modern capitalistic societies—from the
assurance provided to the investor to the sickness leave enjoyed by the worker. The scientization of risk
began in the 18th century, in connection with the development of probability. In the following century,
positivism reinforced the trend so much that some people believed that chance does not play any role
in shaping social reality; objective knowledge should lead to the taming of chance [24]. From the
vantage point of the present, it may be surprising that a century in which three cholera epidemics took
place in Europe—Hegel himself died because of the third one—exhibited such an unrestrained faith in
reason. Since then, risk becomes less a property of the world than a property of the human knowledge
of the world: there is risk where there is not yet enough knowledge [25].

There are reasons to believe that this worldview, in which a radically indeterminate world becomes
calculable through the exercise of reason and conquerable through insurance, still permeates late
modern societies. It remains to be seen whether the COVID-19 pandemic will change this, but it does
not seem likely—confidence in the ability of the scientific system to find a vaccine against the disease
has not been shaken throughout the pandemic. Such confidence resembles a faith, a typically modern
belief that is however grounded on past achievements and not just on false promises.
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4. From Risk Society to the Anthropocene: The Search for Explaining COVID-19

The speed at which the coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 has spread around the globe has been
unanimously interpreted as a consequence of the dense interconnection that binds national societies to
each other. This is just another manifestation of the dark side of modernity, which usually expresses
itself in the form of collateral damages. A most spectacular instance of this structural feature is
anthropogenic climate change, but many others can be added to this sinister lot—nuclear hazards,
food crisis, technological collapses. In the words of Virilio, the new century inaugurates the paradox
of the failure of success, for it is the success of progress that provokes disaster [18]. The assumption
that modernity creates its own threats is naturally at the center of Ulrich Beck’s risk theory, which was
formulated by the late German sociologist in the mid-1980s and has now been signaled as an obvious
starting point for making sense of the coronavirus pandemic [26]. This feeling is summarized in the
statement that Ulrich Beck’s ‘risk society’ appears to be taking on new forms in current times [27].
The pandemic is thus seen as a risk that has materialized, a threat that has inflicted a great harm on
current societies across the planet, thus validating, empirically, in spectacular fashion, Beck’s theory
about the reflexive quality of modernization.

In the company of fellow sociologists such as Anthony Giddens and Scott Lash, Beck deals with risk
from a macrosocial perspective, putting the latter in connection with key features of modern societies:
individualization, detraditionalization, reflexivity [26,28–30]. Rather than dissolving themselves in
postmodernity, Western societies entered into a new stage of modernity in which some of the latter’s
features are radicalized. These societies are reflexive precisely because they are confronted with the
unintended consequences of their development. According to Beck [9],

Risk represents the perceptual and cognitive schema in accordance with which a society
mobilizes itself when it is confronted with the openness, uncertainties and obstructions of a
self-created future and it is no longer defined by religion, tradition or the superior power of
nature but has even lost its faith in the redemptive power of utopias.

In this regard, our epoch is defined by new kinds of potential dangers hitherto unknown, namely
those that do not obey the vagaries of fortune and instead originate in the modernization process.
Their source is social, not natural—the problem lies in DDT rather than in the locust plague. Moreover,
some of them are so huge that they threaten human survival. For the same reason, the logic of
insurance does not apply: there is no company that can compensate a series of nuclear accidents.
Foreseeing risks thus becomes a public task, as the state is in charge of counteracting an industrial
fatalism that threatens to spoil the fruits of modernization [29].

It should be noted that a risk is not the same as a catastrophe—risks are potential catastrophes
and thus their anticipation. Strictly speaking, we are referring to threats or dangers of a particular
kind, namely those that are socially originated and depend on human decisions. That is why Beck
speaks of manufactured uncertainties which are socially created, collectively imposed and individually
inescapable [31]. In his view, modern societies are constantly shaken by the global anticipation of
global risks: financial crises, climate change, terrorist attacks. As risk is a possible disaster that has not
taken place yet, imagination is essential—societies formulate self-refuted prophecies that require the
adoption of precautionary measures [9]. Otherwise, the risk can give way to catastrophe. For Giddens,
modernity is double-faced and spontaneously produces a risk culture [32]. How likely is it that what
should not happen finally happens? Potential threats are an expression of contingency and uncertainty,
and it is through the concept and culture of risk that late modern societies express the impossibility of
extending the dominion of reason to each and every sphere.

What about the COVID-19 pandemic? Does it fit into the category of global risk, as Beck elaborates
it? Is the coronavirus a product of risk society? Although there is the temptation of taking this for
granted, the answer is not straightforward. The pandemic certainly participates in some of the features
that Beck attributes to modern risks—it has a local origin and global consequences, its potential effects
are not calculable and barely indemnified. Viruses are also threats that can be imagined without
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necessarily happening, as the number of existing viruses does not correspond to the number of
epidemic outbreaks.

However, a virus is hardly a consequence of modernity. On the contrary, it should be catalogued as
a remainder of premodernity—a primitive threat that is related to the animal side of human beings
and thus to a biological condition that cannot be suppressed. Likewise, zoonotic viruses have not
disappeared in the Anthropocene and it is even likely that they become more frequent in the current
stage of socionatural relations [33]. Yet these entities are old inhabitants of the planet and they already
represented a danger for human beings in the Holocene. They were in fact a greater danger, as modern
virology did not exist yet and there was no way to fight them. That is why the statement that COVID-19
is the disease of the Anthropocene does seem a bit hasty [34]. A different matter is that viruses seemed
to have been forgotten in the face of other global risks. As the 20th century demonstrates, though,
they really never disappeared. Granted, the rapid spread of the virus cannot be explained without the
globalization process that increases mobility and connects parts of the planet that used to be isolated
from each other. This pandemic is thus a combination of the old and the new, the product of a zoonotic
spillover that reproduces a well-known human vulnerability in a contemporary setting.

On the other hand, the coronavirus is not a social creation nor can it be attributed to any particular
human decision. Are pandemics a natural risk then? This is another hard question. Virilio distinguishes
between natural and artificial accidents: the former originate in the non-human world and the latter result
from the innovation of a motor or of some substantial material [18]. Yet if the ship entails the invention
of wrecks and nuclear energy created the risk of neutron leakage, which is the human invention
that produces the threat of zoonotic spillover? As a matter of fact, it does not exist. The potentially
infectious contact between humans and animals is a natural circumstance, and as such there is nothing
remotely modern about it. If the anthropos of the Anthropocene is to be understood as a technological
subject who inhabits a multifaceted technosphere that includes the industrial production of meat and
food additives that transform human bodies or those of cultivated livestock [35], then all that is known
so far about the source of SARS-CoV-2 speaks of an anthropos that maintains a rather unmediated
relation with animals. Instead of food additives, wild animals as captured and sold in wet markets
may contain zoonotic viruses. Dyer-Whiteford rightly speaks of a “planet factory” to describe a world
in which a world-market crisscrossed by supply chains operates by producing and destroying the
biosphere itself [36]. Had the virus been originated in a meat processing plant, the causal and symbolic
connection to the Anthropocene would be much clearer.

Admittedly, this is not to deny that the modern organization of socionatural relations may facilitate
contagion and accelerate the global communication of the disease. Society and nature are now more
firmly interwoven than in the past:

Nature has become an integral part of societal reproduction both in its positive guise as a
provider of the material assets of social life and in its negative dimensions as a risk for our
health, safety and the possibilities for future development [37].

In this particular sense, the pandemic can actually be categorized as a socionatural rather than
just a natural risk. As Ferreira et al. point out, a pandemic is always a point of articulation between
natural and social determinations [38]. Corona resembles hurricanes: although they have always
existed, their greater current intensity can be related to anthropogenic climate change [39]. Likewise,
changing patterns of animal migration caused by global warming or habitat invasion may significantly
affect how zoonosis takes place. A pathogen has already been identified as the first mycotic disease
produced under the new planetary conditions—the candida auris discovered simultaneously in three
different continents [40]. Whether we are witnessing a microbial insurgency, only time will tell, and yet
the COVID-19 pandemic does not seem reason enough to speak on such terms [41,42]. Humanity’s
recorded history, after all, is full of epidemics originated in some non-human animal. Further, given that
the sedentary organization of human beings is a precondition for the massive spread of viruses, it makes
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sense to label epidemics as dangers of the Holocene rather than as risks of the Anthropocene—provided that
risks as such are confined to modernity.

Naturally, this much depends on the moment in which the beginning of the Anthropocene is
located. From the viewpoint of geologists, the beginning of the Anthropocene cannot be dated before
industrialism has produced its effects—otherwise there are no global, synchronous effects to observe
in the fossil record [15]. As much as the agricultural revolution associated to human sedentariness
gives way to an intensification of socionatural relations in the Holocene, it is not enough to produce
a disruption of planetary systems. Sedentariness, though, brought about crowd diseases and thus
epidemics. In sum, if Anthropocene risks are those that originate from anthropogenic changes in key
functions of the Earth system, whose emergence is due to the evolution of intertwined social-ecological
systems often featuring inequality and injustice, and which exhibit complex cross-scale interactions
that potentially involve Earth system-tipping elements [43], then the COVID-19 pandemic should not
be categorized as an Anthropocene risk.

To be sure, the conditions that created the Anthropocene may increase the risk of zoonotic spillover
in the near future, and it is undeniable that the conditions of late modernity accelerate the global spread
of the disease. However, it does not follow that neither risk as described by the sociologists of reflexive
modernization nor the Anthropocene as it is commonly understood provide the best explanation for
pandemics—and for the COVID-19 pandemic in particular. Unsurprisingly, the sharp distinction
between natural pre-modern risks and manufactured modern risks has been one of the weak spots
of risk society theory from the outset [44]. Many modern risks exhibit natural features, whereas
many premodern threats have social components. The claim that risk society begins at the point in
which nature disappears is just too categorical. It has to be considered that the human adaptation
to the environment, which is an aggressive adaptation in that it involves the transformation of the
environment to satisfy human needs, is hardly a novelty. What has changed in the last two centuries is
the magnitude of that transformation.

In this regard, the pandemic reflects less an inherent feature of modernity than the contrast
between different modernities—or rather, different rhythms of modernization. Industrialization,
imperial colonialism and globalization explain that the Eastern epidemics of the 19th century reached
Europe, that the Spanish Flu was a global episode, and the fact that in the last two decades several
epidemics originating in Asia have spread across the Western world. It is not by chance that the
two significant outbreaks of flu that were communicated to Europe and the US during the Cold
War—1957 and 1969—originated in Hong-Kong under British rule, and it goes without saying that
China’s development in the last four decades represents an important portion of the Great Acceleration
of the Anthropocene—that which begins after the second world war. Still in the wild stage of
modernization, Asian societies are a frequent source of zoonotic viruses, and this reflects a number
of cultural practices as much as a more casual approach to risks associated to food security. This is
another paradox of development—while fighting poverty increases pollution, it also increases the
likeliness of zoonotic infection. Thus the COVID-19 pandemic partially reflects a kind of risk that is
produced by the incorporation to modernity into an interconnected world in which communicable
threats are easily communicated.

In sum, although Beck’s account of risk illuminates some aspects of the COVID-19 pandemic,
the latter’s explanation cannot entirely rely on this theoretical framework. The same goes for the
Anthropocene hypothesis, which has been suggested as a major explanation for the occurrence of
the pandemic—and which can be seen in itself as a major consequence of modernity, as the human
colonization of nature acquires a new dimension in the industrial era. The problem with such
approaches to COVID-19 is that the search for a novel explanation may lead to overlooking that which
is not new in a communicable disease originating in a zoonotic spillover. Despite the grand talk about
emerging viral diseases, viral outbreaks have always emerged that way, and have always produced
previously unknown diseases. The novelty lies in how fast the disease has spread globally—a relative
novelty, though, taking the Spanish Flu into consideration. Admittedly, the COVID-19 pandemic
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cannot be fully explained without resorting to either risk society theory or the circumstances created
by the Anthropocene. The coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 is a hybrid: a pre-modern threat that shares some
features with modern risk, as well as a danger of the Holocene that is amplified in the Anthropocene.
Yet it is not a manufactured risk, nor one that may be explained as a side-effect of the way in which
modern humans relate to nature—there is nothing particularly modern about been infected by eating a
bat or a pangolin after having captured them in the wild or having purchased them alive or just killed
in a wet market.

In the wider field of risk studies, though, there are valuable analytical tools beyond risk society
theory—ranging from the scientific–cognitive perspective that seeks to identify observable risks to the
culturalist approaches that focus on the social and cultural contexts within which risks are perceived
and experienced, to the governmentality theory that sees risk as a way of disciplining individuals in
the name of safety. Let us now turn to them.

5. The Pandemic as a Perceived Risk

Is there such thing as a real risk, or are they all somehow imagined by particular communities?
Can risks be objectified, or rather do they result from a process of social construction that determines
the individual perceptions of them? In this particular case, have societies and individuals reacted to
the spread of coronavirus in a rational way? Or perhaps have social and cultural factors been decisive
in shaping such responses in each case?

Despite the skeptical stance initially adopted by some observers, such as philosopher Giorgio
Agamben [45] when he likened the pandemic to a flu and warned against the threat of biopolitical
authoritarianism, there are few doubts left about the reality of the pandemic. This has nothing to
do with the idea that risks are the anticipation of disaster, an exercise in pre-emptive imagination on
the part of modern societies. Yet risks are not imaginary, but rather imagined—even though some can
certainly belong to the former category and refer to implausible threats. On the contrary, disasters
are materialized risks. However, the perception of risk is not unanimous across a given society.
Although there are not private perceptions of risk, as they all are influenced by cultural representations
and social imaginaries, different social groups—be they defined by age, social class or ideological
affiliation—will appraise differently what is a threat and how acceptable it is [46]. Some people are
reckless, while others drink bleach. From this viewpoint, there is no such thing as an objective risk,
but sociocultural contexts in which the latter are constructed and perceived.

Risks are not just social constructions, though; as the COVID-19 comes to show, they refer to
particular realities that can be evaluated in an objective manner. Rationalistic approaches attempt to do
just that—they seek to distinguish between reality and perception. More to the point, they try to locate
particular risks and to identify their causes, building predictive models and designing pre-emptive
policies with the help of experts [47]. Their usefulness has been proven during the first wave of the
COVID-19 pandemic, as the effective responses of countries such as Germany or Austria demonstrate.
The public response to a public health challenge, after all, cannot depend on shared beliefs. It is
debatable whether a risk can be objectively measured, but perhaps the question is whether the public
perception of risk can be aligned with their expert appraisal. Ultimately, Beck is right when he claims
that acceptable risks are those that are accepted [9]. While some people drive a car, they never fly; others
reject nuclear energy but eat processed meat. For each of those risks, different people behave differently.
Social processes through which a threat is perceived, categorized and evaluated thus remain decisive
for understanding how particular risks are socially met. Risks are never unmediated, but perceived—a
perception that results from a process of social construction in which cultural, psychological and social
factors play a key role [48]. Media coverage is also essential, exerting a strong influence on our sense of
vulnerability: plane crashes are breaking news, whereas car accidents are barely reported [49].

In this regard, the COVID-19 pandemic offers some remarkable insights. On the one hand,
epidemiologists have long warned that a greater medical knowledge and a more intense monitoring of
infectious diseases may create new fears by making individuals aware of previously overlooked
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threats [8]. Yet the coronavirus pandemic has shown that epidemic risks can also be fatally
underestimated; the slow reaction of some governments after the outbreak, notably the Spanish
and the British ones, facilitated the spread of the virus in their countries. National agendas can hinder
public action—the political interest of the government in celebrating the Women’s Day demonstration
on March 8th led the Spanish authorities to downplay the threat, misleading the public as far as
the lethality of the disease was concerned. The slogan that captured this view is eloquent enough:
Solo es una gripe (it’s just a flu). Once the virus started to send people to the hospital, the imagined
likeness to flu was lost and, in view of its menacing features, the public was ready to accept restrictive
measures [50] (see Kasperson et al. 1998). A new virus seems thus liable to cause a strong disjunction
between the accepted risk and the real danger—an imagined threat is thus accepted, while the real one
is ignored.

Such misreading, which is more likely to occur in the face of an emerging virus, was reinforced
in those countries whose governments reacted either too slowly or just overconfidently, thus leading
to unfortunate political decisions about how best to respond to the pandemic. Something of the sort
happened during the first years of the AIDS epidemic, before scientists had a firm grasp of the disease’s
nature. A part of the gay community, among them philosopher Michel Foucault, openly questioned the
epidemiological response to the virus, which they took as an instrument of social control maliciously
directed against a minority [51]. Risk evaluation is rarely unanimous, as the social construction of
risk cannot escape the dynamics of democratic pluralism—nuclear energy is a case in point. In the
case of COVID-19, there is no single answer to the question of how to handle the trade-off between an
epidemiologically-led lockdown and the halting of economic activity. Political conflicts and moral
debates have a lot to with risk evaluation. In a hyper technological society in which new dangers
emerge, their centrality can only increase.

However, disagreements on the scale and significance of social risks do not only arise from the lack
of a rational consensus about them, but also from the way in which the subjective experience of anxiety
is anchored to our categories of knowledge [25]. In other words, the social assimilation of both imagined
risks and realized disasters—such as the coronavirus pandemic—can barely be understood without
taking emotions and moods into account—fear, panic, recklessness, hope. This affective response is
influenced by political messages, but they have a life of their own and they largely determine how
citizens react to particular threats. Whereas angry individuals sticks to their beliefs and are not willing
to compromise, frightened ones will accept more easily those public decisions that are presented as
necessary for guaranteeing their safety [52]. From the viewpoint of the public authority, then, it is better
to frighten people than to make them mad. In the face of a potentially lethal outbreak, people who are
angry demand a public response from their representatives and hold them accountable, whereas fear
leads to the adoption of precautionary measures such as washing hands or wearing face masks [53].
Thus, emotions count, but it is not easy to know which of them are going to prevail in a given situation.

Unlike the realistic approach, which tries to evaluate threats from a rational standpoint, and the
culturalist focus on the context in which risks are perceived, the post-modern perspective claims
that threats themselves are socially constructed [54]. To put it differently, it is not just risk that is
imagined—dangers too. Inspired by a conventional reading of Foucault, sociologist Mitchell Dean has
explained this stance in the following way [55]:

There is no such thing as a real in reality. Risk is a way—or rather, a set of different ways—of
ordering reality, of rendering it into a calculable form. It is a way of representing events that
makes them governable in particular ways, with particular techniques, and for particular
goals. It is a component of diverse forms of calculative rationality for governing the conduct
of individuals, collectivities and populations.

From this standpoint, the idea that a risk can be figured out is preposterous. The meaning of risk
does not lie in its objective dangerousness, but in the governing regime that it helps to implement, as well
as in the moral technologies that it brings about. This suspicion explains Agamben’s interpretation of
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the virus as a political strategy intended to declare a biopolitical state of exception [45]. It can certainly
not be disregarded that elements of the exception may remain in place after the outbreak is over, thus
eroding liberal democracies. However, the imagined risk has actually become a disaster—zoonotic
spillover is no longer an imagined abstraction but a threat that has caused more than a million deaths
across the world. Even if we accept the idea that objective threats do not exist, it should be accepted
that all risks are measurable through a number of rational operations that seek to determine how
likely it is that a given risk finally occurs. For instance, we know that a strong hurricane has more
chances of reaching the coast of Florida than an asteroid of hitting Earth—and so on and so forth.
Such calculations cannot produce absolute truths, but they help to guide public and private decisions
in the face of uncertainty.

However, the post-modern approach to risk is in itself one of the ways in which Western cultures
respond to risk. Ultimately, it is a manifestation of critical reason—a suspicion about the aims of those
actors who identify risks and derive normative consequences from them. It can be a well-grounded
suspicion: homosexuality was persecuted in the past, and still is in some countries, as an unhealthy
practice. Being alert to the political manipulation of public health emergencies makes sense, provided
that this alertness does not prevent the recognition that many threats are painfully real. A thin line
separates a sophisticated mistrust from an unfounded suspicion, as the number of conspiracy theories
about the COVID-19 pandemic that have been put into circulation by populistic groups or plain
amateurs demonstrates.

6. COVID-19 and Its Metaphors

Social theory offers different approaches to risk, but this does not entail the need to choose among
them. On the contrary, they all provide valuable insights—rationalists objectively assess the probability
and dangerousness of particular threats, while culturalists help us to understand why the latter are
assimilated in different ways by different cultures and social groups, including the key role played
by the media, and post-modernists alert us to the chance that risks are turned into elements of a
given regime of government. Those approaches that focus on individual subjectivity make valuable
contributions as well, be they phenomenologists that study the meanings that risks are attributed in
different contexts, or psychoanalytical theorists who try to decipher the unconscious dynamics at play.
Let us think of the massive purchase of food and toilet paper in the early moments of lockdowns,
which can be interpreted respectively as enacting the morbid phantasy of starvation and as expressing
a need for cleanliness. Likewise, risk can also become a transgressive force, less a danger than a practice
from which strong emotions can be derived—clandestine parties in Berlin or London during lockdowns
suggest that much. Thus, the social reaction to the coronavirus pandemic can be contemplated from
several vantage points, and all of them are useful in their own ways.

Cultures adapt to risk, then, as they learn to make calculations or to produce obligations.
In countries that suffered the SARS outbreak back in 2002–2004, such as Taiwan and Singapore, past
experience has shaped an efficient response to COVID-19 [56]. By contrast, Western societies for
which zoonotic spillovers are a less familiar affair reacted more slowly and less efficiently. Yet the
coronavirus pandemic has taken place in the context of a global culture—one that does not replace
local and national ones, but which is intertwined with them and thrives on hybridization [57]. Strictly
speaking, the novelty does not lie in the global reach of the pandemic, since the Spanish Flu was also
a world disease that emerged at the end of a long period of mercantilist globalization. The latter is,
however, more intense today. Most decisively, digital technologies of communication have substantially
changed how people see their societies in relation to the world, and vice versa. In the global public
sphere, the dimensions of which are still modest, educated citizens from all over the world exchange
information, express their opinions and communicate their emotional states [58]. For better or worse,
this trend has been reinforced by the global pandemic.

Mostly, it has been for the good. Despite the fear of a xenophobic reaction against Chinese
residents abroad during the first months of the epidemic outbreak, this has not happened or has been
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almost unnoticeable. There have been racist episodes and some countries have seen how negative
feelings against particular minorities increased [59]. So far, however, no massive or violent reaction
against social groups on account of their supposed role in creating or extending the disease has been
registered—national populistic movements have not succeeded in implementing their exclusionary
agenda. This marks a stark contrast with the AIDS outbreak in the early 80s, when the idea that
described the disease as a moral punishment against practitioners of deviant forms of sexuality was
widespread [60]. The notion of the abject, understood as a source of horror and fascination that
destabilizes our psyche in the presence of an outer threat [61], has been reserved in the case of COVID-19
for certain Asian cultural practices related to the source of the zoonotic spillover: the image of the bat
soup has figured prominently in the Western imaginary of the pandemic [62]. This fixation does not
correspond to a wave of ethnical hostility, though. A triumph of the emerging global culture can be
cautiously announced as far as the COVID-19 pandemic is concerned.

To test this hypothesis, the sociological concept of disease identity can be useful. According to it,
every major disease is associated to a particular identity, which takes shape once the illness acquires
public visibility for the first time and tends to keep stable in the future—in a manner that is akin
to the stickiness of racial and ethnic stereotypes [63]. It is a collective construction that attributes
specific features to a given disease and its carriers, and which originates in a discursive process in
which scientists, political leaders, journalists and (increasingly) citizens take part. Such identities
are not without consequences, as they influence public policies and private attitudes: they make up
the dominant image of the disease. In her classic study on tuberculosis, Sontag described how the
imaginary surrounding this disease portrayed it as a romantic condition, associated to passionate
people gifted with an artistic sensitivity [64]. On its part, the negative effects of the moral stigmatization
suffered by patients of AIDS have been richly documented [65].

But which is the emerging identity of COVID-19? At this point, we can only speculate. Despite
president Trump’s attempts to label it as the Chinese virus, the quick spread of the disease across
the world soon weakened the strength of such symbolic association. To be sure, the source of this
zoonotic spillover is not meaningless, as Chinese society goes through a wild stage of modernization
that facilitates epidemic outbreaks. Yet the labeling has not become popular and will hardly help us to
define the disease’s identity. COVID-19 stands out as a highly infectious disease, and that is the reason
why it has spread so quickly around the globe, potentially threatening all its inhabitants—although it
is more lethal for the elderly and for those who suffer other medical conditions, anyone can develop
the disease, and there is no particular minority or ethnic group that finds itself at greater risk than
others. That is why COVID-19 rather emerges as a universal malady that, attending to the historical
context in which appears, might be described as the first disease of the Anthropocene. Never mind that
this association is not straightforward, as we have seen above, since what counts for fixing a disease’s
identity is collective perception—be it right or wrong.

Moreover, a typical symptom of the worst cases of COVID-19 is acute respiratory failure, and this
severe condition can be symbolically related to the undesirable consequences of industrialization,
the more worrying expression of which is climate change. French president Emmanuel Macron has
made this tenuous connection explicit, by saying that fear of dying by suffocation reflects the fear
of breathing the polluted air of our cities [66]. Small wonder, then, that face masks have become
the universal symbol of this pandemic—despite them being already around during the Spanish Flu.
Yet the mask is an ambivalent sign. On the one hand, it points to a partial suspension of individual
autonomy, thus representing an emancipatory regression. On the other, it summarizes a communitarian
feeling that equalizes us all despite the cultural differences that can be found once their use within
particular contexts is analyzed. Some anthropologists foresee a normalization of the face mask due
to the intensification of climate change, and as the air quality of our cities further deteriorates [67].
It could as well be forgotten, though, once wearing masks ceases to be compulsory. The symbolic
association between the virus and the acceleration of global modernity seems, however, established.
Hence the successful metaphor that displaces the subject of the disease: instead of the virus being the
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one that kills, human beings have been presented as the virus that devastates the planet and suffer the
consequences of their reckless behavior in the form of a zoonotic disease.

7. Rethinking Global Risks after Corona

It is tempting to reach the conclusion that COVID-19 confirms that we live in a global risk society in
which latent threats turn into real disasters at worrying speed. The planet has become a claustrophobic
place, and there is some irony to this: globalization has made the planet smaller. Yet we should not
jump to conclusions that quick. It is not surprising that risk society theory resonated so strongly when
it was first formulated—the original German edition coincided with the Chernobyl disaster. Western
societies, though, when observed from a different angle, can lead to different conclusions about the
prevalence of risk.

The category of risk, as we have seen, emerges with modernity. Prior to that, human endeavors are
seen as mediated by danger and misfortune. It is precisely because humans increase their ability to shape
their environment and learn how to relate to it that the notion of risk appears—as a contingency that
escapes from calculation, an occasional system failure that leads to an accident. Through technological
development and bureaucratic systems, complexity and randomness are reduced at the expense of
creating new threats that are inherent to this societal transformation. As it happens, modern societies
are reasonably efficient in exerting control over such threats, which needless to say cannot be totally
eradicated. It suffices to think of the lethality that accompanied Black Death or the Spanish Flu,
as opposed to the moderate lethality that characterizes COVID-19. From this viewpoint, the risk
society might rather be contemplated as the control society as far as the ability to minimize threats is
concerned. Western societies have grown in complexity in the last three centuries, but this process has
not been accompanied by a proportional rise in the number of disasters—although disasters, of course,
do exist. The fact that disasters capture media attention, while prevented risks do not, helps to explain
this paradox of modernity. The same applies to social expectations, which have changed significantly
in the last three centuries: the normality of disaster has given way to the perception that disasters
are exceptional.

Let us take into consideration the century in which health policy was seriously developed for
the first time, namely the 19th century. It was then that, as historian Jürgen Osterhammel points out,
the democratization of the long life took place. What makes it possible for humans to live longer
lives is the increase in material prosperity, a process the first positive outcomes of which were visible
in Europe between 1890 and 1920, and only later in other regions of the world [68]. Yet this would
have never been achieved without the emerging knowledge on disease prevention and the invention
of public healthcare, which has since then turned into a state duty. By improving water quality,
for instance, cholera’s spread was contained. Early modernity was indeed insalubrious, and the
biological cost of modernization was higher for those countries that industrialized first. At the same
time, the universalization of the new health values was not always accompanied by the provision
of the means necessary for realizing them, a political limitation that hindered the rise of the homo
hygienicus [68]. From then on, the human being becomes the animal that successfully disinfects itself.

In the 19th century, then, an epidemiological transition begins that will run parallel to the
demographic shift—the substantial reduction of mortality is mostly due to the reduced likeliness
of dying from infection. Following Osterhammel, it was characteristic of the time that disease was
more easily communicated and yet also more successfully treated. Plague and typhus were weakened
between 1600 and 1750. Then it was the turn of scarlet fever, diphtheria and whooping cough, and in
the 19th century respiratory diseases lost strength, with the exception of tuberculosis. New diseases
appeared, of course: meningitis was discovered in 1805. Still, it can be safely affirmed that the 20th
century established a new medical regime thanks to the coming together of Koch and Pasteur’s insights,
the end of smallpox (it was eradicated in 1980), and the salutary influence of the progressive social
hygiene movement. Sometimes, though, some luck was required: the transition to stone architecture
reduced the natural habitat of domestic rats that carried the plague.
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This historical account offers a number of lessons regarding pandemics and risk. The first, most
evidently, is that the human animal remains constantly threatened by biological accidents—no matter
how many diseases have been eradicated, others will follow. Yet the second is that this very human
animal has developed a remarkable ability to prevent them, with the proviso that such capacity is
initially less effective when we are confronted with new viruses. Epidemic risks, in sum, cannot be
eliminated. Furthermore, even though they can turn into disasters, thus completing the shift from
imagined risk to real catastrophe, major epidemic outbreaks are not that common. The COVID-19
pandemic is a system failure rather than an expression of a failed system. A failed system would be one
in which pandemics are common and lethal; a system failure describes an event in which well-known
precautionary measures, regarding for instance food security, are not adopted. Chinese wet markets,
widely believed to be at the source of both the COVID-19 and the SARS outbreaks, are clear cases of
risk misgovernment. The lack of food security is the key risk factor as far as zoonotic spillovers are
concerned. As the journalist James Palmer puts it, the important thing is not what is eaten but how it is
eaten, a distinction that the Chinese society does not feel compelled to make [69]:

The country’s food safety standards are notoriously bad, despite numerous government-led
initiatives to improve them. Food scandals are common, and diarrhea and food poisoning
are a distressingly regular experience. Markets, like Huanan, that aren’t licensed for live
species nevertheless sell them. Workers are undertrained in basic hygiene techniques like
glove-wearing and hand-washing.

Climate change may very well bring about new pathogens humans will have to defend themselves
against. However, if modernity had never occurred, if a new healthcare strategy based on disease
prevention and personal hygiene had never been implemented, how many highly lethal pandemics
might have ravaged human societies? On the contrary, those societies have learnt to prevent and
cope with epidemic outbreaks—risk control has been reasonably efficient. That is why disasters are
perceived as failures. Yet the yardstick according to which risk management should be evaluated
cannot be the elimination of all disasters, a utopian goal that can only be sustained by a naive belief in
the power of reason.

It is worth insisting on this point: risk is consubstantial to human activity. The right not to be
subject to threats that people have not consented to cannot be granted, because social inaction would
follow; almost nothing could be done lest risk emerge [70]. Correspondingly, total safety does not exist.
In other words, a decision will always involve an unavoidable risk and the same applies to the lack
of decision, which is in itself a decision. According to Luhmann, so many things can go wrong that
rational calculation becomes very difficult—the key question being upon who or what the acceptance
or rejection of a risk depends. He presents his point in the following way [71]:

what can occur in the future also depends on decisions to be made at present. For we
can speak of risk only if we can identify a decision without which the loss could not have
occurred. ( . . . ) For the concept as we intend to define it, the only requirement is that the
contingent loss be itself caused as a contingency, that is to say that it be avoidable.

Therefore, a risk can be attributed to a decision, while a danger comes from the outside. In order
to know whether something is a risk or a danger, Luhmann warns, observers must be observed,
since they are the ones who decide about the source of the threat. Thus an unknown risk, one that has
never been identified or labeled, does not exist—it can only appear, out of the blue, as a danger [10].
What, though, about COVID-19? Was it a risk or a danger? It was, most obviously, a risk; the chance
that a new coronavirus could spread globally was almost taken for granted after the outbreak of SARS
in the early 20th century. The reach of the pandemic was not anticipated, nor was prevention enough
to stop it. However, the ability to identify risks in a complex global society is not in harmony with the
ability to minimize the likeliness of their realization—risks abound, and resources, including public
attention and political decisiveness, are scarce. Yet this imbalance can be attributed to political reasons,
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as the stark contrast between the performances of different societies in the fight against the pandemic
comes to show: those who have displayed a more efficient strategy have made use of massive testing
and tracking devices, as opposed to those who could not properly identify the sources of infection,
and thus resorted to banning social activity to prevent the spread of the virus. This is but another
manifestation of the modernity shortage described in this paper.

Admittedly, the social and ecological changes that are characteristic of the Anthropocene may
end up demanding a completely new approach to epidemic risks—pandemics may become the new
normal [71]. In that case, which remains to be seen, there is no alternative to accepting that total safety
is impossible, and the best must be done for preventing this old natural threat. This entails, reinforcing
food safety and educating the public about the dangerousness of cultural practices that put us in
intimate contact with wild animals. Science is not enough, of course, as it cannot decide alone which
risks are socially acceptable—experts are just one of the voices that are heard in the polis [72]. Likewise,
reinforcing the role of experts does not lead to the elimination of risks. As Luhmann suggests, it cannot
be a coincidence that risk theory develops in parallel with scientific specialization; the more we know,
the better we realize that there is still much that we do not know [71].

A crucial irony of risk management comes to the fore: the realized danger produces far more
emotional impact on the population than the averted risk. The latter is invisible, while the other captures
our attention and dominates the public conversation. As a result, a successful risk management leads
to failure—only disasters make it to the headlines. This suggests that perceiving contemporary society
as a risk society, a view that will surely be reinforced by the pandemic, is a misperception that fails to
consider all the potential risks that do not turn into disasters. Instead of emphasizing the ability of
modern societies to control their relationships with the environment, there is a focus on the negative
aspect of that exchange. A culture of fear is thus fostered which, in the case of pandemics, adopts
elements from the forbidden knowledge narrative—a virus is hidden in the jungle in which human
beings dare to penetrate. The social relation with risk is described in negative terms: the latter escapes
human control, and while we have the power to destroy whole environments and livelihoods, there is
not much that we can do about the dangers that threaten our daily existence [73].

It may well be that the psychological bias that leads us to exaggerate the likeliness and deadliness
of potential risks, coupled with the sensationalist media handling of those that turn into disasters,
serves a means to prevent them. On the other hand, modernity has not suppressed risks; on the
contrary, it has enlarged their variety and range. Yet labeling late modern societies as risk societies
is, in view of the latter’s ability to handle complexity, debatable. Again, the problem lies in the
yardstick used for appraising risk management: the utopia of a riskless society is not a realistic one
and the question remains open—it is a political question—as to how many risks, and which ones, are
socially acceptable. Still, as COVID-19 shows, major disasters can happen, and actually great epidemic
outbreaks had been common until recently—the Spanish Flu, polio outbreaks, AIDS. A moderate
approach to risk in modernity barely helps when a risk turns into a disaster. In fact, their occurrence
is received with perplexity as people in the Western world can hardly believe that a virus can kill so
many people and upend their societies so quickly. However, yes, a virus can do this—especially when
prevention is weak, and governance fails. Yet this is no reason for discarding a nuanced approach to
risks, a multi-faceted subject that is best understood through the combination of different perspectives.

8. Conclusions

The COVID-19 pandemic is a socionatural threat that reproduces a well-known danger, that of
zoonotic infectious disease. This kind of virus belongs to the category of crowd diseases, and can be
associated to human sedentariness rather than to late-modern conditions per se. Corona, however,
appears in the context of late modernity, and thus it reproduces some of its features—above all,
the speed at which the virus has spread globally in a globalized world. Likewise, this particular virus
has succeeded in jumping onto humans in the Anthropocene, and this might lead to the claim that
COVID-19 is the first disease of this new epoch. Literally, it probably is. However, this pandemic
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shares some key features with the Spanish Flu and other past outbreaks, including the global epidemic
of bubonic plague known as the Black Death that lasted from 1347 to 1351. If the virus had actually
originated in the meat industry, the Anthropocene framework would be more apposite for explaining
its appearance and diffusion. It seems certain, though, that the source is a Chinese wet market,
where the relation between humans and animals is anything but modern. The pandemic is thus
rather a Holocene risk that remains in the Anthropocene. That said, the latter’s conditions make
zoonotic spillovers more common due to the human colonization of wet and tropical habitats in which
dangerous pathogens abound. Social sciences should thus provide a nuanced view of epidemic risks,
including the COVID-19 outbreak, taking the most obvious theoretical associations with a grain of salt
and making others, perhaps less conspicuous ones, more explicit.

In this regard, I have argued that it would be a mistake to frame the COVID-19 pandemic as
a negative side-effect of modernity. As such, zoonotic infections are a pre-modern threat that have
survived the advent of modernity, despite the success of the new hygienic and immunological policies
implemented in the late 19th and the early 20th century. Given the number of viruses and bacteria that
populate the Earth, eradicating zoonotic infections does not seem feasible. Human societies should
then focus on minimizing this kind of risk by increasing their association to modern immunological
strategies, and at the same time by refining their relation to natural environments. While zoonotic
infections have lost virulence, they seem to occur more often due to human penetration into wild
habitats and trafficking with wild animals. Needless to say, the industrial food system should also be
criticized, reformed and/or reduced on both health and moral grounds. The emergence of new viruses
due to global warming is also a concern. Yet the COVID-19 pandemic is to be explained in a different
way—getting it right is a first step toward preventing the next global pandemic.
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Abstract: The objective of this concept paper focuses on the relevance of the analytical potential of
Social Sciences for understanding the multiple implications and challenges posed by the COVID-19
contagion–pandemic dyad. This pandemic is generating a global threat with a high number of deaths
and infected individuals, triggering enormous pressure on health systems. Most countries have put
in place a set of procedures based on social distancing, as well as (preventive) isolation from possible
infected and transmitters of the disease. This crisis has profound implications and raises issues for
which the contribution of Social Sciences does not seem to be sufficiently mobilised. The contribution
of Social Sciences is paramount, in terms of their knowledge and skills, to the knowledge of these
problematic realities and to act in an informed way on these crises. Social Sciences are a scientific
project focused on interdisciplinarity, theoretical and methodological plurality. This discussion
is developed from the systems of relationships between social phenomena in the coordinates of
time and place, and in the socio-historical contexts in which they are integrated. A pandemic is a
complex phenomenon as it is always a point of articulation between natural and social determinations.
The space of the discourse on the COVID-19 pandemic can be understood as the expression of
a coalition of discourses, i.e., the interaction of various discourses, combined in re-interpretative
modalities of certain realities and social phenomena. The circumstantial coalitions of interests,
which shape the different discursive records and actions produced by different agents of distinct
social spaces, enable the acknowledgement and legitimation of this pandemic threat and danger,
and the promotion of its public management.

Keywords: COVID-19; social sciences; inequality; pandemic; contagion; social distancing

1. Introduction

An epidemic of viral-appearing pneumonia of unknown aetiology emerged in Asia in December
2019. In January 2020, the identification of a new coronavirus was officially announced by Chinese
health authorities and the World Health Organisation (WHO). It was first called NCoV 2019 and then
SARS-CoV-2. This new virus is the agent responsible for the infectious respiratory disease called
COVID-19. On 11 March 2020, WHO announced that COVID-19 could be qualified as a pandemic,
the first one triggered by a coronavirus.
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The epidemic phenomena are the expression of a violent clash between species [1] and between
humans and non-humans [2,3]. Coronaviruses (CoV) entail a large group of viruses, some of which are
pathogenic to humans, whose infections are usually associated with clinical respiratory manifestations,
without high severity. Over the last decade, two new coronaviruses have emerged as highly pathogenic
infectious agents for humans, causing potentially lethal infections. These coronaviruses have been
responsible for the SARS (Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus) and the MERS (Middle East
Respiratory Syndrome-related Coronavirus) respiratory syndromes. Both SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV
viruses have a zoonotic origin, i.e., their natural reservoir is animals, in particular some species of
bats. The genesis of the SARS-Cov-2 coronavirus, although raising some doubts, also had a zoonotic
origin [4].

In the process of naming the SARS-CoV-2 virus, WHO favoured a “politically correct”
nomenclature, which sought to prevent the stigmatisation of the Chinese regions associated with the
genesis of the pandemic. This potential stigmatisation was present in the designations “West Nile
Virus”, “Lhasa Fever” (a city in Nigeria, located in the Yedseram River Valley), “Ebola Virus” (a river in
the Democratic Republic of Congo), “Middle East Respiratory Syndrome” and, in the H5N1 outbreaks,
“from Fujian” (a province in South-East China) or “from Qinghai” (a lake in West China). The WHO’s
strategy to prevent this was to name viruses and viral outbreaks with an emphasis on the molecular
structure. The focus on the molecular can be deemed as a way of blurring the relevance of economic and
environmental factors in the emergence of new strains of a virus, particularly in the case of the H1N1
or H5N1 variants, i.e., industrial livestock. Since the late 1970s, with the globalisation of intensive pig
and poultry farming, outbreaks of the increasingly virulent influenza have multiplied. In industrial
animal husbandry, stocking density and genetic homogeneity provide “the perfect incubator” for
viruses, which have an evolutionary interest in transmitting faster and becoming more virulent [5].

The COVID-19 pandemic is generating a global threat. By mid-July 2020, there were 14 million
people infected, 7.7 million considered cured and about 600,000 dead. However, the exact number of
those infected due to a lack of testing or those killed due to underreporting is not known. This pandemic
has most significantly affected the older population and/or individuals with respiratory complications
and other similar pre-existing diseases [6–8].

The vast majority of countries [9–11] have imposed a set of preventive procedures and devices,
in addition to medical tests, based on isolation, quarantine, community containment and physical
distancing [12,13], travel restrictions, hand hygiene and the banning of events and gatherings.
These measures have led to the temporary closure of several economic and social institutions, a relative
national lockdown in several countries and enormous pressure on health systems [12,14–23]. However,
countries such as Sweden, South Korea and Taiwan did not impose total containment but followed
a strategy that articulated quarantine targeting risk groups, monitoring, and large-scale testing,
together with social distancing measures (even the use of masks).

The extraordinary and temporary measures adopted by a significant number of countries sought
to keep people confined to their homes, in prophylactic isolation and, preferably, in a teleworking
regime where the functions concerned were allowed. This situation could not take place if people
were unable to telework or to carry out activities deemed essential and a priority. In some countries,
individuals should remain in their homes, although they could go out for exercise once a day, to buy
food and other essential items. The sick and elderly should also stay in their homes. Several restrictions
were imposed on the interactions between people who were not cohabiting; for example, they could
not interact with more than one person and should respect the distance of two meters from other
people [10,24].

Without yet knowing the specificities of the effects of the different dimensions of the pandemic
on mental health, it is possible, however, to assess its importance with the data already available.
The stigmatisation and production of scapegoats—already known in other epidemics and other historical
moments—in the case of COVID-19, have victimised some health professionals and individuals from
minority social groups. The uncertainties and partial mistrust of medical knowledge and information,
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together with the publication of conspiracy theories have also added to the emergence of a diffuse
living disease that does not facilitate mental health. In this context, some disturbances, which are
characteristic of uncertainty/unpredictability and lack of self-control in the relationship with oneself
and with others, have emerged. As indicators of the fragility of these relationships, the increase
in generalised anxiety and obsessive-compulsive disorders, aggressive depressions, insomnia and
feelings of frustration [25] are understandable.

These various measures have a profound impact on everyday life, and the future consequences
for the reconfiguration of social life are unknown [20,26]. This is a dynamic situation with varying
amplitude, taking into account the geographical, economic, societal and cultural contexts affected.
Social distancing (this is the term medically consecrated and, therefore, used in this article, although the
physical distance corresponds to what is under discussion) may be effective in preventing contagion
and deaths, although it can be perceived as insidious to the economic activity since social distancing
usually entails economic distancing: most industries require workers to develop close interactions to
produce goods, while various services require close contact between customers, users and suppliers,
or between customers [13].

However, inequality in various dimensions is a critical element, affecting responses to COVID-19
and even exacerbating inequalities [11,27–29]. Poorer populations, and especially older ones, are more
vulnerable to infection and more vulnerable to the most serious consequences. The pandemic is
generating a significant economic crisis and, consequently, unemployment rates will tend to increase
substantially. Furthermore, weakened social safety nets further threaten the health and social security
of the most vulnerable social categories also in day-to-day situations, such as to buy masks, gloves and
disinfectant, as well as the greater need of these social groups to travel in public transports. Poor people
who do not have access to health services under normal circumstances are more vulnerable in
times of crisis. The manipulation of information, poor content quality and difficulties in accessing
communication and information technologies affect individuals with fewer resources and enhance
illiteracy, making them more likely to ignore the health warnings developed by the governments [11,29].

In several discursive records, widely disseminated in the global public space, the idea is conveyed
that this is a moment of unpredictable and disturbing rupture: a “health crisis”, an “international
health emergency”, using WHO’s expressions. The notion of crisis entails a normal state and its
temporary disturbance before a return to normality, i.e., the emphasis is placed on a linear view of the
crisis [30]. A crisis has several properties: the loss of meaning, the de-sectorisation and its complex,
urgent and dynamic nature. These three dimensions are combined. A crisis is a test of an existing
order and, in particular, of cognitive categories and actions, but also of the limits and hierarchical
structures that organise it, which can lead to organisational collapse [31–35]. Another challenge
underlying the widespread use of the “health crisis” notion lies in the appreciation of the noun
“health”. By qualifying the event in this way, priority is ascribed to the health framework over
others. However, one of the effects of these “crises” is to go beyond the usual organisation by sectors,
producing a “de-sectorisation” [32]. This forces people to think outside their sole area of competence
and forces coordination. The health, social, ecological, economic, financial and political dimensions of
a “pandemic crisis” are interdependent.

The pandemic, as a global threat, is therefore imbued with a constant state of crisis, in which
the crisis becomes permanent and the cause that explains everything [36]. This global threat has an
epidemiological and medical dimension, but also a political and governance one. The clinical and
epidemiological approaches imbricate to a political component (power, violence, constraint) and a
governance component (state structure, governments’ behaviour). The State’s mastery of threats
depends on its capacity to create, develop and manage complex and specialised organisations (care and
health system, agencies and expert committees, among others), its capacity to ensure the continuity of
its functioning and the mobilisation of its resources, as well as its power to control the use of coercion
in response to global threats and dangers [37].
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What added to the crisis was the decision of the authorities in many countries to resort to
general population containment for a long period [31]. There are no studies that allow political actors,
when taking this type of decision, to anticipate its consequences for the physical and mental health
of populations, the relationships within households, the care of dependent, isolated or precarious
individuals, the economy, work, the life of organisations or education. Governments only have
hospitalisation and mortality rates as indicators to guide their actions. To this loss of meaning can
be added the confusion in crisis management between the different authorities at the top of the state,
as the borders are unclear and give rise to jurisdictional struggles [31].

This economic, social and health crisis has serious and profound implications that raise questions
to which the contribution of Social Sciences does not seem to be sufficiently mobilised by policy-makers
(research in SCILIT, virtual social networks and other databases) [38]. Social Sciences can collaborate
more intensely in better knowing and managing this epidemic [20,22,39–41].

Besides studying society, Social Sciences are also part of it. They develop a permanent
self-reflexivity as a social practice and system of representations, stage of conflicts of interest and
power games, on the practices of Social Sciences as a scientific and professional activity socially
conditioned, socially produced and always with social consequences [42,43]. This reflexive capacity
establishes the domain of the symbolic and becomes effective to the extent that it provides cognitive and
representative elements of adaptation to reality. The knowledge and representations that individuals,
groups and societies have and use—generally referred to as “common sense”—are, in modern
societies, increasingly shaped by Social Sciences. This social appropriation of knowledge developed
by Social Sciences has a return effect by causing a permanent rethinking of problems and conceptual
elaborations [44]. The potentials of this reflexivity frame the reflection on several domains of the
“societies of individuals” [45] affected by this permanent crisis.

The objective of this concept paper focuses on the relevance of the analytical potential of Social
Sciences for the understanding the multiple implications and challenges posed by the COVID-19
contagion–pandemic dyad. This crisis has profound implications and raises issues for which
the contribution of Social Sciences does not seem to be sufficiently mobilised. In the analysis,
the contribution of Social Sciences is paramount, in terms of their knowledge and skills, to the knowledge
of these problematic realities and to act in an informed way on these crises. Social Sciences are a scientific
project focused on interdisciplinarity, theoretical and methodological plurality. This discussion is
developed from the systems of relationships between social phenomena in the coordinates of time
and place, and in the socio-historical contexts in which they are integrated. A pandemic is a
complex phenomenon as it is always a point of articulation between natural and social determinations.
The discourse space on the COVID-19 pandemic can be understood as the expression of a coalition
of discourses. The circumstantial coalitions of interests, which shape the different discursive records
and actions produced by different agents of different social spaces enable the acknowledgement
and legitimation of this pandemic threat and danger, and the promotion of its public management.
It is, therefore, important to promote an interdisciplinary scientific project characterised by the
interdependence between the epidemiological, medical and biological knowledge and the knowledge
produced by the Social and Human Sciences to better understand an economic, social and health crisis of
such a huge scale and to shape the medical and political management of this and future epidemics and
pandemics. To attain this goal, the article is divided into the following sections: Methods; COVID-19:
the contagion–pandemic dyad; multiple implications of the COVID-19 pandemic; and Conclusion.

2. Methodology

The methodology used in this article is qualitative, as the article seeks to understand the multiplicity
of facets and dimensions that characterise the plural discursive space of social sciences about the
COVID-19 contagion-pandemic dyad. This discursive space may be envisaged as the expression of
a coalition of discourses, that is, the interaction of several discourses, combined in re-interpretative
modalities of certain realities and social phenomena.
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The document analysis was the favoured technique in this research, developed from different
types of documentary sources. In a documentary study, documents can be understood as “means of
communication”, created with a purpose to attain a goal. They can be seen as a way to contextualise
information, and are analysed as communicative devices methodologically developed in the production
of versions about events [46]. Considering that documents are instruments and communication
supports that express objectified forms of experiences and knowledge related to a specific sector of
human practices, the whole document is likely to be contextualised in a specific social and cultural
framework. In this context, of a complex nature, documents are inserted into the framework of social
relationships and play a given role in the game of social relationships, ascribing value to acts or shaping
relationships [47].

The type of the selected documentary sources encompasses articles and interviews, produced by
several scientists in the fields of social sciences, epidemiology and public health. When expressing
different stances and interests in the scientific, political and societal fields, these authors were important
in the understanding of the construction of the discursive space on the social configuration of the
COVID-19 pandemic. These documents create and display cognition policies: the language is used to
build an “official” reality—often on classifications that produce the promotion or marginalisation of
ideas—and the contemporary concepts, which define the situations and shape the readers’ preferences,
perceptions and cognitions. These documents may be viewed as places of symbolic struggles in
terms of the perception of the social world. These symbolic struggles may have two different forms.
The objective form shapes the possibility of acting through individual or collective representation
actions, which aim to show and promote specific realities. The subjective form models the possibility of
acting, seeking to change the categories of perception and assessment of the social world, the cognitive
and evaluative structures: the categories of perception and the systems of classification, that is,
the words and the names that build the social reality as much as they express it [48,49].

3. COVID-19: The Contagion–Pandemic Dyad

At present, COVID-19 is seen as a pandemic, a new “plague”, referring to the matrix metaphor
of the plague expressed in the coalescence of two semantic nuclei: contagion/death [50]. The term
epidemic, which refers to a disease that suddenly affects a large number of people and can cause a
high number of deaths, has a very close meaning to the Latin word pestis. This term emerges in the
12th century, in Latin texts, as an erudite form of designation of the social phenomenon that until
then was called pestis [50]. In various discursive records of a religious, poetic and medical nature,
the term pestis and its derivations designate a terrible evil, a great misfortune, or even a polluted,
contaminated, unhealthy, insane and often deadly condition. It represents a contagious disease but,
above all, the great evil. The domains and conceptual uses of contagion, its modalities and its effects,
in its various historical contexts and meanings, express the interdependence between the positions
and the different points of view of the various actors involved in multiple scientific, moral, social and
political challenges.

The contagion–epidemic dyad was underpinned by the perception of great danger, amplified in
contemporary societies by the extreme speed of information circulation of people and goods. The belief
in the contagion of epidemic diseases and events perceived as dangerous can be identified with the
symbolic dimension of impurity, which expresses the dangers to the social order and the purity of a
group, emerging as a guarantee of the avoidance of any physical and social approach to the sick and
other individuals perceived as dangerous in a given community. This articulation between impurity,
purification and interdiction of contact by believing in contagion shapes the symbolic management of
internal and external dangers that threaten the various societies in different time-spaces. This dyad is
related to experiences of fear, exasperation, denial and rejection of the other, recalling the old attitudes
of populations threatened by the plague, such as those of escape, purification and isolation [51].
The perceptions and representations of contagion convey negative or derogatory cognitive sensations
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and evaluations suggesting the malignity of the other, the other as a source of threat and danger,
leading to generic fear in which contact is perceived as the possibility of aggression and contamination.

A significant number of epidemics are characterised by a mode of inter-human transmission.
For such an epidemic to occur, social interactions between individuals and groups of individuals must
occur. The more numerous, regular and rapid these interactions, the higher the risk that an epidemic
will break out and spread on a large scale. Conversely, a pathogen will find it more difficult to transmit
in a group of individuals whose interactions are weak, or between groups that have few relationships
with each other.

As mentioned, in early December 2019, a new coronavirus causing potentially severe pneumonia
emerged in the Asian region. Although the first cases of infection were identified in fish-market-goers,
new infections were quickly detected in individuals that did not visit this market. The reservoir of this
coronavirus is probably an animal. SARS-CoV-2 is genetically very similar to other animals circulating
in China in the natural populations of horseshoe bats of the species Rhinolophus affinis [52–54]. This virus
may have resulted from a natural genetic combination of two coronaviruses with two different animal
hosts [53]. Some studies suggest that the pangolin, a small mammal consumed in Southern China,
could be involved as an intermediate host between bats and humans. It quickly became clear that
this virus could be transmitted between infected humans. Transmission between humans has been
established and experts estimate that, in the absence of control and prevention measures, each patient
could infect between two and three individuals [54].

The mode of transmission appears to be carried out predominantly by droplets of respiratory
secretions during prolonged close contact or by direct contact when the infected person coughs,
sneezes or talks, which can be inhaled or landed in the mouth, nose or eyes of people who are close by.
A growing body of epidemiological data currently available on cases around the world shows that the
vast majority of cases have been linked to transmission from person to person during unprotected
close contact with a person with symptoms compatible with COVID-19 [52]. Coronaviruses may
also remain viable (i.e., maintain their infectivity) for a few days in the environment and this period
depends, for example, on environmental temperature or exposure to ultraviolet radiation. Thus,
the transmission of these viruses to humans may occur when hands, contaminated by contact with,
for example, surfaces where these viruses may have been deposited, are brought into the eyes, nose or
mouth. Regarding specifically COVID-19, WHO estimates that the incubation period of the virus varies
between one and 14 days, with an average time of five days. During this relatively long incubation
period, individuals may be asymptomatic carriers of the virus and, hence, contagious agents.

When a person is in contact with a pathogen, such as a virus or a bacterium, his or her body
establishes a defence process: the body’s immune system produces antibodies, specific molecules of the
pathogen, which bind to it and destroy it. These antibodies continue to be produced and circulate in the
bloodstream after healing: it is the principle of “individual immunity”, which allows the body to protect
itself from a second infection by the same pathogen. “Group immunity” derives from this principle;
if a high proportion of people in a given population have been infected with a virus, the individuals
will become immune to the pathogen, breaking its transmission chain. The proportion of the people
needed to establish group immunity in a given population varies according to the pathogen involved
and the degree of contagiousness of the disease. This degree of contagion is measured by the term
R0, which indicates how many new infections are caused by each case. For COVID-19, the R0 is
estimated to be 3.28 in the UK, although this figure is likely to change because studies are still ongoing.
This means that, to have group immunity, about 70% of the population from the UK would have to be
immune to COVID-19 [55].

Social interactions on a global scale shape pandemics [56]. Rather than progressively globalising
from one scale to another—from local to global to national and regional—global epidemics emerge
directly on a global scale and coexist with other epidemics on lower scales [57]. This argument favours
three elements: (i) epidemics spread thanks to co-presence and mobility; (ii) epidemics spread according
to a mainly topographic logic; and (iii) the spread of world epidemics is mainly topological [56].
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Societies have three means of optimising their interactions: (i) co-presence, i.e., the gathering of several
individuals in the same place; (ii) mobility, which corresponds to the movement from one place to
another; and (iii) telecommunications, which enable individuals to come into contact with one another
without moving. Co-presence and mobility play a critical role in the spread of epidemics. First of
all, the large concentrations of individuals that cities are allow a pathogen to have access to a large
number of potential hosts and, thus, be able to evolve more rapidly than the progressive immunisation
of populations. Transport enables pathogens to spread more quickly and further but also to reach
non-immunised populations.

The spread of pandemics is mainly topological. The spread of HIV/AIDS (Human
Immunodeficiency Virus/Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome) and SARS has developed mainly
according to topological logics, in which the notion of proximity is defined in terms of connectivity
between different points of a network [56]. The rules of diffusion entail that a site strongly linked to
the point of origin of the epidemic will, usually, be affected before a weakly linked site, regardless of
the distance in kilometres; sites affected at the same time from the same starting point of the epidemic
have a similar degree of connection (they may, then, be thousands of kilometres away from each
other). The topographic and topological diffusion or network logics are interdependent. Thus,
it is possible to distinguish three scales of diffusion for the same epidemic: national, regional and
global [56]. These three scales are present in the process of dissemination of the COVID-19 pandemic:
one worldwide, which spread from the city of Wuhan within the Megalopolitan World Archipelago [57];
one regional, which mainly affects Southern Europe, the United Kingdom, the United States of America,
Mexico and Brazil; and one national, whose features may vary in each affected country.

The literal or metaphorical sense of the notion of contagion can be mobilised to qualify the
distribution of a medical and/or social phenomenon, characterised by its modalities of expansion,
transmission and distribution, by an exponential propagation speed, sometimes associated with an
unexpected origin and an unpredictable end. The notion of contagion often expresses fear, vulnerability,
ignorance and powerlessness but also implies the mobilisation of warning procedures, as well as
prevention and preparation devices, to deal with these disruptive situations. The discourses on
contagion shape the normative justifications, developed by the institutions to formulate and implement
coercive measures, namely isolation, quarantine, social distancing and exalting the saving qualities
of vaccines. Naming contagion allows for the naturalisation of a threat, which an uncontrolled
proliferation of an illness or disease poses in a particular community, justifying the adoption of
measures to manage this threat [3].

4. Multiple Implications of the COVID-19 Pandemic Virus

The COVID-19 pandemic can be regarded as the first pandemic of the globalisation era since
it articulates certain features: global scale, extremely fast transmission speed, cross effects of global
inter-territorial interdependences, the interdependence of nations in the management of their respective
epidemics, and growing complexity in the spatial organisation of economic globalisation [58].
Pandemics may be viewed as one of the main risks of modernisation. The consequences of scientific
and industrial development are a set of risks that cannot be contained in space or time, for example,
in addition to ecological risks, environmental degradation (causing viruses spill-over between different
species), the exponential development of the transport network (commercial aviation has been
instrumental in the rapid spread of pathogens). Furthermore, there is a change in patterns and
lifestyles and an exponential increase in the consumption of animal protein [59], increasing and massive
precariousness of living conditions, with individualisation of social inequality and uncertainty about
employment conditions, leading to widespread exposure to risks [60]. While increasing inter-population
connectivity, globalisation increases in scale and intensity of action and impact.

Due to the impact of global risks, countries, even in the West, are more authoritarian but inefficient
when it comes to dealing with different global threats and hazards, becoming “strong failed states” [60]
(p. 79). This is also linked to the issue of insurance and the degree of risk control. Private insurance is
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coming to an end, and the state is always the ultimate guarantor of the value of goods and people’s
lives. The state thus takes on a central role at a time when most risks are global [60,61].

The COVID-19 pandemic is not an unprecedented phenomenon. It is part of a process of emergence
and re-emergence of infectious diseases, which has presented many severe episodes in recent decades.
Some examples are Influenza H5N1 in 1997 and 2005, SARS in 2003, H1N1 in 2009, MERS in 2012,
and the Ebola epidemic since 2014. These epidemic phenomena have been characterised by significant
health risks for populations and health professionals, given the high virulence and high degree of
exposure of these professionals, in particular the SARS epidemic. This epidemic has given rise to a
twofold surprise: on the one hand, the emergence of a new pathology with an unprecedented rate
of spread and, on the other hand, the refutation of a dogma rooted throughout the 20th century,
according to which the control of infectious phenomena in the developed world would protect it from
health disasters, while the corollary of the significant increase in risk would only affect developing
countries [62].

At the beginning of the 21st century, WHO encouraged countries to prepare for a severe pandemic
and its occurrence was deemed very likely from 2003 onwards. It called on all countries to establish
national pandemic planning committees [63]. A kind of revolution in health policy would be underway,
adding a culture of preparedness to a culture of prevention (disease prevention). Preparedness covers
a set of notions, strategies and activities, and can be systematically defined around three axes:
prevention of major epidemics through epidemiological surveillance and early detection of epidemic
outbreaks; establishment of rapid responses, producing and sharing data, knowledge and technology;
and improving the global governance of the response to epidemics [64–66]. Several procedures have
been adopted for the preparation of a health system for large-scale health threats. In some countries,
public bodies have decided to create and manage a national health reserve: medicines (antivirals,
vaccines) and materials (various types of masks, among others). For example, in France, it was decided
to finance a national mask industry not to depend on uncertain imports, particularly from China [63].
These plans for intervention and the organisation of countries to reorganise societies and maintain
the essential functions of the economy were developed integrating the main WHO recommendation:
the need to mobilise society as a whole in this process of preparation [63].

However, the H1N1 epidemic in 2008–2009 had a paradoxical effect. Heralded as terrible,
the pandemic was considered much less serious, despite causing over 200,000 deaths worldwide.
The failures of global and local governance to prevent and regulate permanent financial crises,
environmental risks, the crisis in international institutions and the inherent increase in geopolitical
risks have led to demobilisation and budget cuts, reducing these preparedness devices to almost
nothing, an expression of general political indifference.

This volatile situation has shaped thinking and managing health threats and the subsequent
response of individual countries to the COVID-19 pandemic. Not only has there been no upstream
preparedness, but it is precisely the idea of crisis preparedness that seems to be totally absent from
government actions. The measures that are too limited or too late may be the subject of criticism
but, more fundamentally, it is the consequences of this or that measure taken after the declaration
of a state of emergency that had not been foreseen, precisely because of lack of preparedness [63].
Faced with this “anomaly”, one could expect a scientific and political consensus between various
actors for its political and medical management, the definition of urgent and collective actions and the
demand for a common defence, surveillance and prevention logic by the States involved in a pandemic
threat. In the face of this threat, the variations in States’ preventive or prophylactic strategies are
pure products of politics, of the effects of the nature of the regimes in force, as much as—if not more
than—the circumstances surrounding the very course of the epidemic [37]. In the areas of national
sovereignty, in particular, concerning the policies of confining populations and closing borders, there is
weak coordination between the various countries.

The management of public health crises, of emergencies, has gained a political dimension,
rather than a scientific or technical one because health problems are extremely sensitive to the public
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and include major political risks. In this political management, the relationships between political
decision-makers, experts and economic agents are critical [67], knowing that the uncertainty of the
context of science intersects with the interpretative uncertainty of each of the actors involved [68].

The impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic are multiple: social, economic, health, political,
educational, labour and employment, ethnic-racial, on freedom and on citizenship rights. In addition
to these multiple impacts, they are interlinked in complex, sometimes paradoxical ways and produce
inequalities, social injustices and different types of discrimination [29]. Individuals, groups and
countries are not all equal in their vulnerability to disease. The pandemic crisis has led to the
worsening of social inequalities in the global context, between countries and within countries; the most
disadvantaged and vulnerable ones are increasingly disadvantaged and vulnerable. In several social
categories, there are situations of increased inequality, and others are affected by new situations of
inequality: (i) older people, who belong to one of the high-risk groups of infection with the coronavirus,
are less prone to use distance communication tools and are more likely to be socially isolated; (ii) young
people, who directly suffer the effects of disrupted education in these troubled times and, hence,
may have more difficulty of find a good job upon conclusion of their studies; (iii) women, who are
more susceptible to become children or elderly carers and may have higher risk of being victims of
domestic violence; (iv) individuals from East Asia, who may be at higher risk of discrimination and
even persecution due to the fact that COVID-19 is associated with East Asian countries, notably China;
(v) individuals with reduced communication competences and literacy, who may not receive or
understand official communications on the pandemic; (vi); homeless people, who may find it hard to
self-isolate or seek for support; and (vii) workers on precarious contracts or self-employed, who have
higher risk of reduced to no income [24].

There is a fundamental difference in the vulnerability to the pandemic between the countries that
have social states based on the principle of universality in access to health care and social protection
and those where such states do not exist. The management of COVID-19 by health systems is
shaped by several relevant elements, namely the degree of contagion, the degree of exposure to the
market of people and countries in access to health care, and community-based management of the
disease. A significant resource constraint, associated with a scenario of continued downgrading and
submission of other relevant health activities, has characterised this pandemic crisis management
process, leading to the neglect of all other diseases, including chronic, oncologic, cardiovascular and
mental diseases, which could culminate in a significant increase in morbidity and mortality rates [59].

Another significant impact of this crisis is on the operating conditions of democracy. The response to
the pandemic raises the restriction of freedom of movement, containment of activities, the strengthening
of the countries’ executive powers. In some countries, the strategy of governments has been to annul
democratic order, suspend the functioning of parliaments and attempt to govern by decree, and trivialise
exceptional symbolic resources—e.g., the use of the armed forces to control public order [69]. The world
is witnessing the consolidation of some features of technocratic authoritarianism, which is very present
in China, namely the attraction of the electronic means of citizens’ permanent surveillance—surveillance
of contact networks and surveillance of infected people, among others.

The first assessments of the economic impacts of the pandemic crisis point toward a drop in global
trade of goods by 2020 of more than 35%, a drop in tourism revenue flows of more than $500 billion,
and losses in commercial aviation of close to $70 billion. The fall in economic activity could range
from −3% for the world economy, −6% for the United States economy and −7.5% for the euro area [70].
IMF (International Monetary Fund) estimates a drop of 3% in global GDP (Gross Domestic Product)
in 2020, with will be much sharper in advanced economies (−6.1%) than in emerging or developing
economies (−1.0%) [71]. In 2020, around 90% of the countries in the world will face a recession.
For the Euro Zone, it is estimated that the unemployment rate will increase from 7.6% to 10.4% in
2020, representing the loss of around 4.5 million jobs. In the United States, the unemployment rate,
according to these estimates, almost triples, reaching 10.4% in 2020. In China, the unemployment rate
is expected to increase by only 0.7% in 2020 [70–72].
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Almost all countries have implemented strict movement controls to cope with the COVID-19
pandemic. The aim is to prevent transmission by reducing contact between people and to slow
down the spread of infection by reducing the risk of public health services, which will be overloaded.
However, these measures may also prolong the pandemic and the restrictions adopted to mitigate
it [24].

5. Social Sciences and COVID-19

The contributions of the perspectives developed by the various Social Sciences on the disease,
contagion and epidemics remain in a relatively secondary position in the public arena in this process
of pandemic crisis. On the contrary, epidemics seem to be a prerogative of the Hard Sciences,
where biological and epidemiological categories are repeatedly mobilised to explain the epidemic
phenomenon and often also to analyse historical and social phenomena. Several authors, relying on
certain epidemiological methods to analyse the factors contributing to the general history of human
populations, maintain that the movement of populations, their evolution and mutations would be
causally dependent on epidemics, the history of microbes and viruses. This approach would allow a
posteriori modelling of the determinants of population evolution [73,74].

The analysis of social determinants of health involves the deconstruction of biomedical assumptions
in the analysis of social determinants of health: the epidemiological risk factors. Risk does not only
relate to the knowledge of a given pathology, its transmission and evolution. Risk is a central category in
the management of public problems, enabling responses to be shaped to the social representations of risk
and to the uncertainties and possible dangers which individuals are exposed to, by the classifications
and identifications it operates. In pandemic threats, individuals face competing risks. Some people
are willing to expose themselves to the risk of being infected by the coronavirus because they do not
comply with the containment measures, inasmuch that the immediate competing risks weigh more
heavily: they run the risk of losing their jobs, their income; they fear loneliness [75].

Disease and health, regardless of the biological and physiological dimensions that make up
their medical and clinical realities, can be regarded as symbolic maps that reveal the political,
social and cultural structures that ascribe them meaning, involved in multiple regulatory regimes.
The establishment of moral boundaries supports the process of categorising and labelling diseases,
based on the functioning of the binary model, which, for example, opposes decent diseases to
indecent diseases; shameful diseases to morally acceptable diseases; pure diseases to impure diseases;
polluted diseases to impure diseases; clean diseases to dirty diseases [76]. Epidemics and contagion
reinforce prejudices and enhance stigmatisation processes: against the Jews (the 1347–1350 plague),
against the poor in the Renaissance (the plague, typhus), against Irish immigrants in the 19th
century (cholera), against the poor in the 19th and 20th centuries (tuberculosis), against the four Hs
(homosexuals, Haitians, haemophiliacs and heroin-maniacs), in the 1980s (HIV/AIDS), against Africans
(Ebola), against Chinese and Asians (bird flu, SARS and the coronavirus), against the “stranger”,
the “foreigner”: the “other” . . .

The pandemic configuration is shaped by interdependent relationships between social structures
and individuals. Social behaviours, structures and cognitive assessments are influenced by the
unfolding of pandemics, as is the case of COVID-19 [8], with profound implications for the organisation
of a society [20]. Table 1 offers some examples of this social dimension.

The measures adopted by many countries and regions to establish quarantine, social isolation and
community containment have profound implications beyond the purely medical and public health
aspects in controlling this disease. On the one hand, they raise questions about individual freedom
and human rights [14,23,78–83]. On the other hand, social interactions and social institutions are
central elements in the control of this disease [7,14,40], which brings out the importance of the Social
Sciences’ perspectives. For example, concerning social interactions, in Southern European countries
intergenerational interactions are more frequent than in other parts of Europe since social norms about
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providing support to family members and maintaining interpersonal family interactions are stronger
than in Central and Northern European countries, which are less family-oriented [40].

Table 1. Impacts of the pandemic dynamics.

1
Communities at various scales (i.e., towns, cities, nations, regions) with higher levels of

economic wealth, more equitably distributed temporally and spatially, will generally tend
to be more resilient to existential and other threats.

2
Where communities are comparably affluent and on an increasing trajectory of affluence,
those with more equitably distributed wealth and higher floors of minimum wealth are

probably more likely to be more resilient.

3
From a community development (i.e., municipal, state, regional) and public infrastructure
perspectives, it appears socially-equitable economic development leads to more efficient
outcomes, with respect to system resilience, than does inequitable economic development.

4

Both socially-equitable and socially-inequitable development scale up, and hence,
communities can learn and implement best and effective practices for socially-equitable

development as a resilience strategy for infrastructure, economic and community
development at higher scales.

5 The fact that climate, pandemic and other threats are no respecter of persons elevates the
importance of socially-equitable development as a resilience strategy.

6

Infrastructure policymaking, planning, design and construction, maintenance and renewal
approaches, if they do not formally incorporate equity considerations, will lead to the
development of less resilient infrastructure and communities, with avoidably higher

opportunity costs.

7

Social equity is intimately intertwined with economic advancement. Socially-equitable
economic development can foster not only socially-equitable advancement that creates

better conditions for all but also support the development of system resilience-economic,
social and infrastructure.

Source: Amekudzi-Kennedy, Labi, Woodall, Marsden and Grubert [77].

Thus, according to social scientific insights, several responses to COVID-19 should be encouraged
for more efficiently dealing with the pandemic. Among them, van Bavel et al. [41] (p. 2) identify and
highlight the following:

- A shared sense of identity or purpose can be encouraged by addressing the public in collective
terms and by urging “us” to act for the common good.

- Identifying sources (e.g., religious or community leaders) that are credible to different audiences
to share public health messages can be effective.

- Leaders and the media might try to promote cooperative behavior by emphasizing that cooperating
is the right thing to do and that other people are already cooperating.

- Norms of prosocial behaviour are more effective when coupled with the expectation of social
approval and modeled by ingroup members who are central in social networks.

- Leaders and members of the media should highlight bipartisan support for COVID-related
measures, when they exist, as such endorsements in other contexts have reduced polarization and
led to less biased reasoning.

- There is a need for more targeted public health information within marginalized communities,
and for partnerships between public health authorities and trusted organizations that are internal
to these communities.

- Messages that (1) emphasize benefits to the recipient, (2) focus on protecting others, (3) align with
the recipient’s moral values, (4) appeal to social consensus or scientific norms, and/or (5) highlight
the prospect of social group approval tend to be persuasive.

- Given the importance of slowing infections, it may be helpful to make people aware that they
benefit from others’ access to preventative measures.
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- Preparing people for misinformation and ensuring they have accurate information and
counterarguments against false information before they encounter conspiracy theories, fake news,
or other forms of misinformation, can help ‘inoculate’ them against false information.

- Use of the term “social distancing” might imply that one needs to cut offmeaningful interactions.
A preferable term is “physical distancing,” because it allows for the fact that social connection is
possible even when people are physically separated.

The processes of knowledge denominate and qualify social reality at the very moment of analysis,
and disciplines establish dimensions of that reality when analysing it. The plurality of Social Sciences
results, on the one hand, from the real complexity of human action, which demands complex analytical
levels and elaborations, and, on the other hand, from the approximate and parcelled nature of scientific
knowledge, which denies the possibility of unitary knowledge of the real [84]. Seeking to know social
reality entails the mediation of categorical frameworks, logical operators of classification, ordering—as
complex processes influenced by our needs, experiences and interests—that provide information about
this reality and ways of making it intelligible, but confusing with it [84].

Bearing in mind that each Social Science has a specific perspective on social reality, the pandemic
crisis, as a complex and multidimensional phenomenon, can be understood from different perspectives.
This discussion would be developed from the systems of relationships between social phenomena
in the coordinates of time and place, and in the socio-historical contexts where they are integrated.
The conceptions of common sense and ideologies about these processes would also be the object
of analysis [84]. Social Sciences are crossed by large, distinct, partially overlapping and partially
contradictory theoretical configurations that guide empirical research from different paradigms that
preserve zones of specificity and, also for this reason, can lead to results and rival explanations of the
reality they analyse [44].

The investment of political actors in the collective management of epidemic diseases has enabled
the emergence of the autonomous public health area. Politicians can be regarded as power relationships
mobilised in the public space for the control of decisions and actions that have as their object assets
deemed collective [85]. It may be questioned whether the political management of this pandemic crisis
expresses a reconfiguration of the social space of public health, in which surveillance, monitoring,
evaluation and risk management would have a place of growing importance, supported by technologies
of visualisation, tracking, analysis and a “molecular vision of life”, which would be associated with a
division of labour, differentiating and fragmenting the “objects” of medicine. Health practices would
be increasingly shaped by the demands of a new political health economy, subject to the imperatives of
large groups and companies, insurance companies and, in general, the world of bio-capital and would
reach the public health systems themselves [86](p. 150).

In the response to the pandemic, inequalities have not been mitigated but rather reinforced.
This situation leads to the equation of social inequalities in the near future from three axes:
inequalities and the social state; inequalities and digital transformation; and inequalities and science [29].
Regarding the first axis, the institutions of the social state, mainly the National Health Service, the public
social protection system, retirement and old-age pensions, unemployment and sickness benefits,
are pivotal in containing and possibly reducing social inequalities. Two priorities became evident
with the pandemic crisis: the strengthening of public systems; and the accentuation of their universal
nature [29]. The policy response to the dynamics of employment and unemployment will determine
the evolution of inequalities in the near future [69]. In the second axis, the ambivalence of the digital
transformation stands out. While digital devices have great potential in several areas, they can
generate major threats to the ways of human existence in society. The attraction of a surveillance
society for the sake of effectiveness in public action, particularly in crisis situations, with the use
of permanent electronic surveillance of individuals, can configure technocratic authoritarianism.
There is a concentration of data in a very limited number of digital companies in some states at
the centre of the world-system. When the interests of the state and private interests in the use
and control of information and communication technologies—as the potential technological basis
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of totalitarianism—come together, the risks to democracy become very high [69]. Algorithms are
imbued with prejudices and discriminatory criteria. A social stratification managed by digital means,
directed by political-administrative hierarchies, is consolidated, with widespread social unequalled
effects [29]. The third axis equates the utility, credibility and trust ascribed by the various “societies of
individuals” to science and scientists in the production of knowledge and the definition of strategies to
find solutions to the disease. The growing social visibility of science and its public communication
may enhance the affirmation, simultaneously, of “scientific culture” as a citizen’s right and of a more
reflexive conception of science, which has the purpose of critically analysing what it does, to assess the
conditions in which it does it, as well as the effects of its activity [42]. The generalisation of the use of
Information and Communication Technologies in scientific work shapes the ways of doing science and
the emergence of new and wider modalities of science communication. One of the main changes is the
breaking of communication linearity, replaced by an interactive network model, enabling higher levels
of collaboration, internationalisation, transparency and impact of scientific work [87–89].

The observation that social interactions between individuals on global scale shape pandemics,
a “global crisis”, a “global threat”, encourages reflection on the global nature of epidemics and,
more broadly, health. A minimalist version assimilates “global” to “universal”, i.e., it reduces
the phenomenon to a simple spatial extension; in the infectious field, it is the passage from the
epidemic to the pandemic. Yet, if this is the favoured meaning, it would make little sense to replace
“international health” with “global health”, as WHO did at the beginning of the 2000s, when its
legitimacy was diminishing in the face of the rise of large private players [90]. Globalisation is not
a homogeneous process: disease, medical response and social perception evolve in a differentiated
way. Globalisation has less to do with extension than with interconnection; it has to do with networks
of individuals, organisations, ideas and effects. In these networks, the mobility of individuals
spreads the disease, the interactions between public and private institutions determine the response,
and the relationships between the media and their audiences are part of the formation of perception,
amplifying it or, conversely, reducing it, as is the case of some diseases, which, despite their high
morbidity and mortality rates, no longer instigate panic and marked fear [90].

The social history of epidemics and the cultural studies on epidemiology, contagion and infectious
diseases have highlighted a fundamental challenge facing the various Social Sciences: how to live
together [91], what bonds us and what separates us. One of the most immediate effects in any epidemic
outbreak is the material and symbolic exacerbation of social differentiation, the multiplication of the
dividing lines between “us” and “the others”: between the healthy and the sick; between those who are
well and those who are not; between those who have “previous pathologies” or are part of “risk groups”
and those who promote “healthy” lifestyles; between those who have resources and support and those
who do not; between “those who are inside” and “those who are outside”. These differences slide very
easily into a social discourse towards a distinction between the “innocent” and the “guilty” [76,91,92].

Isolation has not only broken the regularity of social ties and connections in co-presence and
physical proximity but is also generating a set of disruptive processes emerging from prolonged
confinement [93]. In the long run, social isolation is associated with an increase in mortality of almost
one third [94]. Prolonged periods of social isolation may have similar effects [24,95]. Individuals who
are socio-economic disadvantaged or with poor physical or mental health are at higher risk [24].
There is no decent society that is based on the disconnection and interruption of social relationships,
as well as on the drastic deepening of socio-economic vulnerabilities. This pandemic situation stands
for an abnormality that cannot (should not) become the new normal. If this happens, it is the very
notion of society that is at stake [93].

One of the most pressing challenges facing Social Sciences and Humanities in this ongoing crisis
is to understand the extent to which the morality of our actions is determined by the value of their
consequences. Dilemmas such as leaving a significant part of the population of a given country to
contract the disease to develop collective immunity to prevent future epidemic outbreaks, or deciding
who deserves to die or live in a context of a relative scarcity of resources (beds, masks and ventilators,
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among others) are moral problems faced by the agents responsible for the medical and political
management of the disease [96].

These situations, among socially relevant others, relate to the relevance of the fundamental
contribution of Social Sciences, their knowledge and skills to the knowledge of these problem realities
and to act in an informed manner, respecting democratic freedoms, human rights and the sense of
social justice, and in containing and solving the problems posed in contemporary societies by this and
future economic, social and health crises [29]. Table 2 presents some of the Social Science fields and
their role in the management of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Table 2. Social Sciences in the management of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Psychology Mental health consequences of social isolation; analysis of psychological resilience

Social Psychology

Social representations on the pandemic; attitudes towards risk; health attitudes
and behaviours; assessment and intervention in adaptation to disease and health

promotion; violence and social confinement; social ties and new forms
of solidarity

Political Science
International governance and multilateralism; governance and public policy;

political institutions, political attitudes and behaviour; public opinion and
political communication; pandemics and nationalism

Economy
Dynamics of capitalism and pandemic; economy and health; structure of

employment and unemployment; macroeconomic vulnerabilities;
Lay-off; teleworking

Geography Genesis and pandemic spread of SARS-Cov-2; metropolises, city networks and
pandemic spread; migrations and pandemics

Demography Demographic structure and prevalence of the disease; demographic vulnerability
and COVID-19

Communication Digital transformation, ICT and health surveillance; digital literacy; telemedicine
and teleconsultation

International Relations Articulation and/or competition between countries in fighting the pandemic

History History of epidemics, pandemics and contagion; history and collective
management of the disease and contagion

Anthropology Cultural analysis of risk and contagion; processes of stigmatization of the “other”;
cultures of fear; an ethnography of zoonoses

Sociology

Social order and crises; social inequalities in health; social construction of
epidemic and contagious diseases; social space of health and collective

management of disease and contagion; public health policies; social distance and
confinement; science and scientific controversies

Source: Authors’ own production.

6. Conclusions

A pandemic is a complex phenomenon as it is always a point of articulation between natural and
social determinations. Its analysis is transversal: it is important to capture the points of intersection of
the determinations and analyse their consequences. In this process, Social Sciences assume themselves
as a scientific project centred on interdisciplinarity that favours a relationship of interdependence and
complementarity between Social Sciences, in the theoretical and methodological plurality that seeks to
articulate macro-social dynamics with local processes, allowing the connection of subjective meanings
with practices, and that focuses on the articulations between systems and actors, between structures
and practices, between the reality of social conditions of existence and the social construction of
reality [97–100]. This enables the demystification of common knowledge shared in society, but which
in reality is not correct [101,102]; and fosters sociological imagination [103].
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The discourse space on the COVID-19 contagion–pandemic dyad can be understood as the
expression of a coalition of discourses, i.e., the interaction of various discourses, combined in
re-interpretative modalities of certain realities and social phenomena. The circumstantial coalitions
of interests, which shape the different discursive records and actions produced by different
agents of different social spaces (political, medical, scientific, economic and religious)—enable the
acknowledgement and legitimation of this pandemic threat and danger— and the promotion of its
public management. They add to the definition and implementation of health policies, as well as to
the promotion and development of institutional areas of a preventive nature, namely vaccination,
health cordons, quarantine, isolation, social distancing, and intervening in the configuration of the
collective management of disease and health.

In the case of pandemics, authors such as von Braun, Zamagni and Sorondo [104] argue that
understanding the meanings of various social actions is critical in their management [20,105], with the
development of specific measures for different social groups [39,40,77] and the possibility to counter the
logics underlying the stigmatisation of the “other” [106]. In the COVID-19 pandemic, they imbricate:
a new virus (SARS-CoV-2, with its own genetic characteristics); a human actor who is both the carrier
of the pathogen and the diagnosed (or not) patient who brings out illness and sickness; an environment
where nature (animal reservoir), humans and society interact; the knowledge of scientific medicine that
is created at the same time as the virus replicates and the disease produces its effects, and legitimises
public policies—a link that gives rise to an irreducible, inextricably biological, environmental and
social relationship [107,108]. It is, therefore, important to promote an interdisciplinary scientific project
characterised by the interdependence between the epidemiological, medical and biological knowledge
and the knowledge produced by the Social and Human Sciences to better understand an economic,
social and health crisis of such a huge scale and to shape the medical and political management of this
and future epidemics and pandemics.
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Abstract: In March 2020, COVID-19 disrupted global society. Impacts as a result of COVID-19
were seen in all industries, including higher education research, which was paused in order to
accommodate newly imposed restrictions. Social science research, specifically stakeholder engagement
research, was one area that was potentially impacted given its need for person-to-person interaction.
Here, we describe how we successfully adjusted our stakeholder engagement methodology to
accommodate for socially distant requirements. Initially, we planned to host in-person workshops
to assess stakeholder perceptions of microplastics impacts on oysters in Boston Harbor and coastal
Massachusetts using the deliberative multicriteria evaluation (DMCE) methodology. To transfer
these workshops online, we used familiar, open-access platforms, Zoom and GoogleDrive, to enable
dialogue among participants and evaluate preferences. While modifications to length (5 to 3 h) and
order (participants were asked to watch expert videos before their participation date) of the workshop
were necessary, most other elements of the methodology remained the same for the online format.
The main element that was lacking was the in-person interactions. However, with video conferencing
tools available, this element was not completely lost.

Keywords: deliberative valuation; informed decision making; public engagement; COVID-19;
stakeholder engagement

1. Introduction—COVID-19 and Social Distancing

According to O’Steen and Perry [1], “a ‘disaster’ provides a form of societal shock which
disrupts habitual, institutional patterns of behavior”. Given the abruptness of the COVID-19 outbreak,
Bonaccorsi et al. [2] suggests that COVID-19 could produce effects similar to those of a large-scale
disaster. The abruptness of COVID-19 and the need to social distance and the move to remote working
and learning is challenging teachers and researchers to find new or innovative methods to continue
teaching and doing research, this especially true for social scientists that are frequently using and
looking at social interactions.

While research is still being done on the impacts of COVID-19 on the education system, it is evident
that COVID-19 altered the normal functioning of school systems at all levels [3]. Prevented from
being able to meet for classes, meetings, etc., in person, faculty, staff and students found themselves
in a new world order in which they had to adjust to adhere to new public health guidelines [4].
Higher education, specifically, faced many challenges; classes were disrupted, research was paused,
and timelines altered. Wiggington et al. describes a world in which academic institutions, especially in
regions where community transmission was severe (e.g., United States, Europe and China), had to
halt all ‘nonessential’ on-site research activities (both in-lab and field-based research) abruptly [4].
Still, the greatest impact, most likely, will be seen at the early-career scientist level (including, masters and
PhD students) [4]. Wiggington et al. purports that approximately 80% of on-site research was impacted
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at their affiliated institutions and that there will be long-term economic ramifications as a result [4].
In terms of the United States in 2018, higher education institutions accounted for approximately
13 percent of the money spent nationally on research and development, and approximately 50 percent
of the money spent on basic research nationwide [4]. Altogether, COVID-19 emphasized the need for
scenario planning and disaster preparedness in all sectors of society, including the research community,
so that learning could still occur [4,5].

For social scientists, much of the research requires human interaction which is restricted or banned
in the COVID-19 era. Engaging stakeholders into environmental decision making is essential for gaining
better understanding of peoples’ perceptions and designing solutions that can be implemented to solve
the issue under consideration [6]. For example, evaluating social learning via stakeholder engagement
workshops is being threatened during these times because effective engagement requires the interplay
of participants through dialogue and transparency [7]. According to Reed et al., social learning is a
process in which societal change for social-ecological systems occurs when people have the opportunity
to exchange thoughts, ideas and values with their peers while also learning from others additional
ways to perceive these systems [8]. The elicitation of shared values, specifically, is most effective via
social interaction, open dialogue and social learning [9].

Future functioning of sustainable, long-term businesses requires the evaluation of social learning
through the use of stakeholder engagement to understand and address the interests of employees,
customers, suppliers and the community at large [7]. However, COVID-19 changes how these interactions
can happen for the indefinite future. The University of North Carolina provided examples of engagement
modes that could assist researchers working with stakeholders during these times [10]. Examples include
the use of phone, email, snail mail, online file sharing, social media, and virtual meetings [10].

The impacts of COVID-19 can be seen in all sectors; however, the continuation of successful
research and business practices is essential to moving the world forward. Given the unknowns,
in terms of how long we will need to remain socially distant, it could take a significant amount of
time before research institutions reach a new normal [4]. Additionally, given the duration of remote
working and today’s technology there is a question of how or if this will change back after COVID-19.
Remote working and social distancing present challenges both in terms of data generation, career
advancements, and global research overall, unless we learn to adapt [4]. While there are limitations to
research based on the new work-from-home modality, Shelley-Egan acknowledges that this is also an
opportunity for the research community to “imagine, and actively design, a future academic modus
operandi characterized by a more sustainable, equitable and societally relevant research system” [11].
In other words, research (both in the sense of conducting it and participating in it) should not be
constrained by geography [11].

This paper was created to showcase how social science research, specifically stakeholder
engagement using the Deliberative Multicriteria Evaluation [DMCE] method, could still take place in a
virtually distant society. To best of our knowledge the DMCE methodology has solely been employed
during in-person workshops. Thus, this paper illustrates how the DMCE methodology can be adapted
and move completely online when this is forced by external factors such as a pandemia. As Shelley
and Egen emphasize, “the ontology of what it is to be a researcher and the temporalities, role identities,
methodologies and epistemologies tied up with that will, most likely, adopt a different hue in—and
beyond—this crisis” [11]. This paper is meant to highlight the resources that are available to do so
seamlessly and encourage a new way of thinking when planning for stakeholder engagement.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Deliberative Valuation Process

In recent decades, there has been a shift towards using deliberative valuation in environmental
policy analysis to improve public participation [12]. The deliberative valuation is a new valuation
paradigm that calls participants to form values collectively and brings together stakeholders and
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scientists from various disciplines [13]. As discussed by Irvine et al., the generation of these values must
happen through some form of community interaction; it cannot happen by researching individuals
alone [9]. Thus, small groups of people representing the community at-large (termed ‘mock citizen
juries’) are brought together to reach decisions on a given topic or policy based on mutual agreement [14].
In this sense, diverse views can be easily represented in the decision-making process and policy makers
improve their understanding of peoples’ perceptions. A broader understanding of environmental issues
may increase the likelihood of conflict resolution in the early stages of environmental planning [15].

The basic idea behind this paradigm is that ecosystem services have the characteristics of common
and public goods, and we need to assign values collectively. Essentially, deliberative valuation allows
participants to exchange knowledge and evaluate public and common goods by developing mutual
understanding through well-reasoned dialogue and deliberation [16]. In this sense, participants have
‘equal bargaining power’ [12]. Through the process of deliberation, participants are able to refine their
personal beliefs and compromise value judgements with fellow participants [12]. The output of this
process includes quantitative data in the form of willingness-to-pay assessments or collective ratings
or rankings that are able to be compared across actions [17].

Scientists play an important role in this process by communicating to participants the science
behind the environmental issue under consideration, and by providing their expertise whenever it is
requested. Benefits associated with this process include (1) being able to integrate different sources of
knowledge in decision making, (2) building social learning, and (3) eliciting social values vs. individual
values [16]. A key component of the deliberative valuation method is participants collaborating in a
group setting in the form of a ‘citizens jury’ to promote the common good which would benefit the
community overall, not just individuals.

In order to implement this process, we used the deliberative multicriteria evaluation (DMCE)
method. The DMCE method combines the benefits of multicriteria decision analysis with
deliberation [13]. One of the advantages of the multicriteria decision analysis is the ability to
compare actions that use different forms of measurements (e.g., number of permits vs. water column
depth) or cannot be quantified in monetary terms [17]. In practice, attributes are identified and
measured using easily understandable indicators by the general public and trade-offweights among
these attributes are compared across actions [17]. Combining multicriteria decision analysis with
deliberation results in stakeholders interacting to generate potential solutions for the issue under
consideration and define areas of disagreement or agreement [6].

Figure 1 outlines the general steps taken to conduct research using the DMCE methodology.
Here, we only present how COVID-19 affected the implementation of Step 4: Weighting of the
indicator criteria. Steps 1–5, including results, will then be addressed and discussed in an additional,
peer-reviewed paper.

 
Figure 1. The steps of the deliberative process. This paper pertains to “Step 4: Weighting of the
indicator criteria” which refers to conducting the stakeholder engagement workshops.
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2.2. DMCE Methodology Example

Traditionally, when implementing the DCME methodology, stakeholders are asked to participate in
an assessment task during an in-person workshop. These activities are dependent on the environmental
issue being explored. For the case of this paper, we will provide a general example on how the DMCE
methodology can be implemented using a car-buying analogy with the understanding that this typically
happens through the convening of small groups. We will then discuss how this methodology was
modified in order to be transitioned to a virtual format conducive to COVID-19 limitations.

When purchasing a new, used-car, there are some basic attributes that we could consider when
shopping: mileage, miles-per gallon (MPG), and cost. If we put a ‘value’ of ‘low’ to ‘high’ on each,
we are able to see the desired direction of each attribute (Table 1).

Table 1. Description of attributes.

Feature of Car Measurement
Desired

Direction

Scenario A
(e.g., Worst Case

Scenario)
Scenario B Scenario C Scenario D

Mileage Low–High Low High Low High High
Miles Per Gallon Low–High High Low Low High Low

Cost Low–High Low High High High Low

Since we do not want the worst-case scenario (indicated by ‘Scenario A’ in Table 1), we begin to
populate the different scenario options in which one attribute is set at its ‘best’ value (cells highlighted
in yellow in Table 1) while the others remain at their worst. These different scenarios are illustrated as
cards (Figure 2) that participants are able to physically hold and compare visually to one another.

 
Figure 2. Examples of the cards used for each attribute. In these examples, each attribute is set to its
worst level.

Participants are asked to prioritize the relative importance of these (4) attributes on a scale
of 0–100 with 100 being the most preferred direction (Figure 3). Participants do these rankings as
individuals at the beginning and end of the workshop and as a group throughout the workshop.
Using the deliberative benefits of the DMCE methodology, the group is encouraged to discuss their
value judgements, the reasoning behind their choices, compromise, and reach consensus within their
stakeholder jury about the positioning and values of each scenario while collaborating as a group and
relying on information from experts in the field that are provided to them during the workshop.
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Figure 3. Example of the activity completed by participants. Scenarios (cards) are placed in the desired
order on a scale of 0 (least preferred) to 100 (most preferred) based on individual and group preferences.

From the results of the choice tasks, trade-offweights for each attribute are calculated [16].

2.3. Initial Methodology Plans

The goal of this study was to assess stakeholder perception of microplastic pollution on oysters in
Boston Harbor and coastal Massachusetts. Within this area there are different uses of oysters prevalent.
Uses include oysters used as food; either grown in aquaculture, wild caught oysters or recreational
fishing, and grown for environmental purposes (water clarity improvements, coastal erosion mitigation,
etc.). This area is also a densely populated region in which microplastics are prevalent. With microplastic
concentrations projected to increase in the next decade and an oyster’s ability to ingest microplastics,
Boston Harbor and coastal Massachusetts serve as relevant study areas to explore the interactions
between these two actors.

Using the DMCE methodology, we initially planned to convene stakeholders in Massachusetts
(including experts in the field related to oysters, shellfish, food security, marine debris, and microplastics)
for a one-day, in-person workshop in April 2020. Stakeholders were contacted using the snowball
sampling technique which consists of individuals from initial stakeholder categories identifying new
stakeholders and contacts [18]. Stakeholders were from governmental agencies, academic institutions,
non-governmental organizations, and industry. During the workshop, stakeholders were to be asked to
assess the relative importance of socio-, economic, and environmental indicators, such as the attributes
described for the car-buying analogy.

As of 20 March 2020, the University of Massachusetts Boston (the host institution) disbanded
in-person classes, meetings and workshops due to COVID-19 related precautions. As such, the initial
plans for implementing and executing this research needed to be addressed. Through a combination
of timeline adjustments (switching from a full day workshop to a half day) and the use of familiar
technology platforms (Zoom and GoogleDrive), we were able to successfully modify our methodology
to accommodate stakeholder engagement during our new virtual reality.

3. Revisiting Our Methodology in a COVID-19 Era

To accommodate for the inability of large groups to gather, the implementation of this research
had two options: (1) wait for a time in which large group gatherings were allowed or (2) modify the
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methodology and transition the workshops online. Given the uncertainty of the times, we opted to
explore the second option.

In order to determine whether the second option was viable given the resources available,
we decided to approach and address each of the following dimensions: technology, modifications
(to methodology, agenda and IRB), and scheduling.

Technology: To acquire the appropriate data for this research, participants needed to be able to
interact and ‘move’ the scenario cards based on their preferences. Additionally, we needed to be able
to record the workshops. Thus, the ease of use, security and cost were of the utmost priorities when
determining which platforms to use. Zoom, Microsoft Teams, GoogleDrive and Google Hangout,
WebX, StarLeaf, GoToMeeting, iTricks and Digital Hives were platforms suggested by colleagues,
with Zoom being the most common and inexpensive. In combination with Zoom, GoogleDrive would
allow us to provide participants with individual and group links that they would then be able to
manipulate in real time when necessary. A folder was created for each participant in GoogleDrive so
that their data could be stored, and only participants and hosts had access to it.

Modifications to Methodology: Fortunately, through the use of Zoom and GoogleDrive,
the methodology did not need to be modified drastically. We were still able to evaluate individual and
group preferences using the scenario cards and group discussions were still able to be had. The tactile
(‘moving’ printed out versions of the cards) and in-person components were impacted the most but
corrected through the use of technology and a moderator.

Modifications to Agenda: Originally, the in-person workshop was scheduled for 5 h (plus travel
time by participants). However, given other work obligations and childcare, participants expressed
their concern about being able to participate for the entirety of the pre-planned agenda (even virtually).

While there are many benefits to the new work-from-home lifestyle that COVID-19 enforced
(decreased commute time, flexible schedules, productivity gains, etc.) [19], we still had to be mindful
of the negative aspects that truncated a participant’s availability from all day to just a few hours in
the wake of transitioning these workshops virtually. Research has shown that COVID-19 created
additional challenges for parents of children, especially those children of a younger age who were
unable to go to school or childcare and could not be unsupervised [20,21]. These challenges affected
parents’ ability to work-from-home undisturbed [19]. Many co-parents also had to make decisions
about who could work when and who took care of the children throughout the day [20,21]. In an
email correspondence with a stakeholder, she acknowledged that her participation was now limited
to half-a-day because her and her husband were both working and sharing childcare responsibilities
(C.Tobin. personal communication, 3 April 2020).

A 2018 study found that American adults logged approximately 11 h of screen time per day [22].
Sanudo et al. found smartphone use increased ~2 h per day during the lockdown [23]. Another study
found that adults who spent more than six hours behind screens are more likely to suffer from moderate
to severe depression [22]. Without the face-to-face meetings that oftentimes reinvigorate our attention
spans, research has also shown the impacts of virtual meetings on people’s level of tiredness [11].
Given that our workshops were at the beginning of the pandemic, participants may not have been as
screen time- fatigued.

In addition to childcare challenges and increased screen-time usage, COVID-19 also promoted a
more sedentary lifestyle, which can have detrimental effects on physical and mental health [19,23–25].
Recent research found that percentage of U.S. adults sitting more than 8 h per day increased 24% from
pre- (16%) to during- (40%) confinement [23]. These factors (childcare, increased sedentary lifestyle,
and increased screen time) could have discouraged stakeholders from wanting to participate in this
type of virtual workshop for a full day. Aristovnik et al. acknowledges that the success of the new
work-from-home environment cannot be dependent solely on ease of technology; other challenges
can include lack of motivation and the need for improved self-discipline [26]. While the authors
were specifically referencing student studying habits at home, those same challenges could affect
non-students as well [26].
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Shelley-Egan discusses how COVID-19 has disproved the need for academia (and other professions)
to be physically in-person to conduct work [11]. Now, professionals have access to a plethora of
online webinars and conferences that they otherwise may not have been able to attend in-person [11].
Thus, and in combination with the factors discussed above, the whole online world is competing
against one another, vying for people’s time. Since the data for this research was dependent on full
participation, we had to adjust accordingly.

In order to truncate the agenda while not losing the necessary time for group deliberation,
we decided to have experts pre-record their presentations that would provide context to what we
would be discussing during the workshop. In doing so, we divided the workshop into three phases:

• Phase I occurred prior to the participation date. Participants were expected to watch the
pre-recorded presentations from the experts;

• Phase II was the actual workshop on a given participation date; and
• Phase III occurred after the participation date. Participants were expected to complete a post-survey

within one week.

Modifications to IRB: The Institutional Review Board (IRB) at UMB had previously reviewed
and approved our research proposal in early winter 2020. At that time, the workshops were planned
in-person (over 2 days) with 3 deliberative groups per day and did not have content pertaining to the
use of Zoom and GoogleDrive. Thus, we needed to submit a modification to our research proposal
that would allow us to conduct the research in this new manner. The modifications included changing
the workshop to web-based using the online platforms of Zoom and GoogleDrive, increasing the
number of workshops from 2 to 3 and decreasing the number of deliberative groups per day from 3 to
1. Originally, the average IRB review time during COVID-19 was 3 weeks, however, they were able to
review and approve in one day. If IRB had not reviewed so quickly, we would have been tasked with
moving the workshops further into the summer.

Scheduling of workshops: The in-person workshops were planned for the end of April 2020.
On 20 March 2020, UMB suspended all in-person meetings, especially with large groups. While participants
had already agreed to the in-person dates, we knew that it would take time to completely switch the
workshops online. With that, we chose to push back the dates to the end of May 2020.

Scheduling for participants: Immediately upon learning about the impacts of COVID-19 to
in-person stakeholder research, we contacted the participants and notified them of the postponement
of the workshops with the understanding that we were exploring ways to host them virtually.
Once we had identified new dates in late-May, we confirmed their willingness and ability to
participate with the caveat that we were still modifying the agenda and determining which technology
platforms to use. Details were shared with participants as they were approved (IRB) and confirmed
(technology platforms). It was essential that we shared the technology platforms that were to be used
ahead of time so we could identify participants who were unfamiliar with said platforms, unable to
use them given their at-home workstations, or unable to use them given affiliation rules. We had one
participant who was unable to participate given an agency-wide mandate on the use of Zoom.

4. Discussion

4.1. Opportunities in Virtual Stakeholder Engagement

Overall, hosting the stakeholder meetings virtually using Zoom and GoogleDrive was successful.
After participating in the workshop, stakeholders had the opportunity to complete an evaluation form
to let us know about their experience, responses included:

• “I appreciate how difficult this was over Zoom, how difficult surveys are in general and how
difficult trying to get consensus on the topic of microplastic can be. I found the discussion
interesting and informative for our own work communicating about this problem. I look forward
to seeing the results!”
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• “Getting to consensus with a group of wide-ranging stakeholder views is challenging.
A well-executed virtual workshop. Thanks.”

• “The facilitators and format was excellent, and the zoom and google docs worked really well. This is
a hard kind of stakeholder prioritization because it is kind of theoretical or hypothetical and not
so real life. But this is the kind of information you need to better understand stakeholder values.”

• “Very impressed at the effort it took to organize this and provide such clear direction for us.”
• “Good learning experience and networking opportunity.”

Conducting in-person social science research can be costly in terms of funding and time.
Expenses include room reservations (multiple if breakout groups are necessary), mileage reimbursement
for participants, hotel reservations for experts, video-recording equipment, food, and supplies.
Given the limited funding in social sciences, these factors can be a major deterrent from being able
to conduct stakeholder workshops. Additionally, Shelley-Egen emphasizes that there is a suite of
technological alternatives already in existence [11]. However, most of those alternatives were created in
conjunction with face-to-face meetings [11]. Thus, a challenge for this research was to utilize platforms
that would eliminate the need for in-person interactions.

We chose technology platforms that were not only familiar to participants but also at a low
cost to us (GoogleDrive services were free and the upgraded Zoom account was already provided
to professors from the University). There were no costs associated with on-boarding participants
to these platforms since Zoom is free and GoogleDrive allows the host to send materials for review
and manipulation by non-Gmail users. There were also no expenses associated with travel by hosts,
experts, or participants. Oftentimes, the funding constrains the number of people who can participate
given the associated costs per person. With this virtual workshop, we were able to invite as many
stakeholders as appropriate. Additionally, over the three days, only 10 percent of participants recruited
did not show up, whereas 30 percent of participants recruited for previous work did not show up [16].
Altogether, using virtual platforms to conduct social science research removes the constraints detailed
above and may provide an opportunity for the direction of future social science research.

We acknowledge that the success of this methodology is constrained by internet connectivity and
quality and users comfort with technology and remote meetings. Belzunegui-Eraso and Erro-Garces
emphasize the important role technology plays in the successful development of telework [27].
According to Belzunegui-Eraso and Erro-Garces, the ideal teleworker is a “Millenial woman holding a
higher education degree, with 4–10 years of professional experience, and working from home two
days a week in the management and administration field” whereas the least ideal person is a “man of
the baby boomers’ generation, holding a university degree, with 20 years or more of professional
experience, and who started working remotely only during quarantine” [27]. However, conducting
human-centric research does not always allow for the ideal teleworker. Thus, this [meaning, technology
literacy] is an important indicator of successful research during these COVID-19 times; future work
should keep in mind socioeconomic status and geographic location of participants to assure that data
is irrespective of technological challenges. For our research, we assumed that the participants were
technologically literate, given their professions and backgrounds, but we also provided an opportunity
prior to the workshop to confirm and adjust based on their technological literacy as needed.

Participants were required to view presentations ahead of their participation date. The presentations
were from experts in the field of microplastics and oysters as well as one from the host explaining the
general agenda of the workshop as well as the indicators that were to be evaluated by participants day-of.
Typically, these presentations would have been done at the beginning of the workshops; however,
in the initial discussions with participants about changing the format of the workshops from in-person
to online, participants expressed that their time availability had become truncated, in essence due to
other work obligations and childcare. Taking that into account, we shortened the time of the workshop
from 5 h to 3 h and moved certain agenda items (e.g., expert presentations) prior to the workshop
to be sure that participants had enough time for group deliberation. As a result of this, we may
have encouraged more folks to participate given that they did not have to travel to Boston in order
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to participate (as was the plan during initial outreach). As of March 2020, we had 20 stakeholders
agree to participate in the in-person workshop (30% from the Academic sector, 30% from Government,
25% from NGO, and 15% from Industry). At the completion of the virtual workshops, 30 stakeholders
had participated (21% from the Academic sector, 41% from government, 24% from NGO, and 14%
from Industry). This increase in stakeholders could be attributed to increased outreach and the virtual
nature of the workshops. However, given childcare constraints, as discussed in the previous section,
some may have still been discouraged to participate.

The change from in-person to virtual was communicated via email through the description of the
three participation phases:

• Phase I took place before the participation date. Participants were asked to watch four presentations
(totaling, approximately 40 min). One provided context to the workshop activities and the other
three were from three experts in the field of shellfish and microplastics. The content in these
presentations provided the necessary background information for the workshop.

• Phase II took place on the respective participation date. Participants needed the (2) weblinks for
Google Slides and Zoom.

• Phase III took place 1 week after the workshop. Participants were asked to complete an activity
similar to what they did day-of (no longer than 10–15 min). Participants completed this survey in
their individual GoogleSlides link.

The expert presentations were uploaded to a shared GoogleFolder and shared with participants
5 days prior to their participation date. One participant said “I liked participating, it was very
interesting and the format was fine, nice job! I am happy to have been part of this. I liked being
able to listen to the information ahead of time and to hear a range of comments from such a group
of stakeholders . . . ” When asked if participants were able to successfully view the presentations,
83 percent of participants indicated ‘yes,’ 10 percent indicated ‘partially’ and 7 percent indicated ‘no’
(Figure 4A). All participants found the instructional material provided was helpful either in totality
(67 percent) or partially (33 percent) (Figure 4B). Additionally, participants were exposed to the key
points of each experts’ pre-workshop presentation at the start of Phase II; participants were offered
the opportunity to ask questions and/or clarify points made by the experts at this time. For future
work, one participant suggested that the videos be placed on a secure Youtube Channel rather than
GoogleDrive. Furthermore, click rates could be monitored to assure that the videos were actually
viewed ahead of the workshops and an additional question could be added to the post-workshop
evaluation form asking participants if they viewed the material undistracted or while doing other work.

When these workshops are video-recorded in-person, it is evident to participants that a camera
is recording their conversations and movements. This may become a hindrance to ‘camera shy’
individuals. With this new virtual format, participants were read a consent form pertaining to the
use of video-recording at the start of the workshop. The camera was not as apparent throughout the
virtual workshop (as it would have been in-person) which may have allowed those individuals to
participate more comfortably.

We also decided to keep the daily groupings smaller in number compared to doing it in-person.
Acknowledging that free-flowing conversation is not as easy in a virtual workshop, we wanted to
make sure that all voices could be heard. Aided by a facilitator, participants were called on to help
move the conversation forward when needed. One participant mentioned that they “appreciated the
moderator calling on people to speak up. Often one person dominates the conversations, especially
during remote meetings . . . Getting more people to speak can only improve the discussion . . . ”.
Even with the virtual format, however, participants were generally satisfied with the outcome of the
group deliberation (Figure 4C).
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Figure 4. Responses from the evaluation form that participants were asked to complete post-workshop.

4.2. Challenges in Virtual Stakeholder Engagement

At the crux of stakeholder engagement, and specifically the DMCE methodology, is the ability
to interact with fellow participants. This interaction is important for both the researchers and the
participants. For the researchers, the qualitative data (e.g., the discussions between participants) are
just as, if not more important, than the quantitative data (e.g., the ranking values given to the scenarios).
We wanted to understand the reasoning behind choices (why did participants preferences change
during the group deliberation when compared to pre-deliberation preferences?). For the participants,
being able to learn from other participants during the group deliberation is essential to the learning
process that takes place while implementing the DMCE methodology. While using Zoom was a decent
substitute for in-person relations (one participant said “We are all becoming more comfortable and
competent with Zoom. It will be a most valuable tool in the future.”), not all participants were able to
use Zoom as a result of work-related mandates (one participant, who had initially agreed to participate,
had to cancel because of the use of Zoom). Since participant and data security is integral to working
with human subjects, using platforms that provide that is essential. Based on this experience, we can
identify how we need to improve technological tools that we used in this process.

Lacking these in-person relations was one of the major challenges of this research. Previous work
done using this methodology emphasized the need for the in-person relations [16]. Typically, participants
would have been provided with a printout of the scenario cards in addition to the scale bar so that
individuals could move the cards based on their preferences in real-time and others could evaluate and
suggest changes, thus prompting conversation among participants. In hopes of providing some of that
tactile learning, we provided images of the cards on a GoogleSlide (that all participants had access to)
so that they could move the cards in real-time. What we found, however, is that most participants did
not utilize that function during the group deliberation section of the workshop and thus we required a
graduate student to help move the cards based on the discussion.

One of the unique aspects of this methodology is being able to evaluate participant preferences
before, during, and after knowledge consumption in order to see if preferences change or stagnate with
the gaining of more knowledge. Typically, all of the information would have been provided day-of
so that we were able to record initial preferences in real-time, rather than allow the participants to
contemplate the information for days prior. However, as mentioned above, we had to adapt to current
times by shortening the day-of workshop and providing materials ahead of time. Given that materials
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were provided 5 days in advance, participants technically had the opportunity to reflect on the content,
specifically the indicators, prior to completing the initial, individual survey day-of. For future work,
participants could be asked to complete the initial, individual survey when they received the materials
in advance.

Providing opportunities for participants to gain knowledge throughout the workshop is integral
to successfully implementing this methodology. Knowledge building can happen during structured
expert presentations, conversations with other participants, as well as candid conversations with
experts throughout the day. For the latter, participants are told that experts are available throughout the
workshop to clarify any points/questions. While experts were present during each virtual workshop
for its entirety, participants oftentimes forgot they were there since they (the experts) are not meant to
interject unless called upon, which may have led to the discrepancies in how influential the scientists
(‘experts’) were on the outcome of the group deliberation (Figure 4D).

5. Conclusions

COVID-19 has challenged society’s social abilities. With society’s new constraints, academic
research had to adapt in order to make progress. Social science research, specifically stakeholder
engagement, was one such area that met many limitations during the pandemic. The deliberative
multicriteria evaluation process builds upon a methodology in which human interaction is essential to
the outcomes of the process. Here, we discussed how we were able to modify the DMCE methodology so
that the experiment could still take place during a COVID-19 era with no in-person interaction allowed.
To do so, we built upon the principles of the DMCE methodology and transferred it online using
resources that were publicly available, free, and already used by the participants. While modifications
to length (5 to 3 h) and order (participants were asked to watch expert videos before their participation
date) of the workshop were necessary, most other elements of the methodology remained the same
for the online format. The main element that was lacking was the in-person interactions. However,
with video conferencing tools available, this element was not completely lost. In agreement with the
findings of Liu et al., our research highlighted the use and easy deployment of education technology to
expand traditional social science research and engage with a more diverse (in terms of relationship to
oysters and microplastics in Massachusetts) audience [28].

Society, including the research community, may interact very differently in a post-COVID-19
world. This paper highlights how stakeholder engagement can still occur in this new virtual reality.
Future research can explore how to improve and encourage the discourse between participants using
video conferencing tools (e.g., through the use of breakout rooms, better facilitation techniques).
While keeping costs low was an aim of this research, exploring other platforms that are not free may
strengthen the outcomes of the workshops as those platforms may have better tools to engage with
and between participants.
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Abstract: When the Danish society went into COVID-19 lockdown, it dramatically changed the
conditions for living with a chronic disease like diabetes. The present article highlights the psychosocial
effects of this change. The dataset consists of 20 semi-structured online interviews with people with
diabetes. The data were analyzed using radical hermeneutics and interpreted using Luhmann’s
operative constructivist systems theory. The analysis produced three main themes: (1) people with
diabetes experience altered self-observations–mainly due to society labelling them as vulnerable,
(2) people with diabetes have unclear risk perceptions due to lack of concrete knowledge about the
association between COVID-19 and diabetes, and (3) changes in conditions for maintaining and
creating meaningful relations have a significant impact on everyday life with diabetes. These findings
have important implications for risk communication. People respond in a multitude of ways to
communications issued by health authorities and with close relations, and their meaning-making is
shaped by, and shapes, their self-observations, risk perceptions and relational environments. This calls
for more targeted communication strategies as well as increased use of peer support; the goal being
to help people create meaning in their own environments.

Keywords: COVID-19; diabetes; psychosocial effects; self-observations; risk perceptions; social relations;
systems theory; qualitative research

1. Introduction

The spread of the 2019 novel coronavirus was declared a global pandemic by the World Health
Organization on 11 March 2020 [1]. The virus most often only causes mild symptoms similar to those
of a typical influenza, but in some people, it can cause severe respiratory infections and multi-organ
failure [2]. These severe symptoms are more likely to occur in specific high-risk groups. The designation
of such high-risk groups has evolved during the course of the pandemic and has differed across
countries. On 11 March, the Danish Health Authority declared people with poorly regulated diabetes
(all types) as a group at high risk for becoming seriously ill if infected with the virus [3].

Studies investigating the prevalence of diabetes (all types) in COVID-19 patients have found it
to be around 10% [4,5], but it remains unclear whether people with diabetes are more susceptible
to COVID-19 [6,7]. However, numerous studies have shown an increased risk of severe COVID-19
and mortality in individuals with diabetes [4,6–12], as well as higher rates of hospitalization due to
COVID-19 [13,14]. Thus, individuals with diabetes have been identified as having worse COVID-19
outcomes, particularly those with poor glycemic control [15,16].

This information on the association between diabetes and COVID-19 was not, however, available
during the early stages of the pandemic due to the novelty of the virus [17]. As a result of this
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uncertainty and lack of evidence-based knowledge about the virus, the information and messages
from health authorities, and therefore also from the media, have been mixed and unclear, with different
predictions and inconsistent risk communication [18]. This also applies to Denmark, where information
from health authorities has varied over the course of the pandemic: Initially, only individuals with
poorly regulated diabetes were said to be at risk of severe COVID-19, but later all people with diabetes,
regardless of glycemic control and diabetes type, were categorized as a risk group [3].

Just as in many other countries, the Danish government enforced a lockdown to avoid critical
spreading of the 2019 novel coronavirus [19]. On 12 March, Denmark closed all schools and childcare
institutions, sent home public sector employees with non-critical roles and banned gatherings of more
than 10 people.

A pandemic-induced lockdown can be expected to reveal social, psychological and underlying
philosophical issues that will have a lasting impact on societies and individuals [20]. To study how a
complex societal development such as the lockdown affects the self-observations and perceptions of
communicated risk among people living with a chronic disease, we need to apply complexity-oriented
social theory that enables us to look closely at the interrelatedness of the individual and the social.
In the present study, we look through the lens of Niklas Luhmann’s operative constructivist systems
theory [21–23]. The objective of the present paper is to study how COVID-19 lockdown affects
psychosocial life with diabetes. By applying significant concepts from Luhmann’s systems theory,
and furthermore by analyzing using radical hermeneutics [24], we examine how people with diabetes
observe themselves in relation to other people, various social systems in their environment as well as
the lockdown as an important societal phenomenon. Applying a qualitative approach with a distinct
focus on individuals’ thoughts, perceptions, and views enable us to understand how people with
diabetes create meaning out of the complex multitude of communications concerning the consequences
of the 2019 novel coronavirus.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Empirical Data

The dataset consists of 20 semi-structured individual interviews with people with diabetes
(see Table 1 for characteristics). Due to the lockdown and the need for social distancing, the interviews
were conducted and recorded online using a secure communication platform with the video function
disabled. We decided to disable the video function because especially the older interviewees might be
fairly unfamiliar with video conferences and could find this to be intimidating.

Table 1. Study population characteristics.

Participants (n = 20)

Mean age in years, [range] 51.7 [20–75]
Gender, female 10
Diabetes type

Type 1 8
Type 2 11

LADA * 1
Mean diabetes duration in years [range] 14.9 [0–48]

* Relatively rare form of diabetes.

The relatively simple interview guide consisted of four main themes: (1) diabetes management
(in general and during lockdown): with questions focusing on the day-to-day issues regarding
medication, exercise and diet, (2) quality of life (in general and during lockdown): with questions
focusing on perceptions of general well-being, (3) perception of being at risk (in general and during
lockdown): with questions focusing on health and risk communication and the specific relation between
diabetes and COVID-19, and (4) relations and support (in general and during lockdown): with questions
focusing on interactions with friends, family members, colleagues and healthcare professionals.
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The participants were recruited through the user panels at Steno Diabetes Center Copenhagen
and the Danish Diabetes Association. The user panels consist of people with diabetes who have
volunteered to share information about their lives with diabetes. The panels include people from all
parts of Denmark with type 1 diabetes (T1D) and type 2 diabetes (T2D, LADA, gestational diabetes
and other rarer types of diabetes. Thus, the panels represent people with diabetes who are treated
in different primary and/or secondary care settings across Denmark. The panel members (n = 2430)
received the invitation to participate in an interview via an e-mail newsletter sent out to all panel
members. The interested panel members then contacted the research team by e-mail or telephone.

We decided to be open to recruit participants with T1Dand T2D so that we could study potentially
different reactions to the lockdown. During one interview we discovered that the interviewee actually
had LADA, which is a relatively rare form of diabetes that has similarities with both T1D and T2D [25].
We decided to keep this interview in the dataset even though it did not contribute any insights into any
specificities regarding living with LADA during lockdown. It did, however, contribute to the overall
findings on living with diabetes during lockdown. Thus, in the present paper, we focus on persons
with T1D and T2D

After each interview, the researchers discussed and systematically wrote down all the overarching
themes that were touched upon in the particular interview. After 15 interviews, the research group
used this overview to discuss the level of saturation and decided to conduct five additional interviews,
because the interviews, especially with people with T2D, lacked information power. The recruitment
procedure was not changed for the next five interviews that included three people with T2D and
two people with T1D. When a total of 20 interviews had been conducted, we concluded that no
new overarching new themes had emerged in the two latest interviews, meaning that the level of
saturation and ensuing information power in the data were acceptable [26]. No changes were made in
the interview guide at any point in the data collection period. All interviews were conducted over
the course of two weeks and the average length was 40 min. None of the researchers had any prior
relationship with any of the interviewees.

After collecting the full dataset, the interviews were transcribed verbatim, iteratively analyzed
in Danish and then categorized using radical hermeneutics, which are a set of guidelines for content
analysis that, as a combination of hermeneutics and constructivism, manages to simultaneously be
empirically founded and theoretically complex [24]. Radical hermeneutics focuses on keeping a
perpetual balance between theory, method and data by acknowledging how all of these elements
influence each other in an interconnected process. The use of radical hermeneutics also entails constant
alternation between analyzing and interpreting, which means it is necessary to present interpretive
aspects while presenting the results.

Radical hermeneutics is a validated methodology consisting of three steps of data analysis.
The first step involves reading the data with a view to observing specifically selected differences in
them. This observation in itself constitutes an interpretation rather than a description, and its task
is to reduce the complexity of the data. Elements within the scope of the differences selected by the
interpreter are extracted from the data. The second step involves making these elements the subject of
interpretation as an observation of the differences employed. The third step involves interpreting the
sum of these differences [24].

In the present analysis, this approach meant that the analytical process was developed in several
steps as we delved deeper into the data. The first step focused on extracting issues of direct relevance
to diabetes and the COVID-19 lockdown from the empirical data. The second step involved analyzing
and interpreting the extracted data using the theoretical background described below, and this step
revealed the three main themes presented in the results section. The final step is then a separate
interpretation of the data within each category–materializing as the findings presented for each of the
three themes. Working with radical hermeneutics includes the awareness that the role of the researcher
is that of an observer. This underlines how any research depends on an awareness of how all the
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observations were made. This is exactly what radical hermeneutics and the use of guiding differences
provide—a way to continually employ a high level of reflexivity in all aspects of the study.

The study was approved by the Danish Data Protection Agency (P-2020-271) and carried out
in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. According to Danish legislation, interview studies
require no approval from an ethics committee. All participants gave their informed consent based on
thorough explanations of the purpose of the study. All participants were explained that they had the
right to not answer any question and that they could stop the interview at any time if they were not
comfortable with the situation. Furthermore, they were given details of whom to contact for answers
to questions about the research and the research subject’s rights.

2.2. Theory

In the present study, we adopt the theoretical position that every person observing his or her own
unique environment is observing something slightly different from what everyone else is observing.
This is important to bear in mind in relation to COVID-19 risk communication, as every person will be
observing this in a slightly different way, and the messages will therefore mean something different in
the context of different environments [23].

Luhmann’s systems theory is, in essence, a grand theory about communication and the individual
person’s observation and meaning-making of this communication. The theory introduces a distinction
between psychological and social systems, which is an important aspect of our present approach to
studying life with diabetes during lockdown. What Luhmann called psychological systems, in fact,
constitute the consciousness of persons, individuals or subjects, and for Luhmann, social systems can
be either interactions, organizations or societies [23].

The consciousness of psychological systems and the communication of social systems do not
have direct access to each other. They basically speak different languages, and this means that the
psychological systems cannot communicate, but are instead restricted to observing the communicative
social systems. The systems are closed and autopoietic, which means that each system continually
self-interprets and self-reflects on the basis of its own contents. This inability to fully understand the
other kind of system is Luhmann’s way of addressing the classical sociological issue of the co-evolution
of the social and the individual [22].

The notion that the systems are closed means that the consciousness that continually recreates
the way we (as psychological systems) interpret and understand ourselves, in the context of our own
unique environment, always comes from within the system itself. Consciousness never comes from the
outside, because we never acquire consciousness from other psychological or social systems. We are
therefore closed in terms of this operational element. It is this self-reference that enables systems to
continually distinguish themselves from their environment. The concept of self-reference is therefore
essential in understanding how each system is able to maintain its own horizon of meaning despite the
complexity of the environment [21].

The psychological system continues to produce the consciousness needed to maintain a sense of
meaning, while at the same time observing and trying to understand the environment. In this sense,
we arrive at a paradox: While the systems are closed in terms of their self-reference, they are in fact at
the same time open with regard to observing the environment. The concept of observation is therefore
essential to how systems evolve and change. To actively try to understand and make sense of the
environment, the psychological system needs to continually recreate its own self-understanding and
sense of meaning. It is on the basis of this self-understanding and sense of meaning that the actual
observations are made [22].

For the social systems to influence the psychological systems, and vice versa, the systems need to
create noise or distortion in order for the other system to observe and try to make sense of it all. For the
psychological system of a person with diabetes to be influenced by the COVID-19 risk communication,
it has to see it as relevant to observe–and observing it has to make sense for the self-reproducing
meaning-making processes within the psychological system itself. Observing communication from
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different social systems represents a high level of complexity, as the individual psychological system is
exposed to numerous social systems on a daily basis [23].

The basic operation of observing is making a distinction. When a system observes something, it is
automatically not observing something else. Rather, it is not observing the rest of the environment.
When people with diabetes are observing anything health-related in any given setting, they are
automatically not observing something else in relation to the health-related issue and/or the setting.
By analyzing how, where and why these distinctions are made, we can analytically sharpen our focus
on why people observe what they observe and, perhaps more importantly, why they do not observe
what they do not observe [22].

To understand how systems navigate in the complex environment of possible observations,
it is necessary to move on from the concept of observations to what Luhmann called expectational
structures. By ascribing expected meaning to different contexts or relations, a person will acquire a
sense of where he or she will be able to observe meaning in relation to him- or herself or in relation to
any given prior observation [23].

3. Results

The analysis produced three main themes. One overarching finding within all three themes
concerns the significant differences between how people with T1D and those with T2D experience
themselves, their supportive relations and their diabetes in relation to COVID-19 during the lockdown.
This overarching finding is present in all of the following themes, which can be seen as different ways
of highlighting and interpreting this difference from various angles and perspectives.

In the presentation of the themes, we will not discuss the theoretical elements explicitly, as we
will do that in the discussion. All the themes and the elements within the themes did, however,
emerge during the analysis and are therefore linked to complexities of communication, social and
psychological systems, meaning-making, observational structures and/or expectational structures.

The presented quotes have been translated from Danish to English.

3.1. Altered Self-Observations

Most of the participants had experienced having to change their view of themselves during the
lockdown. The reasons for these changes were, however, manifold. The young female interviewee
below, with T1D, found it difficult to suddenly be classified as ‘vulnerable’:

”I find it difficult to label myself as vulnerable! I normally see myself as a strong person, but I really
do need people to take special precautions for me right now. It’s hard to relate to myself in all this,
when they call us vulnerable or as part of vulnerable groups. They keep saying that Corona isn’t
dangerous unless you’re already ill and vulnerable, so I guess that’s me now? Ill and vulnerable?”
(i2, female, 26y, T1D)

Finding yourself suddenly belonging to a vulnerable group has had a severe impact on all the
interviewees with T1D. Many of them had seen themselves as strong independent people who were
in control of their disease and their life in general, and most of them had successfully constructed
a meaningful self-understanding of themselves based on having T1D. This self-understanding had,
in many cases, been severely threatened by this new situation, in which diabetes was suddenly observed
by everyone in their environment as a source of a specific vulnerability. Their own observations of
the social system observing them as vulnerable basically had forced them to re-create their sense of
meaning and, thereby, to change their ways of observing as well as their expectational structures
regarding themselves and their environment.

Being in the vulnerable category did not merely entail having an unwanted, ill-fitting label put on
you because these people were themselves very worried about the coronavirus–so they also labelled
themselves as being in need of special attention. This created an observational paradox: Most of them
observed themselves as being at risk, while they at the same time found it difficult to be externally
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observed as vulnerable. This was especially difficult because internal and external observations
will always be strongly interdependent owing to the ongoing creation and re-creation of meaning.
They might have no problem identifying with the disease and the increased risks, but the ensuing
label was disturbing for these people because many of them had done considerable identity work that
would allow them to identify positively with their disease:

”I do want all the love and people being considerate and showing me that they’re taking care of me and
that they know I need to be treated with caution. But I don’t want to be “vulnerable” I want to be
taken seriously—but without the label” (i2, female, 26y, T1D)

All of the interviewees with T1D generally identified quite strongly with their disease, and this
seems to be the reason why the vulnerable label caused considerable confusion and identification
problems. For the interviewees with T2D, the situation was more or less the opposite. Most of them
did not identify as someone with a serious disease, and therefore many of them did not identify with
belonging to a risk group either.

”I do not feel that I’m a weakened person in any way because I have this diabetes 2. I might be one,
but I don’t feel it . . . Well, I got this feeling of ‘oh my god, am I really a sick and weak person.’ It stays
in me for a short while but then it’s out again . . . But I do think a little bit about it . . . but am I really
that bad? Am I really in a risk group? I don’t feel that I am, but am I? I’m never sick and I’m not sick
more often after getting diabetes.” (i19, male, 54y, T2D)

In our study, the interviewees with T2D did not generally observe themselves as people with a
serious disease, and therefore they did not normally relate to being vulnerable or belonging to a risk
group either. Most of them had no problem discarding the social systems observing them as being at
risk, and therefore this label did not affect how they created meaning and self-understanding. They did
take the lockdown restrictions seriously, but not because of their diabetes.

”I guess it’s because I don’t have any real problems with my diabetes. Other people might have, but I
must admit, that I’m not the kind of person who takes it that seriously. I take it as it is and it’s
not like I’m dying because some doctor told me I have this disease. I try to live completely normal.”
(i11, female, 71y, T2D)

The interviewees with T2D tended to adopt this approach to diabetes and the risk of COVID-19.
They understood themselves as not needing to take their diabetes particularly seriously, and they,
therefore, did not relate to being in a particular risk group.

Creating meaningful self-understandings and/or changing the expectational structures for
self-observations is often closely related to suddenly feeling different from others. Several of the
interviewees in our study told us that the precautions they had to take during the lockdown made
them feel different:

”When I started wearing the mask people looked at me like: ‘Oh my, she’s hysterical’ Everyone thought
I was overreacting when I was the only one in the mall with a mask on. I felt like I needed a big sign
on my back reading “I’m the one who is sick” (i18, female, 44y, T1D)

A different and significantly more positive way of observing yourself differently in the lockdown
context is as someone who is actually handling it all pretty well. Some of the interviewees reported
finding strength and meaning in observing themselves as able to handle difficult personal and societal
changes very well:

”This might sound silly, but I actually think that I’m handling all of this pretty well. I think I need
to give myself credit for this and to have a bit more self-confidence. I’m pretty damn good at this.”
(i15, female, 23y, T1D)
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This young woman compared herself to her peers in various diabetes peer-to-peer Facebook
groups; she had observed a general frustration and fear among the other members. Observing this
construction of meaning in a social system of peers had caused her to realize that she stood out
from the group, and she then changed her expectational structures and group affiliation accordingly.
These changes in her observation of her environment then significantly changed the way she observed
herself as competent to cope with COVID-19 fear as well as the lockdown challenges.

3.2. Unclear Risk Perceptions

How the individual with diabetes perceives the combined risk of diabetes and COVID-19 is
closely related to how that person perceives diabetes as an integrated part of everyday life and of the
above-presented self-understanding.

The pressure of not fully understanding the actual risk was almost unbearable for several of the
interviewees with T1D, all of whom tended to identify strongly with their disease. When faced with
complex changes in the environment or a general rise in the level of complexity, every system will
react by trying to observe identifiable structures and create a sense of meaning. In many cases, the lack
of coherent knowledge and firm assessments of the COVID-19 risk for people with diabetes made this
creation of meaning difficult.

”I can’t not know anything. The pressure of not knowing the risk is greater than the fear of contracting
it some days. You just get a fXXX-it-all kind of feeling and end up giving up on yourself and your
health–and I think that’s the worst that can happen. That’s the kind of pressure you get from not
understanding anything.” (i6, female, 27y, T1D)

If something is perceived as very risky, thereby threatening the way you normally create a
meaningful sense of yourself, it can significantly change self-understandings and structures of
meaningful observations.

This suddenly emerged new complexity was also evident on the level of everyday diabetes
management. The interviewees (again, especially those with T1D) could not seem to regulate
their blood glucose in the way they had before the lockdown–due to changes in everyday routines.
This caused more hands-on worries:

”Yes, of course, I’m a little worried. It’s been difficult to regulate myself. I have a feeling that the more
unstable your blood glucose is the worse your immune system is–and that makes me think that the
virus might find an easier way in with someone who is poorly regulated. So that’s the reason I’ve been
more scared or nervous–I’ve been poorly regulated” (i7, male, 20y, T1D)

Thus, the interviewees did not only have to come to terms with a virus that puts them at a higher
risk than the rest of the population. They also had to try to navigate their daily disease regulation
through unknown territory, while trying to constantly reduce the complexity of the whole situation
affecting how they saw themselves, how they observed their disease and how they made sense of their
whole environment, as defined by societal systems now difficult to observe meaningfully.

This apparent state of confusion among the interviewees with T1D regarding risk seemed to be
further enforced by the frustrations shared in Facebook groups:

“ . . . and I hear from others that there are several with T1D who get sick and contact their doctor
because they’re also poorly regulated and therefore in the official risk group. But then the doctor refuses
them a corona test and that’s just not OK . . . They are just being told that they’re young and fit and
therefore not at risk. We’re just not being taken seriously” (i2, female, 26y, T1D)

This shared identity of belonging to a risk group seemed to be both good and bad in relation to
risk perceptions and being able to positively relate to diabetes. There was a distinct feeling of being
ignored as a risk group or even left out of the closed-down society, which contributed to negative
expectation structures that seemed to then turn into negative views on diabetes identification and
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negative self-understandings. On the other hand, it did seem to provide common ground in a time of
solitude and potential loneliness.

“It’s just really nice to write with and talk to my girlfriends who also have diabetes, because they feel
the exact same way. I mean, everyone else understands absolutely nothing about how we feel right
now. No one informs us about anything, and we’re all gaining weight ‘cause we’ve eaten too much
cake like the rest of Denmark. It’s just really nice to feel understood” (i2, female, 26y, T1D)

The situation was, once again, quite different for most of the interviewees with T2D. In most cases,
they did not observe themselves as being at an increased risk, and several of them did not acknowledge
any noteworthy connection between T2D and COVID-19:

”From my perspective, I just can’t see what the two things have got to do with each other . . . I mean,
I do understand that if you’re a diabetes patient who eats four bags of crisps every day and weigh
three times what you’re supposed to and never leaves the house and everything else you can do wrong,
then ‘yes’ maybe your world will fall apart! But for myself, I mean the last thing I ever think about is
the fact that I somehow got this diabetes a couple of years ago–it has absolutely no influence on my
daily life” (i3, male, 58y, T2D)

Even if most of the interviewees with T2D ignored diabetes in the context of COVID-19, there was
a tendency for those with T2D who also had other reasons for being at increased risk to take it seriously.
In these cases, however, the main reason for taking the risk seriously was rarely the diabetes:

”I definitely worry. It doesn’t sound pleasant at all–even the mild cases. I mean, with my age, 73,
and hypertension and now diabetes, I’m in the risk group. So yeah, I’m a bit worried.” (i8, male,
73y, T2D)

The general tendency among the interviewees with T2D, however, was to not take it particularly
seriously. Many of them told us that their relatives worried much more than they themselves did:

”Our kids believe that I need to be extra careful. They tell me on a regular basis that now I’m in
the danger group or whatever it’s called? Risk group. They worry about me more than I do myself”
(i10, male, 69y, T2D)

Even when the media placed people with T2D firmly in the risk group and the people close to
them tended to express worries about the relation between T2D and COVID-19, the interviewees with
T2D tended to significantly downplay the severity of the situation, basically observing themselves
as not belonging to a particular risk group. The major reason for this seemed to be that they did not
identify with their disease in the first place, and therefore their self-understanding was not strongly
connected with them having a chronic disease.

3.3. Changes in Relational Everyday Life

How people deal with abrupt changes and/or increased complexity is deeply dependent on their
individual ability to relate to communication in social systems. What happens when the basic aspects
of relational everyday life change from one day to the next? How do people with diabetes then cope
with general meaning-making and basic self-observation?

”It really is kinda unsettling when everyone around you suddenly goes: You really have to take special
care now´” (i16, male, 68y, T2D)

Even though many of the interviewees with T2D had done their best to ignore and dismiss their
heightened risk, they were also the ones who were most frustrated about the discrepancies between
their view of themselves as healthy and not at risk and how the environment tended to view them as
being at risk. They were basically observing the environment’s observations of them as out of tune with
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the meaning they had created through their own observation. This created a sense of meaning-crisis
in several of them, and they seemed especially vulnerable to these changes in relational and public
perceptions. Immediately before her interview, one female interviewee with T2D had just spoken with
her son about this, and the conversation had changed the way she observed herself in relation to risk:

”This happened just an hour ago. I had to concede, and I just thought: ‘Oh my god, he’s right.’ I mean,
we have to take care of ourselves in this vulnerable situation we’re in. I am in the risk group. So, it’s
actually fantastic that our son thinks about it. It warms my heart that we have children who think like
that” (i4, female, 71y, T2D)

Being able to meaningfully observe the worries and underlying affection of close relations seemed
to create the basis for changes in both self-observations and risk perceptions.

Observing yourself being observed by the media (and society as a whole) as vulnerable or at risk
had left a strong impression on many of the interviewees:

“This is just so difficult to change. If you have a population that possesses a piece of knowledge that
they believe is true, then it really takes so much to change that in any way . . . So, no matter how much
empathy or love you have for a given disease population, you will, in some way be affected by what
the rest of society thinks about this disease . . . And I guess we’re just really unlucky in that respect”
(i2, female, 26y, T1D)

This relationship with the rest of society was a burden, especially for the interviewees with T1D.
They often felt a general lack of knowledge about what diabetes is and does. Further, they felt that this
lack of knowledge strongly affected how they were observed by society and, consequently, how they
ultimately observed themselves. This situation of observing close and distant relations in the complex
network of social systems was one of reducing complexity by deciding or knowing where to observe,
so as to continually be able to create a sense of meaning that corresponds with the sense of self they
were simultaneously creating through their perpetual self-observations.

In order to create this sense of meaning, many of them had placed a great deal of value on their
peer relationships:

“Yesterday I was chatting with some friends who also have diabetes and I just thought that I’m so
lucky to have them, because, just imagine all the people with diabetes who don’t know anyone else with
diabetes . . . They’re just extra alone right now and that must be really hard.” (i2, female, 26y, T1D)

Creating communicative meaning by seeking out well-known and well-established relationships
in times of crisis and insecurity was a way for especially the younger interviewees with T1D to
reduce communicative complexity. This appeared to have created a situation with stronger internal
identification and feelings of belonging in these groups, while also weakening external identification
and creating a feeling of being left out or forgotten.

The lockdown and the perception of being at risk had also affected routines and the everyday
understanding of roles in close relationships for the interviewees with T1D:

“I do understand that it’s frustrating to live with a diabetic right now, because there’s really not a lot I
can help him with. Normally we’re like an old married couple with certain things each of us does more
than the other. We’ve divided the chores and that’s just completely [obscenity] up right now. I don’t
do any shopping, I don’t see any friends, I can’t go to work and since I’m working freelance, I make
less money. I can’t go to uni to meet with my study partner ‘cause I just think it’s too dangerous.”
(i6, female, 27y, T1D)

This feeling of having your everyday life turned upside down was something all the interviewees
with T1D described. For many of them, this was linked to the frustration of not having received
any definite risk assessments from the authorities, which had turned into a negative spiral of regrets,
doubts and fears that life as they knew it was falling apart. They felt this put great pressure on their
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important relations and, as the young woman in the above quote clearly described, these doubts had
caused them to constantly observe how they were being observed by their loved ones. This made them
feel like a burden, which again fed the negative spiral with more and more negative self-observation.

4. Discussion

In our study, we have identified three highly interdependent themes of relevance to how people
with diabetes navigate living with the disease during the COVID-19 lockdown and how this affects
their sense of self and of being a part of society. These themes are all strongly related to structures
of observation, or to be more precise, structures of observing observation [22]. The interviewees all
mentioned how they had tried to make sense of communication from health authorities, mass media,
peer groups and family members, while at the same time trying to make sense of the way these
communicative sources were observing people with diabetes as belonging to risk groups and/or
being vulnerable. This mutual process of observations is one that is ongoing at any time and in any
society, but as the results of our study show, the challenges of having to create and re-create meaning
internally (psychological systems) and externally (social systems) can be especially demanding at times
when very basic elements of meaning, and of how we are able to observe each other, are changing
dramatically. These findings add significant new knowledge about when and how to apply theories
about communicative social systems and maybe most of all highlights the potentials in applying the
concept of observation to how vulnerable groups react to societal developments [21–23].

These experiences of living in a society that is locked down illuminate the mechanisms of
psychological systems trying to create meaning based on observations of social systems. The fact that
normal everyday interactions with friends, colleagues, family members and the healthcare professionals
suddenly are extremely limited, creates a new and unknown situation, where this meaning-making is
severely challenged–causing insecurities and the personal need for complexity-reducing health- and
risk information.

When traditional structures for observing are no longer operational, the meaning-making process
of creating expectational patterns as a way of reducing complexities in daily life is becoming a daily
struggle for the people with diabetes, not knowing what the future brings or how to create meaning
based on the observed communication. Most significantly this lack of meaning regards being placed in
a group defined and observed as vulnerable or at risk.

In the study, we saw significant differences between persons with T1D and those with T2D in
regards how they experience themselves, their supportive relations and their diabetes in relation to
COVID-19 during the lockdown, but we have also shown the general (both T1D and T2D) ambivalence
associated with being observed as belonging to a vulnerable group. Whereas the interviewees with
diabetes created meaning out of the situation in a multitude of ways, they all responded to being
labelled as persons at risk. Having to suddenly observe themselves being observed in a very different
way than before had forced them to adapt to this observation by adjusting how they observe themselves.
This significant finding has not been reported in other studies so far and is, therefore, a valuable
contribution to the existing research in COVID-19 and diabetes.

All 20 participants had different disease trajectories that could potentially impact their reaction to
COVID-19 and the lockdown. Apart from the significant differences between the two main types of
diabetes, it could be assumed that an aspect like years since diagnosis would play a role in how people
with diabetes manage their disease in a time of change and insecurities. We did, however, not find
strong indications of that.

Coming from a different theoretical angle than Luhmann did, philosopher Ian Hacking argued
that such labels may have ‘looping effects’ in so far as people change their behaviours and
self-understandings in response to the categories in which they are placed [27]. In the present case,
the categorization of people with diabetes as a vulnerable group appears to have had consequences for
their behaviours, in terms of diabetes management and social isolation, as well as for the extent to
which they identified with their disease. The effects become ‘looping’ because these changes reflect
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back on their vulnerability by transforming the very conditions that made them vulnerable in the first
place. Hacking’s theory supports our findings, and further research might benefit from an analytical
strategy that combines Hacking’s and Luhmann’s respective approaches.

Our findings have important implications for health communication in general and risk
communication in particular. They show that people may respond in a multitude of ways to
communications issued by health authorities and that their meaning-making is shaped by, and shapes,
their self-observations, risk perceptions and close relational environments. This may call for more
targeted communication strategies as well as increased use of peer support that can help people create
meaning within their own environments. This is relevant to both micro-level communications with the
diabetes clinic or the GP and macro-level communication on the societal level. In fact, this split-level
communication strategy is especially pertinent to people with diabetes, as they are exposed to the
massive amount of risk communication dealing with COVID-19 risk on a more general level and need
diabetes-specific clarifications from specialist sources.

As we wished to study people with diabetes and their immediate reactions to the COVID-19
lockdown, we had to plan and perform the interview study within a very short period of time.
This meant that things were done more quickly than would normally be the case. We focused on
eliminating rushed mistakes by keeping everything as simple as possible, though without compromising
our research standards. We decided to keep the interview guide very basic and open, as we did not
have sufficient background literature to target specific pre-themes or pre-understandings. If we had
conducted the study two or four months later, we would have been able to make it more specific
because there would have been more time for preparation and more knowledge about COVID-19 and
societal reactions in general. On the whole, however, we are satisfied with the richness and depth of
the data.

The external validity or transferability of the study at hand is somewhat difficult to assess given
the novelty of the societal situation studied. To what extent our findings can be applied beyond the
contexts in which the studies were done, and how a more optimal sample might be constructed in
order to make the findings more transferable is indeed rather difficult to say. Regarding recruitment,
we decided to include people with different types of diabetes in the same study. We did this because
we did not know what we would find. Although the two types of diabetes (and the daily tasks of
managing the diseases) are significantly different, we did not know whether this would transfer to
reactions to the risks associated with COVID-19. Another reason for including both types was that the
general risk information issued by health authorities in the early stages of the pandemic was generally
not specific to diabetes type. In retrospect, the differences between the two groups helped highlight the
main findings of our study. The reactions to COVID-19 and the lockdown, however, were so different
that future studies could benefit from a more specific focus on the characteristics of the two main types
of diabetes. This would give us a more in-depth understanding of some of the elements that were
specific to T1D and T2D.

Another aspect of the transferability is the choice of theory. Working with the theory in our study
makes it clear that the actual choice of theory strongly affects the degree of transferability. This is
very much in line with Rasmussen’s [24] description of how, within radical hermeneutics, there is
a constant constructivist awareness of the relationship between theory and the construction of the
environment observed. Employing a theory that focuses on complexity makes the findings more
flexible and adaptable to different contexts and settings, which is especially relevant in a situation,
where we are studying a novel and previously unknown societal phenomenon.
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Abstract: The aim of the study is to analyse the opportunities and challenges of emergency remote
teaching based on experiences of the COVID-19 emergency. A qualitative research method was
undertaken in two steps. In the first step, a thematic analysis of an online discussion forum with
international experts from different sectors and countries was carried out. In the second step (an Italian
case study), both the data and the statements of opinion leaders from secondary online sources,
including web articles, statistical data and legislation, were analysed. The results reveal several
technological, pedagogical and social challenges. The technological challenges are mainly related
to the unreliability of Internet connections and many students’ lack of necessary electronic devices.
The pedagogical challenges are principally associated with teachers’ and learners’ lack of digital skills,
the lack of structured content versus the abundance of online resources, learners’ lack of interactivity
and motivation and teachers’ lack of social and cognitive presence (the ability to construct meaning
through sustained communication within a community of inquiry). The social challenges are mainly
related to the lack of human interaction between teachers and students as well as among the latter,
the lack of physical spaces at home to receive lessons and the lack of support of parents who are
frequently working remotely in the same spaces. Based on the lessons learned from this worldwide
emergency, challenges and proposals for action to face these same challenges, which should be and
sometimes have been implemented, are provided.

Keywords: online learning; emergency remote teaching; technological challenges; pedagogical challenges;
social challenges

1. Introduction

The coronavirus (COVID-19) was declared a global pandemic on 12 March 2020 and social
distancing was adopted in many places to contain the problem. Indeed, numerous countries
around the world decided to close schools nationwide to prevent or contain the spread of the
virus, significantly affecting the learning of millions of children and adolescents. COVID-19 has
highlighted the problem of the management of school lessons and learning processes worldwide,
among issues. Technology can certainly be of support in this regard.

Ministries of education in different countries have recommended or made it mandatory to
implement online learning at all school levels in various countries. This decision has also been
supported by UNESCO [1], which has declared that online learning can help stop the spread of the
virus by avoiding direct interactions between people. UNESCO [2] has additionally provided a list of
free educational platforms and resources that can be used for online learning according to the needs of
each educational institution, providing social care and interaction during school closures.
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Online learning can be defined as instruction delivered on a digital device that is intended to
support learning [3]. In the literature, several advantages of online learning have been highlighted:
studying from anywhere, at any time; possibility of saving significant amounts of money; no commuting
on crowded buses or local trains; flexibility to choose; and saving time [4–6]. Online learning is
thus becoming more and more important for education during the time of the worldwide health
emergency, offering the opportunity to remain in touch, even if remotely, with classmates and teachers
and to follow lessons. However, many challenges have been observed in different countries. The most
evident and widely discussed by experts and policymakers is that socially disadvantaged groups face
difficulties in meeting the basic conditions required by online learning [7]. The next section introduces
previous studies on online learning in emergency situations. Lockdowns and the subsequent closure
of educational institutions seem to have amplified the gap between rich and poor people, not just
between the Global North and the Global South, but also within countries. School closures could have
a negative impact on learners from lower socioeconomic backgrounds, widening the gap with their
more advantaged peers [8]. Indeed, on the one side, there is the main objective of safeguarding health,
while on the other side the aforementioned problems are emerging.

The adoption of online learning in a situation of emergency represents a need, but it has also
stimulated experts, policymakers, citizens, teachers and learners to search for new solutions. This is
producing a shift from the concept of online learning to emergency remote teaching, which represents
“a temporary shift of instructional delivery to an alternate delivery mode due to crisis circumstances” [9].
As stated by UNESCO Director-General Audrey Azoulay: “We are entering uncharted territory and
working with countries to find hi-tech, low-tech and no-tech solutions to assure the continuity of learning”.
For this reason, new challenges and opportunities at a social and technological level may emerge. It is
an experience that enables us to reflect on the different approaches and lessons learned in different countries
and additionally provides an opportunity to find new solutions. In fact, greater reflection on and study of
social challenges related to the current pandemic and more generally to global crises are necessary [10].

There are several studies on online learning during emergencies. Besides confirming and reinforcing
the challenges identified by previous research, our study provides a framework on the opportunities,
challenges and lessons learned in different countries during the COVID-19 emergency, with a special
focus on Italy. Although previous investigations have offered some paths to follow, they do not
provide specific actions deriving from lessons learned. Our study aims to contribute to filling this gap.
Indeed, starting from the previous works, and enriched by an online discussion forum and data from
secondary sources regarding Italy, we extract challenges and proposals for action to face these same
challenges, that different actors (policymakers, professors, etc.) should implement to face the ongoing
and emerging challenges. United Nations [11], in fact, in order to mitigate the negative consequences
of the COVID-19 on education, are encouraging governments and stakeholders to take actions and to
accelerate changes in modes of delivering quality education, leaving no one behind. According to [11],
inclusive changes in education delivery through education investment and reforms at the governance
level are necessary. This pandemic can be an opportunity and an exercise for emergency remote
teaching to evaluate emerged challenges during emergencies and develop a coherent online education
strategy for any other emergencies or natural disasters that can potentially happen in the future. This is
also underlined by UNESCO: [12] “Education systems around the world are facing an unprecedented
challenge in the wake of massive school closures mandated as part of public health efforts to contain
the spread of COVID-19. Governmental agencies are working with international organizations,
private sector partners and civil society to deliver education remotely through a mix of technologies
in order to ensure continuity of curriculum-based study and learning for all”. Furthermore, one of
the aims of The Global Education 2030 Agenda of UNESCO [13] is the quality education which aims
to “ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for
all”. In this context, more attention is necessary on how technology and learning can be integrated
effectively, including the vital role of teachers, and the students’ needs. Therefore, it is very important to
analyse challenges related to emergency remote teaching and indicate proposals for action to face these
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challenges; these proposals are addressed to government, decision-makers and stakeholders in order to
guaranty quality in education. The purpose of the manuscript is to reflect on the summary of opinions
by experts coming from an online discussion forum and the data analysis of the Italian case study,
and which served to substantiate proposals for action as crucial to meeting the new challenges listed.

For this reason, a qualitative research method was undertaken in two steps. In the first step,
a thematic analysis of an online discussion forum was carried out. This forum was organised in the
framework of the HubIT project [14] and involved experts concerning the challenges faced during the
current crisis. In the second step, we carried out an analysis of secondary online sources, like web
articles, statistical data and legislation, to analyse our Italian case study.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 provides an analysis of the literature on criticalities
and the challenges of emergency remote teaching. In Section 3, the methodology is described. Section 4
discusses the challenges that emergency remote teaching is presenting, identified during the forum
discussion. Section 5 describes the Italian case study through an analysis of secondary sources. Finally,
Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Related Works

Despite the crisis produced by COVID-19, online learning has enabled many people to continue
teaching and learning without interruption. The pandemic crisis is the reason for the widest
experimentation in online education globally. However, a systematic approach to understanding the
pros and cons of online learning and for investing, planning and delivering it is necessary, given its
broad implementation and expansion [15].

During the school closures, existing inequalities connected to different socioeconomic situations
have increased mainly due to the following reasons: (i) lack of resources, including access to educational
technologies and the Internet; and (ii) lack of physical spaces to carry out home-based learning
among families from poorer backgrounds, who lack the basic skills to support their children,
especially regarding secondary education [16–19]. There is some evidence that school closures can
produce significant losses in educational achievement, in particular for disadvantaged students [7].

In the Netherlands, these factors have resulted in a large gap in how children have been learning
during this emergency period [17]. In developing countries like Ghana, in which the majority of
students do not have access to the Internet and adequate learning environments, such discrepancies are
even more apparent [20]. Similar challenges have also been faced also in Malaysia. To overcome these
difficulties, Yusuf [21] suggests that institutions should provide more adequate e-learning platforms
to increase access to the Internet and develop an interactive learning approach. Moreover, it is
necessary to provide workshops or training for teachers and students to improve their technological
and pedagogical competencies in online learning. The question of inclusion is central when we
consider emergency remote teaching. Inclusion may have different characteristics across countries.
For example, in South Africa inclusion is connected with processes of de-colonisation. Indeed, according to
Omodan [22], there is the need to decolonise rural universities in South Africa, to be able to respond to
every unforeseen emergency, as an outcome of coloniality.

The advantages and limitations of using online learning in medical and dental institutes in
Pakistan have been analysed [23]. This study found that online learning was a flexible and effective
source that allows students to become self-directed learners, although disadvantages related to the
inability to teach and learn practical and clinical work were also highlighted. Another criticality was
represented by the lack of immediate feedback for students. In response, the authors recommended
training faculty and developing lesson plans with reduced cognitive load and increased interactivities.
According to Verawardina et al. [24], it is necessary to implement clear steps in applying online learning,
such as preparing facilities, training with current technology, providing guidelines for teachers and
students, offering interactive multimedia materials in line with the current curriculum and ensuring
an evaluation system with a question bank.
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It is important to view learning not as a process of information transfer but as a social and cognitive
process [9]. In the planning of online learning, it is necessary to model not only the content but also the
different interactions that occur in this process. In fact, Bernard et al. [25] have found that interactions
increase learning outcomes.

This pandemic may accelerate some changes in educational models based on the pros and cons of
the technology used for learning purposes. Thomas and Rogers [18], starting from their experiences
of online learning during the pandemic emergency, have observed that school-provided IT systems
are frequently too expensive, cumbersome and quickly go out of date. They suggest moving to
personal devices integrated into schools. Moreover, they recommend that policymakers incentivise
and encourage companies to produce engaging and powerful educational games and learning
environments. To gamify education will encourage children’s engagement and curiosity. Eder [26]
additionally suggests using television or radio for online learning in order to reach learners who lack
access to the Internet, although this requires time to plan and programme content. Nevertheless, it is
worth noting that different media like radio and television were also used in 2014 during the Ebola
crisis [27]. Furthermore, during the current crisis, some countries have used different modalities for
online learning to avoid the problem of the digital divide. New Zealand, for example, has adopted
a combined approach, using two television channels to deliver educational content, integrated with an
Internet delivery and a hard-copy curriculum resource. In Queensland (Australia), due to poor Internet
connectivity television has been used to engage parents as well so that they can assist their children in
learning. In Portugal, hard-copy teaching resources have been promptly delivered to children’s homes
thanks to a partnership between schools and post office services [28].

Table 1 summarises some key obstacles to the effective use of online learning identified in
the literature.

Table 1. Open challenges of online learning.

OPEN CHALLENGES REFERENCES

TECHNOLOGICAL CHALLENGES Access to infrastructure such as technological
devices and an Internet connection. [8,16–18,20–22,28]

PEDAGOGICAL CHALLENGES

Teachers’ lack of skills in using technology.
Need for training and guidelines for

teachers and students.
[21–24]

Need for teaching materials in the form of
interactive multimedia (images, animations,

educational games) to engage and
maintain students’ motivation.

[18,23,24]

Lack of student feedback
and evaluation system. [18,23,24]

SOCIAL CHALLENGES Lack of suitable home learning environment
to study and parents’ support. [8,16–19]

3. Materials and Methods

In order to analyse experiences, opportunities, open challenges and lessons learned regarding
online learning during the COVID-19 emergency, a qualitative method was used based on a two-step
process. The first step consisted of an online discussion forum. This forum was organised to
include researchers, professors and enterprises mainly from European countries and from Lebanon
with expertise in information and communications technology (ICT), social science and education.
The discussion enabled the participants to discuss and compare their experiences, primarily related
to the COVID-19 crisis. We collected their opinions and experiences in a narrative way. The results
from the forum represented the basis for the second step, in which starting from the main issues
that emerged from the online discussion, we undertook an analysis of secondary online sources
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(web articles, statistics, legislation) about Italy. Indeed, Italy was the first European country to undergo
a long period of lockdown. Therefore, we decided as an Italian partner of the HubIT project to follow
the debate among the opinion leaders in Italy and also to consider data from the Istituto Nazionale di
Statistica (Italian National Institute of Statistics, ISTAT) regarding distance learning. The two previous
steps enabled us to gain a complete picture of different statements from diverse perspectives and
experiences. In these ways, we analysed and understood the challenges and opportunities as well
the perceived need to accelerate innovation in online learning, considering pedagogical, social and
technological points of view.

In the first step, we opted to conduct a discussion using an online discussion forum, as it represents
a feasible alternative to traditional face-to-face focus groups [29]. In this lockdown period, online forums
allowed a wide diversity of participants to join in the discussions and interact with each other from
different geographical areas, exchanging their experiences and opinions without requiring long-distance
travel. Furthermore, the public accessibility of the analysis material allows other researchers to retrace
the analysis process, adding greater transparency than in other qualitative methods.

In particular, we organised the discussion forum titled “Distance learning and emergency remote
teaching: opportunities and criticalities at the time of the worldwide health emergency-SPEAK OUT!”
in the framework of the H2020 project “The HUB for boosting the responsibility and inclusiveness of
ICT-enabled research and innovation through constructive interactions with SSH research–HubIT” [30].

The sample of the study was selected by using a purposive sample, as is used when the opinion
of experts concerning a particular topic of interest is considered necessary. This sampling is also called
judgmental sample and it is a type of nonprobability sample; indeed, non-random criteria are used to
decide units that should be included in the sample. In this study, we used, in particular, an expert
sampling, and although it has the advantage to take opinions or assessment of people with a high
degree of knowledge about the topics of interest, it has also some criticisms. If this sample is not
representative of the entire population, then the findings are still not generalizable to the overall
population at large, even if we invited people representative of the quadruple helix, in order to include
different points of view.

Experts were thus chosen based on having characteristics relevant to the study and on being
informative. In particular, experts were selected among the project partners of the HubIT project
(which involves researchers, professors and industry representatives) and stakeholders identified
among professors and experts in ICT, social science and education. The discussion enabled the
participants to discuss and compare their experiences mainly connected with the COVID-19 crisis.
When invited, participants were informed about the aims of the online forum and were asked to
contribute to it and they voluntarily accepted.

To participate in the online forum, experts were required to register on METROPOLIS [14],
the platform of the European project HubIT. The online discussion forum took place on 21 May 2020.
Fifteen people from Portugal, the United Kingdom (UK) Italy, Estonia, Slovakia, Lebanon and Hungary
attended it and a total of 162 comments were collected. This discussion forum is available at [30].

A semi-structured interview guide was used with questions pertaining to the opportunities and
limitations of emergency online learning and related challenges such as the need for personal devices
and an Internet connection, inclusion and accessibility problems, building a sense of community
between learners and teachers, the use of interactive and engaging lessons and the potential use
of emerging technologies. The forum was mediated by three moderators, who asked questions
and addressed the discussion. Questions were addressed during the discussion forum; any new
question was asked when the discussion on a previous question appeared to be closed as no one
among the participants provided any new contribution. The method of analysis chosen was thematic
analysis. Generally, thematic analysis is the most widely used qualitative approach to analyse data
or information. It is used for “identifying, analysing, and reporting patterns (themes) within the
data” [31]. The information collected was analysed and categorised, revealing three major themes:
(a) technological challenges, (b) pedagogical challenges and (c) social challenges. Qualitative research
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relies on unstructured and non-numerical data. In this article, we present the results of the first step
through selected quotations that are most representative of the research findings.

In the second step, in order to extend and reinforce the online discussion, we analysed a concrete
case study of a country of the project partners. Italy was chosen because, in the first phase of the
pandemic’s spread, it had the second-most COVID-19 cases after China, producing a long period of
lockdown, with a strong impact on education. With this work we aim to provide a picture of the
implications of distance learning during this emergency in this country, while also analysing statistics
regarding distance learning and the digital divide from ISTAT [32], the policies implemented and
the statements of opinion leaders in the sector. Experts were selected after an online review of the
most significant sources in academia, press and scientific research. The most accredited names on the
topic were considered the most relevant for the study. The results of the second step of the study are
presented both through an analysis of the different statements of opinion leaders and through statistics
from ISTAT [32] about the digital divide in Italy, to provide a picture of the Italian case study.

4. Results of the Forum Discussion: Open Challenges of Emergency Remote Teaching

Emergency remote teaching has given a significant boost to online learning, opening up new
opportunities and reflections for the educational system. According to the discussion carried out within
the forum, the COVID-19 crisis experience is presenting different challenges that should be addressed
to develop new methodologies and pedagogical approaches, infrastructure and platforms specifically
designed for online teaching. These new methodologies need to be developed in an interdisciplinary
and holistic perspective that (following the responsible research and innovation approach) will
anticipate and assess potential implications and social expectations [33].

Indeed, the COVID-19 emergency has made clear that technologies alone do not represent
a panacea. The long-term inequality gaps between students in different situations in education systems
have frequently been highlighted during the COVID-19 pandemic period. Students and teachers have
faced different obstacles in remote teaching due to the existing limitations related to technological,
pedagogical and social challenges, which will be analysed in the following sections.

4.1. Technological Challenges

Technological challenges are primarily related to a lack of Internet connectivity and electronic
devices. This problem may increase inequalities through uneven access to the technology needed
by students and teachers. Indeed, not all learners have access to the necessary technologies to take
advantage of online education such as a fast Internet connection and a powerful computer. During the
forum discussion a very frequent situation in families with children was described:

Just think of families where there is more than one child in school with no or one computer. This means
that in parallel only one child can take part in a digital online education course.

These issues especially affect many disadvantaged families, but also middle-class families with
multiple children, or parents who are engaged in smart working. Numerous initiatives have been
organised in some European Union (EU) member states to overcome this situation:

In Hungary, we have initiated the collection of offers of ICT companies. They could offer technological
help (e.g., installation), offer a platform to be used for free for x months, use computers for families,
etc.. This has since been extended by the government, making it a bit bigger, but still, there is a huge
need for much better coordination and more support. There is a community where teachers can offer
their free time to help families who need it.

Some actions at the regional level to incentivise the purchase of devices have also been implemented
in Italy. Even Estonia, with its high level of digitalisation, has encountered some difficulties. Indeed,
during the forum discussion, it was underlined that:
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Even in Estonia, the networks are not so complete. Our kids had some issues with the Internet and also
with devices. It was nice to see that IT communities started to offer the computers for those families
who had problems with enabling the devices for learning, and they donated devices for free!

Moreover, there are differences between rural and urban areas. In rural areas, in particular, there
are several obstacles to accessing computers and laptops across Europe:

The acute challenges are electricity and technology. Let alone the developed countries, many villages
in developing countries don’t get proper electricity. Regardless of that, there are so many who use their
phones to do their homework. It’s possible of course but in the long term, it is going to have serious
detrimental effects on the education quality and level.

One problem observed in all countries (albeit to different extents) was insufficient bandwidth,
producing delays or connection failures during lessons and video conferences. In fact, not all
geographical areas are reached by a broadband connection. This means that in some cases there is a
structural gap that represents an obstacle for people connection. This problem was also said to occur
in Estonia, where digital tools are part of everyday learning and e-learning days are part of curricula.
The digital learning environments created were not designed for such intensive use as in the pandemic
crisis, resulting in collapse in the first few days when all schools tried to run them:

In London and the UK, the Wifi has been down a lot! According to the UK providers, ‘the population
across the UK is using the Wifi connection more than ever’! I have been, personally, ‘ICT challanged’
from the start of the lockdown! I have been using three different Wifi connections and mobile data
from my iPhone!

Therefore, first of all, it is necessary to overcome problems related to connections, considering
the implementation of 5G technologies. The large-scale testing of 5G would allow a more efficient
connection and therefore, an improvement in online performance and the types of technologies that
can be used at distance. This emergency will provide a boost in this direction:

The problem with the Internet connection definitely will change with the development of 5G: bigger
data amounts can be transferred and in situations like with the coronavirus it may have benefits.

This is a technological issue, but also a challenge connected with governance and policies related
to the adoption of 5G in Europe and worldwide. The lessons learned in other countries can facilitate
new reflections about the best technologies and approaches to use in the future. In some countries like
Croatia and Serbia, for example, the government provided online learning classes broadcast via TV
for primary school students, with online/distance learning starting the day after the lockdown [34].
This allowed all families to be reached and learning to recommence immediately. This is a possible
approach that requires a high level of central coordination. Such a positive experience of using TV
is very important because it enables us to reflect on the use of a medium that is widely available
and accessible to families, particularly in rural areas. Historically, TV has played a significant role in
distance learning; for example, in Italy from the post-war period until the 1960s, there was a television
programme that offered a literacy degree for families, especially in rural areas where illiteracy rates
were high. These examples suggest the use of a multiplatform approach where TV can play a role
among the various technologies proposed.

Other issues underlined by the experts were ethics, privacy and copyright related to the intensive
use of online devices by learners and to performing online evaluations due to fraud detection:

There is an overly extended exposure of students on digital devices from PCs1 to tablets to smartphones.
These changes have been forced on students and society in less than two weeks, and many ethical steps

1 Personal computers.
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have been forgotten for the sake of health. If a change is not opportunely prpared or planned, it can
never be sustainable.

In addition, the phenomena of using resources without creators’ permission, certification and
proper supervision were emphasised. Consequently, actions that increase awareness among users and
safe infrastructure for training courses for children were said to be necessary:

I think there is so much more space for hacking/cybercrime. Especially when it comes to children.
More of their private information is being stored online. A lot of institutions also use niche services.
Especially those institutions that didn’t have any remote learning technologies before are most probably
not aiming at implementing their own long-term expensive option and would prefer to opt for
a short-term solution.

4.2. Pedagogical Challenges

There is not only innovation linked to technological aspects but also the emergence of new
pedagogical aspects. Online learning implies revising the approaches used in face-to-face lessons.
Experiences of social distancing during the pandemic have enabled us to understand that:

Pedagogical patterns must be different in virtual classrooms. In the virtual classroom, the educator
is more like a moderator and consultant, and lessons cannot be arranged as in a physical classroom.
Therefore, learning, especially guidance and feedback, should be given in a different way.

Innovations in teaching methods are therefore needed to engage students, stimulating their
proactive behaviour, which is difficult to obtain when one is only connected online. In particular,
new approaches to maintain children’s attention and participation on a screen for a long time are needed.

First of all, in order to plan an adequate pedagogical course for remote teaching, it is necessary to
increase the technological skills of all the actors involved. In various countries, challenges related to
gaps in digital literacy in education among teachers, students and parents were said to have emerged.

Teachers should be trained to increase digital and other specific skills for online education in
order to adequately plan and implement an innovative pedagogical programme. Although students
are usually very familiar with the use of digital devices, they may not be prepared to receive remote
teaching and it is quite difficult to capture their attention. Furthermore, parents may not have the
necessary educational level and language competence in terms of digital skills. Indeed, the forum
discussion underlined that:

Criticalities and limitations appeared to be the teachers’ skills; students are more skilled in digital
issues as they spend a lot of time engaged in digital communication. Teachers need to manage several
operational environments and in the beginning it is messy, with technical problems, a lack of knowledge
of the options in certain environments, etc.

Countries like Hungary where the day starts with the teacher collecting the digital devices from the
children and are highlighted as forbidden tools . . . IT education meant Microsoft Office basic use . . .
these children, parents and teachers now face a huge challenge and it is not a wonder that the change
is big, but we are still far from digital education and even online education.

In many countries, primary schools in particular have never widely experimented with online
learning, especially in an emergency situation. Nevertheless, the huge amount of content and
information available on the web, frequently structured and planned content for primary schools,
are limited; teachers have endeavoured to organise and provide structured content, and parents
were complaining that they did not know how to help kids with homework. During this pandemic
lock-down, when children were asked to get connected for their lessons, parents were frequently
involved in smart working.
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Moreover, due to the lack of proper digital devices, some students were forced to use a smartphone
to watch lessons without optimised digital content. Although mobile learning offers the possibility of
ubiquitous computing, there are many technological limitations related to the inferior functionality
involved compared to desktop computers [35]. It is also necessary to deal with the issue of optimising
the learning of digital content for mobile devices. Optimising content allows reducing the time spent
using smartphones, which represents a critical issue for students’ levels of attention and concentration.

In this case, IT infrastructure is playing a fundamental role. I am not talking about the lack of
proper digital devices. You cannot ask a boy or girl to spend six to eight hours a day watching
lessons on a smartphone. This is mainly also due to the lack of optimised digital content. I think the
opportunity, in the medium to long term, is that we understand how to be connected, what to say,
what to ask students.

An open question is the use of online learning for young children in kindergarten. For example,
in Italy, kindergarten and preschool teachers shared children’s songs with parents, short educational
videos with simple games and readings told by the teachers to maintain a psychological and pedagogical
contact with children. There is a wide debate in the literature related to the types of consequences of
children’s use of ICT devices before they reach school age. Frequently, families also have different
attitudes towards technology and online learning. During the forum discussion it was observed that:

Parents who were by now against digital devices and encouraged their children not to use them,
even for learning purposes, faced that their children didn’t want to use these devices, as they didn’t
actually know how to use them. This caused in many families a huge issue. I believe that ICT
technologies and devices need to be used by children even in their early ages, but there is a need for
control over what and how they use them.

Many universities had already started to introduce experiences of online learning to reduce costs.
Therefore, they have encountered fewer difficulties relative to other levels of schooling. COVID-19 is
proposing an acceleration in this direction. There are many online learning opportunities offered by
well-recognised universities and the offer is growing as a consequence of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Cambridge University, for example, was the first university in the UK to announce the delivery of all
classes fully online up until September 2021. Students at some universities need to pay to attend online
classes, while other universities only require payment for examinations. This issue opens a reflection
on the classic model of universities and on the development of a hybrid model that enables students to
not be fully present, thereby reducing costs for families and making university access more inclusive.
During the forum discussion, the need for governments to take action in the very short term to define
strategies focusing on digital education assessment was emphasised.

Teaching is different from assessment. This is where remote learning falls short, whether you take
biology labs, violin performances, or sports assessments as exams or even graduation projects.

COVID-19 has also given a boost to the open education resources (OER) approach, related to
connectivism theory. This initiative enables the collection of large amounts of free educational materials
available. For example, the Design Museum in London provides free lesson plans.

In Italy, too, museums have made virtual tours available online. This free content could be used
during lessons. The use of multiple channels and certified resources made available by different
institutions require training on how to access these content.

A large amount of content is not always usable; indeed, this content needs to be organised.
This can be facilitated by building communities for sharing such content in an institutionalised way,
thereby increasing common knowledge. This can also help teachers and professors to overcome the
criticalities and difficulties of using a cooperative approach:
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Professors and teachers have been under more pressure, not all of them have lectures ready to be
presented online, but it is educative and gives a nice boost to the next generation’s learning. I hope the
next steps are e-learning facilities in secondary schools as well.

However, some experts were critical of this approach because, from a business point of view,
some institutions might start collecting all free materials and charging for them.

The presence of online learning during emergency periods enables students to remain in touch
with their teachers and also with other students. However, some key issues are building a sense of
community between learners and teachers and producing interactive and engaging lessons where all
students also know each other.

According to the experts, a community of learners and teachers can be built by increasing “human”
cyber interaction:

Platforms can support as much human interaction as possible (multimedia): teachers should be
perceived as ‘humans’ and not some other teaching bot or an artificial agent available online. Interaction
is key, I feel.

Furthermore, students’ engagement could be increased via informal social activities, such as
games and social chats:

Learners and teachers should support each other, but teachers may lose their position in learning:
learning will go in the direction of cooperation.

The older generations need to catch up with the younger generations’ use of IT. Gen Z in general
functions in different online communities quite naturally. If there is a joint shared interest it is going
to work, I believe.

The engagement problem can also be overcome by using participatory approaches to education in
conjunction with the use of online technologies. The use of co-creation platforms in online learning was
also suggested, in which students can become more involved, even participating in creating content
for lessons.

4.3. Social Challenges

The emergency was said to represent a good opportunity to acquire practices that promote
independence and responsibility from the students’ side. However, one of the main limitations is the
loss of human interaction between teachers and students as well as among students:

Human interaction is fundamental, especially for young students (secondary, primary schools) that
need to learn. Only good professors/teachers can do it.

We need face-to-face interactions, we need to feel emotions, and that can not be given by a 100%
remote experience.

According to the experts, although the use of ICT “gadgets” is like “an extended arm” for students
around the world who feel comfortable with them, there is no substitute for proper teacher-student
interaction. To mitigate problems of inclusion, the experts suggested using a blended approach,
whenever possible. Blended learning is defined by [36] as “the thoughtful fusion of face-to-face and
online learning experiences”. It enables perceptions of “human” factors to be intensified and reinforces
feelings of community belonging. Certainly, blended learning facilitates interaction, improving
collaboration and social relationships among learners and between learners and teachers [37]. In the
future, when normal education activities will be able to resume, a balance between learning at
school and online learning should be established. Online learning is something that can complement
face-to-face lessons. The forum discussion made clear that not all activities can be done online:
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Honestly I do not think that everything would go online; I believe that things will go back to ‘normal’
in the future but there will be a larger percentage of digitally available education. Physical classes will
not disappear at all and communities will stay alive; people are social, they need interaction.

A major challenge is to support students with special needs in their learning activities mitigating
any risk of inequality and vulnerability. What do we do about schools of children with mental or
physical impairments? This question calls for a new pedagogical approach, taking into consideration
the potential advantages of technology.

Emergency remote teaching also presents some challenges for parents and teachers. During such
an emergency, they may also be working remotely. This produces a problem relating to the availability
of ICT devices for all members of a family. If all people are working at home, there is also a problem of
physical space where each person can receive a lesson or do her or his work.

The logistics of online learning have to be carefully considered. Indeed, not all families have
sufficient rooms to be used by their children:

My eldest studies at an Austrian university and they switched to fully digital when the State decided.
It was quite funny seeing the exams when you are sitting at home with all the family, but no one was
allowed to be in the same room for five hours. There’s still a way to go... there is no copy-paste possible
from the regular classroom to the web classroom.

Moreover, remote teaching for children frequently requires parents’ presence, which may make it
impossible for them to balance their work activities with supporting their children during their online
learning experience. Furthermore, some parents do not have adequate literacy to support learning
at home:

Small children need their parents’ support, so what about the parent who is not able to work because
they must play the teacher’s role? How do parents work if they also need to look after their children at
home? Studying (and playing)? This might end up disrupting the global economic model in the long
run: work productivity will go down.

However, in some countries, emergency remote teaching is opening up new opportunities that
are not necessarily linked to emergencies. For example in Estonia, parents look at this experience as
a good opportunity for implementing online learning at full speed, in particular for families who travel
a lot, who work abroad, who have specific needs and so forth.

This last indication is very interesting, as countries such as Estonia are already highly experienced
in ICT. Therefore, the core issue is to understand how online learning can be used and integrated with
face-to-face learning, additionally considering that many of the challenges are also connected with the
need to overcome technological gaps.

5. The Italian Case Study

The experiences of remote teaching highlighted in various countries during this health emergency
have some common issues. Here, we analyse the case of Italy. The picture did not return a uniform
situation in the country. Indeed, a gap between north and south has emerged, especially considering
the availability and types of devices and platforms used. In the northern classes, advanced platforms
are being used and over 51% of students regularly attend video lessons. In the southern regions,
students are mostly assigned homework to be done and corrected online. The technological endowment
of families is the biggest obstacle impeding the definitive affirmation of online learning. Indeed,
according to ISTAT [32], 42% of families do not have a PC in southern Italy, while this percentage is
33% in the rest of Italy. About 14.3% of families with at least one minor child do not have a computer
or a tablet and in only 22.2% of families does every member have access to at least one PC or tablet.
Therefore, it is evident that it is not easy for everyone to access digital learning content. Moreover,
in 2019, two out of three 14–17 year olds had low digital skills.
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To overcome this digital divide, several institutional or beneficial initiatives have been undertaken
during the COVID-19 pandemic. Moreover, in some cities, campaigns to collect and donate technological
devices for students who need them have been launched. Furthermore, the government is attempting
to provide a practical solution. Indeed, Decree-Law no. 18 of 17 March 2020, no. 18 (Cura Italia)
has allocated funds to encourage schools to use e-learning platforms and to equip them with digital
tools, or to enhance those already in their possession. Other funds are being addressed to give less
well-off students digital devices on free loan and to train school staff. One plan is for schools to receive
funds for the purchase of computers and tablets for students who do not have them. Some companies
in the ICT sector have even offered free services to support citizens and have collaborated with the
Ministry of Education to make completely free platforms for institutions to facilitate the organisation
and transmission of teaching. This emergency has made it clear that having widespread diffusion,
across all social groups, of technological devices and broadband connections, is fundamental.

In order to have a more complete framework on Italy, we collected some important opinions
considering different points of view involving opinion leaders from the world of press, academia and
organizations. These sources are significant as they are qualified experts in the learning sector in
Italy. They collect and influence the opinions of the public as well as the important choices made by
decision-makers with respect to the problem dealt with.

According to Gervasio [38], opinion leader and journalist of a specialized magazine about the
school, the biggest advantages of online learning are the overcoming of space-time barriers and
increased flexibility in the ways and styles of learning. This enables the customisation of training paths
based on the specific skills and objectives to be achieved by each student. However, some obstacles are
technological, such as the difficulty of accessing the network, the speed of data transmission, the quality
of students’ and teachers’ ICT skills, the ability to manage time and knowledge of the best ways to
interact online with other students (i.e., to manage a feeling of the community). If students do not have
the opportunity to access the network on a regular basis, they risk being left behind, inevitably leading
to the alienation of some learners, especially if they are not prepared from the outset for a type of
collaborative and constructivist learning.

Another important opinion was provided in the interview with Michilli [39], the General Manager
of “Fondazione Mondo Digitale”, committed to the creation of an inclusive learning society in which
innovation, instruction, inclusion and fundamental values are all combined in a holistic vision.

According to her, it is important to capitalise on this crisis by overcoming all the gaps that are
emerging. The commitment to innovate the system must come from institutions, with the collaboration
of all actors (citizens, enterprises, non-governmental organisations). Italy is one of the countries with
the highest rate of mobile phone ownership in the world, but many families do not have a laptop, PC or
landline with an Internet connection. It is not easy to use a mobile phone for online learning, as even
the most advanced smartphones do not allow adequate interaction for a long time. The infrastructure
problem exists for many teachers and families. The Digital Economy and Society (DESI) Index [40] on
Italy is clear: the country is far behind both in the use of fast lines and equipment. Other problems are
teachers’ and students’ skills and the teaching approaches used. If on the one hand there is a wide
choice of technological platforms, on the other, organised and certified content for learning is very
scarce and publishers are still very traditional. Therefore, teachers often use technologies as a support
for a traditional didactic form of learning in which frontal instruction prevails. Special attention must
be paid to the “specific needs of students with disabilities”; to this end, the Ministry of Education,
University and Research (MIUR) has activated “inclusion via the web”, a new thematic channel for
supporting teachers in online teaching paths addressed to children with disabilities [41]. As regards
disabilities, inclusion within the classroom in the past was managed by focusing on collective teaching
and group work, while isolation is a further element of exclusion. This is a huge problem that needs
special attention and professionals in the sector.

According to Rivoltella (Professor at the “Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore” on Media
Education and Learning Technologies) [42], the emergency is compelling us to rethink teaching
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practices. He focuses in particular on pedagogical and relational challenges. According to him, it is not
enough to put students in front of a computer screen or assign them homework: educational planning
is also needed. The biggest teaching challenges are managing students’ motivation and attention; it is
necessary to create the content and to also give precise indications to the students through the use of
synchronous communication (chat and video communication) to interact, clarify doubts and discuss
problems. Cooperation between students must be fostered; the real added value of technology is the
possibility of sharing, working and cooperating in a group. Technologies can help reinforce feelings of
being part of a community and generate new networks of relationships and meanings. They should
transform all diversities (disability, language, culture) into a diversity that enriches rather than being
an obstacle that adds separation. The quality of the relationship is not a matter of formats or tools and
digital is not an alternative to presence. The relationship is the result of educational intentionality and
the digital can be one of the ways to ensure it.

At the governance level, it is necessary to take action in the very short term for defining strategies
to face and overcome the technological, pedagogical and social challenges discussed before.

In the case of a new emergency, schools need to use online learning. Therefore, the government has
indicated that each educational institution should integrate into its annual plan of the educational offer
a part related to digital teaching, identifying ways to redesign teaching activities, taking advantage
of the lessons learned during the current emergency. The Ministry of Education also has started
designing an official online learning platform. Full participation in online learning (where necessary)
must be encouraged, whatever students’ economic, social and cultural starting point. With this in
mind, the government is activating the following actions to face the open challenges:

• protocols with the Professional Order of Psychologists to manage the emotional effects of the
lockdown on students, school staff and families;

• agreements with mobile phone companies, for discounts on costs for connection;
• support actions to ensure that local authorities continue to complete the infrastructure that

guarantees coverage of the entire national territory with broadband.

Furthermore, MIURprovided some guidelines [43] for the return to school in September 2020,
in which the autonomy of the individual educational institutions was highlighted to better organise
teaching activities, using forms of flexibility including organising each class into several groups based
on students’ levels of learning. The guidelines called for less frontal and more laboratory teaching,
in small groups and not necessarily in the classroom, but also in different spaces to combine the
need for distancing with innovation. The purchase of new furnishings is being favoured, such as
new single desks that allow more collaborative teaching. Digital teaching can be integrated with
face-to-face teaching but only in a complementary way in secondary school. Agreements between
schools and local entities are being strengthened to encourage the provision of other structures or spaces,
such as parks, theatres, libraries and cinemas, to carry out further educational activities or alternatives
to traditional ones, but ultimately aimed at educational purposes. Furthermore, training courses
for teachers and educational staff are being increased, exposing them to innovative teaching and
learning methodologies and courses on interdisciplinary teaching models, multimedia technologies,
teamwork and the digitalisation of administrative procedures.

6. Conclusions

Emergency online teaching has allowed schools to provide learning largely undisrupted during the
school closures forced by the COVID-19 pandemic. However, there are several challenges to be faced.
The results of the analysis of the online discussion forum with international experts, the data from
ISTAT and statements of opinion leaders in Italy have revealed several technological, pedagogical and
social challenges, additionally confirmed by the reference literature.

The technological challenges are mainly related to the unreliability of Internet connections when
thousands of students and workers are simultaneously connected as well as the lack of technological
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devices for many students. This aspect has been underlined by different studies [16–19], particularly in
developing countries like Ghana, Malaysia [20–22]. The pedagogical challenges are associated with
teachers’ and learners’ lack of digital skills, the lack of structured content versus the abundance of
online resources, learners’ lack of interactivity and motivation and the social and cognitive issues
that teachers and schools must address in this situation. The lack of interactivity and motivation
of students is connected with the social challenge related to the loss of human interaction between
teachers and students as well as among students. In order to encourage children’s engagement and
curiosity, our results suggest the use of more interactive resources to gamify education, in accordance
with Thomas and Rogers [18]. Moreover, there are problems related to the lack of physical spaces at
home where lessons can be received and, sometimes, a lack of parental support.

Researchers, universities, educational institutions, businesses and policymakers must be involved in
providing adequate answers to the challenges emerging from this worldwide experience. Online learning
and emergency remote teaching should become a priority for policymakers in different countries,
both in Europe and globally. Lessons learned from this emergency enable us to indicate challenges and
proposals for action to face these same challenges addressed to policymakers from different countries
so that they can address some of the open challenges. Here we reflect on the summary of opinions by
experts coming from the online discussion forum and the data analysis of the Italian case study which
served to substantiate the following proposals for action to respond to the identified challenges.

1. Reliable network infrastructure needs to be developed. Teachers, students and parents must
have connectivity that allows them to be able to take lessons remotely even when other people
in the same house are doing other online activities. In fact, the results of the online discussion
forum underlined that the intensive use of networks during the pandemic crisis has produced
connection failures in several countries, including Estonia, which is technologically advanced.
One suggestion of experts was to develop 5G.

2. More affordable devices must be provided. Devices such as tablets or computers to be connected
should be less expensive and Governments should give households incentives to buy them.
All the involved actors must have suitable devices to follow a lesson remotely in the most
comfortable way. This issue was underlined by the experts, in particular for families with more
than one child. Moreover, for the Italian case study, the DESI Index shows that many families do
not have a laptop or PC, even though this country has the highest rate of ownership of mobile
phones in the world. The European Commission (EC) can play a key role in boosting facilities and
infrastructure for online learning. This is also in line with the EC action plan to help individuals,
educational institutions and education systems to better adapt for life and work in an age of rapid
digital change.

3. Diverse modalities (telecourses, TV, radio, online courses) should be used to provide accessible
learning experiences for students in remote areas, as already seen in some countries. The experts
provided examples of Croatia and Serbia as countries where these modalities have been
successfully implemented. This challenge has also been suggested by Eder [26].

4. Systematic training initiatives should be provided to improve teachers’ and learners’ technological
skills in relation to new emerging models and approaches encouraging the effective use of online
learning. The results of this study revealed that in various countries there are challenges related
to gaps in digital literacy in education among teachers, students and parents. For example,
in Hungary, there is no digital education and/or online education.

5. A clear and consistent plan should be developed, providing structured and planned educational
material (content, methodologies and common goals) and more adequate e-learning platforms by
using interactive suitable digital learning resources (video, animations, quizzes and games) to
maintain students’ attention. For example, in Italy, there emerged on one hand a wide choice of
technological platforms and on the other very poorly organised and certified content for online
learning. Co-creation platforms could be developed and made available, encouraging students’
participation in content creation and their inclusion in the learning process.
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6. Strategies for communication and digital education assessment need to be created. The lack of
student feedback has also been underlined by [23]. According to the experts who participated in
the forum, teachers should communicate consistently and often with students so that they do not
feel isolated and confused. They should maintain constant contact with students, for example
by creating a community group, sending them e-mails twice a week and setting up a frequently
asked questions (FAQ) section so that all students can benefit from other students’ questions.
The experts emphasised that a community of learners and teachers can be built by increasing
“human” cyber interaction.

7. A blended approach should be used whenever possible to reinforce a feeling of community
belonging, thereby improving social interaction and collaboration among learners and between
learners and teachers. According to experts, students need face-to-face interactions, so face-to-face
lessons should complement online lessons.

8. Technologies that use virtual and augmented reality need to be improved, making them widely
accessible and therefore more engaging and inclusive, in order to stimulate students’ involvement
and interaction. According to experts, some issues include students’ online motivation and
involvement. The implementation of these new technologies in online teaching could help in
this regard.

9. The use of intelligent technologies for remote teaching, like artificial intelligence, needs to be
reinforced to encourage personalised, inclusive and participatory online learning paths. This can
open up new possibilities and provide added value to online learning, as long as it is integrated
with the pedagogical methodologies used by teachers. In fact, in this study a need to personalise
learning and make it more effective emerged.

10. More inclusive tools, platforms and devices considering different web content accessibility
guidelines (e.g., WCAG 2.0) need to be developed in order to make digital learning resources
accessible to a wider range of people with disabilities.

The open challenges emerging from this health emergency may prove crucial in improving the
capability to provide effective online learning, in evolving educational models to overcome inequalities
and isolation in emergencies and in preventing social exclusion. Policymakers, enterprises, experts,
schools, students and families should collaborate closely to develop accessible and smart learning
environments, educational resources and tools additionally able to maintain the sociality, inclusiveness
and accessibility of education.

This study aimed to collect opinions, information and experiences and to identify challenges at
the European level and proposals for action to face these same challenges addressed to the different
actors (policymakers, researchers, teachers, etc.) to overcome the problems that arose during the
first lockdown related to the COVID-19 pandemic. This study has enabled us to gain a picture
during the first crisis of COVID-19 and it does not presume to be exhaustive. We are planning
to extend it in the future providing a major empirical and theoretical corroboration to support the
list of actions here hypothesized. Moreover, further research will analyse students’ perspectives,
experiences, attitudes and feelings and compare them across different countries, in order to provide
a more comprehensive view of the phenomenon and to attain more detailed results.
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